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This volume, the fifth of five volumes that describe the Generalized Tra-
jectory Simulation System (GTS), documents the GTS library of weight
estimation models ut'lized for sizing applications. The remaining volumes
are:

Volume 1: GTS Overview. This document provides the user with an
overview of GTS, including a summary of the major operational
capabilities and structural design of the GTS system.

Volume 11: GTS Usage Guide. This volume serves as a general
usage gu~de to GTS and includes a set of example problems. a
comprehensive description of the Generalized Trajectory Language,
and a discussion of the trajectory simulation control. In addition,
this volume contains a master reference list for all volumes and
supplementary information to aid the user in defining his problem.

Volume Ill: GTS Flight Dynamic Models. This report concerns
the GTS library of flight mechanics and flight dynamics models
utilized for trajectory simulations.

Volume IV: GTS Numerical Operators. This publication dcals with
the GTS library of numerical operators, including integration,
optimization, and interpolation operators.
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F. R. Henry, J. R. McLaughlin, I). S. Meder, J. Milligan, W. T. Milloway,
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. 0. 1 Program Description

The solid rocket motor weight estimation models presented within this
volume, combined with a general purpose optimization scheme (Vol. 1V) and
trajectory simulation capability (Vol. MI), form a generalized vehicle sizing
program for solid rockets. The program, normally utilized in preli.:ninary
design level studies, estimates performance sensitive component weights
which will determine a propulsion system configuration consistent with
realistic vehicle geometry, performance and mission constraints, Specifically,
it sizes each major rocket component, bases weight predictions on past and
present experience, recognizes actual hardware and system constraints, and
permits the inclusion of technology changes. It is valid for propulsion system

weights between 3000 and 2, 000, 000 lbs. and does not require the generat-.on
of reference designs prior to generating results. It should be noted that the
program does not replace the design, weight, and performance processes
associated with hard point design studies. However, it has proven a valuable
tool when sufficient data, funding, or time is not available for such a design
effort.

1. 0. 2 Program Applications

The propulsion system configuration generated by this program has served

as a reference vehicle design for:

"* booster subsystem trade-off studies;

"* preliminary design of major new missile weapon
and space system concepts;

"* growth studies of existing boost and post-boost vehicles;

"* determining the effects of advanced propellent technology
on missi1l systems;

* determining effects of new launch concepts on missile systems.

1-1



I!
S 1. 1 SUMMARY OF WEIGHT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY

This section summarizes the principal methods used for derivation of
the weight prediction equaticns and gives some general commrents on I
the accuracy to be expected. For a detailed exposition of the methodology
for specific applications, and the Iderivation of many of the weight prediction
equations used, see reference 8.

There are three principal methods of weight analysis associated with the
development of the weight estimation models within this volume. The first
two listed below, actual and hard point design, served as the data base for the
development of the weight scaling equations used by this program.

1. Actual weight analysis--determination of the measurements
and weights of existing rockets.

Z. Hard point design analysis--development of detailed
mathematical models of the geometry and physics of a
specific proposed rocket system.

m

3. Preliminary design analysis using weight scaling--develop-
ment of simple mathematical models using weight scaling
equations derived by analysis of the physical and statistical
properties of existing rockets. The resulting design, using
estimated weights, serves as a reference vehicle which
emay require furth ereturbation for analysis of a specific 'I
rocket system. The primary scaling methods used are:

"* theoretical weight scaling

"* statistical weight s.-aling

"* parametric weight scaling

1. 1. 1 Theoretical Weight Scaling

Theoretical weight scaling equations are developed by generating a simple
mathematical model of the physics and geometry, which includes only
elements common to a wide range of rockets.

The scaling equation is an analytical equation expressed in terms of design

parameters which are either performance sensitive or basic quantities of
the subsystem being modeled.I

1. Kimble, J. E. "Parametric Weight Scaling Equations for Solid
Prcpellent Launch Vehicles," TR-669(6560)-2, The Aerospace
Corp. , El Segundo, Calif. , April 1966 (U).

Preceding page blank
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The principal advantage of theoretical scaling iF that the analytical approach
assists in determining the significant design parameters and, since the
fundamental physics and geometry are being modeled, weight trends due to
design parameter perturbations can be predicted with confidence. However,
due to the simple universal models employed, the absolute weights predicted
may be considerably different than the actual subsystem weight.

The principal steps in developing a theoretical weight scaling model are:

1. Collect data. The data may include weights and design
parameters of both existing rockets and hard point designs.

2. Derive a theoretical equation for the weight of the subsystem
using physical properties. Select significant design parameters
and re-express the weight equation as a function of these
design parameters.

3. Compare the theoretical equatico n results with the data.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the comparison is satisfactory.

1. 1. 2 Statistical Weight Scaling

Statistical weight scaling equations are developed by generating a mathematical
model using statistical analysis of existing rockets.

The scaling equation and scaling parameters are both statistical in nature,
chosen to give a "'be-st fit" to the data.

When compared with the data from which they are derived, statistical equations
yield better estimates of absolute component weights than the theoretical
scaling equations described above. Further, for complex subsystems where
a simple theoretical nmodel may not be feasible, statistical scaling may be
required. However, since both the equation and parameters do not reflect
the physics of the subsystems being modeled, weight trends due to perturba-

tion of design parameters cannot be predicted with confidence.

The principal steps in developing a statistical weight scaling model are:
1. Collect data. The data may include weights and design

parameters of both existing rockets and hard point designs.

2. Determine both the form of the weight estimation function
and the statistical parameters by analysis of the mathematical
properties of the data.

i-4



3. Determine coefficient and exponent values which result in=• a "beat fit" curve.

4. Perform correlation analysis.

"5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 until errors are acceptable.

1.1.3 Parametric Weight Scaling

Parametric weight scaling equations are developed by generating a mathematical
model which combines both statistical weight scaling and theoretical weight
scaling techniques.

The scaling equation is statistical in form, using elements of the theoretical
equation as statistical parameters. As with theoretical weight scaling,
design parameters are either performance sensitive or basic quantities of
the subsystem being modeled.

Parametric weight scaling attempts to combine the advantages of both
theoretical and statistical scaling methods. The analytical approach yields
insight into selection of significant design parameters and is a basis for good
weight trend predictions, whereas the statistical fitting yields realistic
absolute weights by accounting for weight contributious not predicted by the
theoretical equation. Whenever possible, the weight models documented
within this volume use parametric weight scaling for predicting rocket
component weights.

The principal steps in developing a parametric weight scaling model are:

1. Collect data. The data may include weights and design
parameters of both existing rockets and hard point designs.

2. Derive a theoretical equation for the weight of the subsystem
using physical properties. Select significant design parameters
and re-express the weight equation as a function of these design
parameters.

3. Compare the theoretical equation results with the data.
Particular emphasis is placed on weight trend results since
the statistical fitting in the following steps will account for
bias in the absolute weights predicted,

4. Repeat steps Z and 3 until the comparison is satisfactory.

5. Determine the form of the weight estimation function to be
used for the statistical analysis. Rearrange the theoretical
equation such that the elements serve as statistical parameters.

• 1.. -
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6. Determine coefficient and exponent values which result in

a "best fit" curve.

7. Perform correlation analysis.

8. Repeat steps 2 through 7 until errors are acceptable.

1. 1. 4 Accuracy of Weliht Scaling Results

I or studies coordinated with competent weight prediction personnel, the
following general statements may be made for the accuracy of the results
using the weight estimation models presented within this volume.

1. Weight predictions do not include the effects of design
philosophy, program funding, or technological advances
difficult to evaluate or forecast.

2. The subsystems can be manufactured with the predicted weight.

3. Weight trends resulting from design parameter perturbations
can be predicted with higher confidence than absolute weights.
Weights of complex subsystems will have reduced accuracy.

4. Th.ý stage structure factor (ratio of stage burnout weight to
otage grob weightO will be within 15%,

5. Statistical weight scaling modc-ls cannot be u ed for subsystem
tradeoff studies.

6. The geometrical configuration produced is of secondary
importance and requires considerable interpretation for
correlation with geometrical configurations produced by a
"hard point design' analysis.

t1!t



1.2 USE OF GTS FUNCTION GENERATORS TO SOLVE THE
SIZING PROBLEM

Two principal comtonents of the GTS system are a "model library" and a

set of "program control executive models" (referred to as "function
generators"), which select and control the execution of the subset of !ibrary
models required for solution of a particular problem. Specifically, three
subsets of the model library are pertinent for sizing applications: optimization
numerical operator models (which are documented in Volume IV), weight
estimation models (which are documented within this volume), and trajectory
simulation models (which are documented in Volume IM). In addition, to
control these models, three function generators are required: OPTSYS, for
control of the optimization numerical operator models; SIZE, for control
of the weight estimation models; and TRAJCKE•, hr control of the trajectory
simulation models.

This section will illustrate the general techniques utilized for solving sizing
problems using the appropriate function generators and models. For specific
model requirements, refer to the pertinent GTS volume, and for a detailed
discussion of the input language, including the precise method and syntax I
required to implement the function generators and models, see Volume II.

1. 2. 1 Statement of the Sizing Problem

In general, the sizing problem is to estimate the "best" rocket weight
breakdown which will result in a propulsion system configuration which is
consistent with realistic vehicle geometry, performance, and mission
constraints.

The problem may be stated as three distinct, but not normally independent,
s ubp roble ms:

I. The optimization subproblem. Determine the variable values
which extremize the objective function subject to a set of
equality and inequality constraints or determine the values of
N variables which satisfy N equality constraints.

2. The weight estimation subproblem. Given a set of variable
values, determine the vehicle gcometry, propulsion, and
weights.

3. The trajectory simulation subproblem. Given a set of variable
values and vehicle parameters, determine the trajectory profile.

1
I

I'I
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It must be noted that this problem statement completely separates the
determination of variable values, constraint solving, and objective function
maximization or minimization from the evaluation of the ve.icle and trajectory
quantities. This is not only required for a valid solut;Jn to the theoretical
problem, it will be shown within the following sections that this method of
breaking down the problem renders itself to natut.al, flexible, and efficient
methods of solution using GTS function generators and GTS models.

1. 2. 2 Pertinent Function Generators

A GTS function generator is the principal executive subprogram which controls
the execution of the set of models required to solve a class of problems. The
function generator will, in turn, call a lower level executive model (usually
via a "definition" model type) to solve a specific problem within the class.

That is, a function generator is used to solve a particular type of problem.

A problem, which has been partitioned into distinct, functional, subproblems,
may be solved by linking function generators, each type of subproblem
solved by a specific function generator.

The pertinent function generators for sizing applications are OPTSYS,
SIZE, and TRAJCEM.

OPTSYS - Optimization System Program Control Executive Model.

For sizing applications, OPTSYS normally executes UOPTIM or UBEST
(or USCHN for special problem applications involving only trajectory
quantities) via the optimization problem definition model type PROBDEF.
Both UOPTIM and UBEST are general purpose optimization schemes designed
for solving problems incorporating an objective function and a very large
number of variables, equality constraints and inequality constraints.
USCHN is a special purpose optimization scheme designed for efficiently
solving search problems by satisfying equality constraints.

SIZE - W,:ight Estimation Program Control Executive Model.

For the current set of available weight estimation models, SIZE executes
VHDMl, a vehicle definition model which controls the evaluation of the
geometry, propulsion, and weight equations for a sequentially staged vehicle.

TRAJCEM - Trajectory Program Control Executive Model.

TRAJCEM executes TRJDMI, the trajectory definition model which controls
the trajectory simulation. (TRJDM1 is a default model and is normally not
of concern to the program user.

1-8



1. 2. 3 Interaction of Function Generators

As mentioned above, the sizing problem may be set up as three distinct (but
dependent) subproblems. each subproblem solved by a particular function
generator (i.e. , OPTSYS is responsible for determining variable values,
solving constraints, etc. , SIZE is responsible for evaluating the weight
estimation equations, and TRAJCEM is responsible for evaluating the
trajectory equations). To solve the real problem, the function generators
must be linked together by the program user in a manner which insures that

the major dependencies are satisfied correctly. For example, generally,
Sa valid optim ization problem m ay have only a single objective function. If a

multi.case setup is being utilized where the vehicle parameters are optimized
within the first case by extremizing a part' :.4ar objective function, then the
resulting vehi'le is flown in the second case extremizing a second objective
function, it i the responsibility of the program user to insure that the "two" U

optimization prcblems Are not dependent.

Due to the nature of the sizing problem, the engineering design cycle for an
application will frequently involve repeated computer runs using alternate
function generator linkages. The repeated runt may be required to investigate
a specific subsystem prior to sizing the total vehicle and mission, the
alternate linkages may be required for the initial subsystem analysis cr to
minimize computer charges. The latter becomes especially important for
applications where many vehicles are being sized. This section will illustrate
the various function generator linkages useful for sizing applications.

1. Evaluate Vehicle Configuration and Simulate Trajectory
(rno optimization).

Figure. 1 illustrates two examples where SIZE and TRAJCEM are used in
a "staiad alone" mode without optimization. The first example illustrated is
a two case job. The first case executes SIZE directly, which in turn calls
a vehicle definition model (e. g. , VHDMl) to evaluate the vehicle geometry,
weight and propulsion quantities. The second case, which is optional, executes
TRAJCEM, which simulates the trajectory using the vehicle parameters
determined in case I. The second example illustrated is a single case job.
TRAJCEM is exeacted directly and SIZE is executed from a trajectory
initialization model type when vehicle parameters are required as input to
the trajectory models.

Since there is no optimization and associated constraint solving, the
above function generator linkages are not frequently used. The program user
must furnish input data values which will satisfy the vehicle geometry
constraints. Generally, these values, especially for the grain geometry,
are not known apriori.

1-1-9
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2. Optimize Vehicle Configuration, Then Optimize Trajectory.

Figure 2 illustrates a two case setup which optimizes the vehicle configuration
and trajectory separately. The first case executes OPTSYS which estimates
vehicle variable values and, when a function evaluation is required for
constraint solving .*r extremizing the objective function, calls SIZE. After
the vehicle optimization problem is solved, the second case is executed
if desired. OPTSYS estimates variable values and, when a function evaluation
is required, TRAJCEM uses the optimization determined trajectory variable
values, together with the vehicle parameterb determined within the first case
to simulate the trajectory.

In practice, this function generator setup is used frequently. However, since
the "two" optimization problems solved may not be independent, it must be
used with extreme caution. The solution should be verified by rerunning the
final job with the function generator setup illustrated in Figure 3 and described
below.

3. Optimize Vehicle Configuration and Trajectory.

Figure 3 illustrates a single -ase function generator setup which optimizes
the combined vehicle configuration and trajectory. OPTSYS estimates
vehicle and trajectory variables and, when a function evaluation is required,
TRAJCEM is executed from OPTSYS. TRAJCEM in turn calls SIZE out of
a trajectory initialization model type when vehicle data is required.

Since the optimization dependencies are always valid, this is the preferred
setup for sizing applications. No distinction is made between vehicle and
trajectory quantities since both sets of equations arg evaluated simultaneously
with respect to the optimization. The only disadvantage is that for some
problems, many trajectories will be needlessly generated for solving the set
of vehicle constraints which are independent of the trajectory. Normally, it
is not recommended that the user attempt to determine dependencies of this
nature and economize by splitting the optimization problem into two parts. The
dependencies are very subtle and results are usually not valid. However,
some important, frequently used, basic sizing applications may be formulated
such that the vehicle optimization problem is independent of the trajectory
optimization problem.
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Example I

EXECUTE SIZE

Case I Evaluate vehicle weight,
geometry, and propulsion
equations.

EXECUTE TRAJCEM

Simulate trajectory using
Case U stage weights, thrust, etc.,
(Optional) determined irn Case I, as

input data to the trajectory
models.

Example 2

EXECUTE TRAJCEM SIZE

Simulate trajectory by calling Evaluate vehicle weight,
SIZE directly (via a trajectory , geometry, and propulsion

Case I initialization model type) when equations when requested
stage weights, thrust, etc., by TRAJCEM.
are required as input data to the
trajectory models.

Fig. 1.2.3-1 Typical Function Generator Interaction. Determine
Vehicle Configuration and Simulate Trajectory.
(No Optimization)
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EXECUTE OPTSYS SIZE

Case I Determine variable values Use variable values
which optimize vehicle furnished by optimization
configuration. Call SIZE to evaluate vehicle weights,
when a function evaluation geometry and propulsion.
is required.

EXECUTE OPTSYS TRAJCEM

Case II Determine variable values Use variable values
(Optional) which optimize trajectory. - furnished by optimization

Call TRAJCEM when a to simulate the trajectory.
trajectory evaluation is
required.

Fig. 1. Z. 3-2 Typical Function Generator Interaction. Optimize
Vehicle Configuration, Then Optimize Trajectory.
(Optimization Problems Must Be Uncoupled.

1-12
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Case I

EXECUTE OPTSYS TRAJCEM SIZE

Determine variable Simulate trajectory Evaluate vehicle,

values which optimize by calling SIZE weights, geometry,

the system. Call *-o directly (via a and propulsion equations

TRAJCEM when a trajectory initializa- when requested by

function evaluation is tion model type) when TRAJCEM.
required. stage weights, thrust,

etc. , are required as

input data to the
trajectory models.

Fig. 1. Z. 3-3 Typical Function Generator Interaction. Optimize
Syst.m by Combining Vehicle and Trajectory.
(Optimi;ation Problem Ma, Have Interdependent
Vehicle and Trajectory Quartcities.

9
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1.3 CLASSIFICATION AND PURPOSE OF WEIGHT ESTIMATION MODELS.

The weight estimation models within this volume are organized functionally
into three major classifications:

- vehicle definition models

weight models

geometry, internal ballistics, and oropulsion models

Except for the vehicle delinition models, which are presented first, the
individual model writeups are ordered alphabetically t'ithir this document
starting with Section 10.

1.3. 1 Vehicle Definition Models

The vehicle definition model is an executive model (called by the SIZE function
generator) which controls the execution of the individual models required to
evaluate a specific application. The documentation for each vehicle definition
model (Section 10) lists the applicable model types and serves as a guide for
"selecting models when setting up a new data deck.

1.3.2 Weight Models

There aro' two types of weight models--scaling models and synthesis models.

Scaling modcls predict subsystem weights using weight scaling equations which
are a functiox of design parameters selccted when the weight scaling equations
were develope,. Whenever possible, parametric weight scaling is utilized.
However, becauie of subsystem complexity, insufficient data, etc., statistical
weight scaling ani theoretical weight scaling are used for some component
weights. Typical -.esign parameters include:

length to dia.-eter ratios

volumetric loa 1ing efficiency

propellent weight

Lurn time

no.,zle expansion ratil,

chamber pressure

specific impulse

Preceding page blank
A
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Synthesis models are used to combine subsystem weights, evaluated by
scaling models or other synthe,3is modAls, to form composite subsystems.

In addition to component weights peculiar to the subsystem being modeled,
each weight model outputs a gene;-al expended component weight breakdown
(for performance evaluation) of the following form:

W WPP + WX + WNX

WX = WXI + WXT

where

W is the total subsystem weight.

W pp is the primary propellent weight component associated
with the subsystem.

WX is the total expended weight component associated with
the subsystem.

WNX is the total non-expended weight componcnt associated
with the subsystem.

WXI is the expended (non-thrust producing) weight component
associated with WX.

W XT is the expended (thrust producing) weight component
associated with W .

1.3.3 Geometry, Internal Ballistic and Propulsion Models

The SOLE purpose of the geometry, internal ballistic, and weight models
is to determine the design parameter values required by the weight scaling
models. Note that what constitutes a "design parameter" is specified by the
weight model, NOT the geometry, internal ballistics or propulsion model.

The geometrical configuration produced is of secondary importance and
requires considerable interpretation for correlation with geometrical
configurations produced by a "hard point design' analysis.
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2. NOMENCLATURE CONVENTIONS

The following conventions have been established to facilitate symbol
identification within the weight estimation models. It mu't be emphasized
that these are conventions, not rigid rules, and that exceptions will occur.

Except for ratios and factors:

the symbc I pSSxxx

corresponds to the mnemonic PSSXXX

whe re

P designates the primary attribute of the quantity

SS designates the secondary attribute of the quantity

XXX designates an identifier which makes the quantity
unique (up to three characters)

For ratios:

the symbol R PPSSSS
zI

corresponds to the mnemonic RPPSSSS

where

R designates - 'atio quantity

the first P designates the numerator primary attribute

the second P designates the dcnominator primary attribute
(if different iront first P,'

the first SS designates the numerator secondary attribute

the second SS designates the denominator secondary attribute
(if different from first SS)

For factors:

the symbol KpSSXXXx

corresponds to the mnemonic KPSSXXX

2-i



where " I
K designates a factor quantity

PSSXXX designates the left hand member of the equation
containing the factor

Examples of primary attributes are:

2
P A Plane area (in )

B Burn rate (in/see)
C Constant (N. D.)
D Diameter (in)
I Impulse
K Factor, coefficient or biau
L Length (measured parallel to centerline) (in)
N Number of (N. D.)
P Pressure (psia)
Q Associative quantity
R Ratio (N. D.)
S Surface area (in)

T Thickness (in), time (sec), temperature
V Volume (in 3 )
W Weight (lb)
Y Centroid (in)

Examples of secondary attributes are:

SS CH Chamber
CS Case
GN Grain
IN Insulation
IT Interstage
JT Joint
MT Motor
N Z Nozzle
PA Payload
PL Payload section
PP Primary propellent
PS Propulsion system
PT Port
S C Stag,
S14 Shroud
SK Skirt
SL Slot
SS Substage
ST Structure
TH Throat
TT Thrust termination
TV Thrust vector

2-2
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I
Examples of identifiers which make a quantity unique:

XXX = A AftF Forward

CL or C Closure
CH Closure hole
CY or Y Cylinder
H Hole
I Inside
0 Outside

Some examples using the conventions:

DCSO Dcs Outside case diameter

DCSI DCS Inside case diameter

WNZ WNZ Total nozzle weight

LNZ LNZ Total nozzle length

LNZCV LNZ Length of convergent portion of nozzle

LNZDV LNZ Length of divergent portion of nozzle

ANZTH A Nozzle throat areaNZTTH

ANZEXT ANZExT Nozzle exit area

ANZENT ANZENT Nozzle entrance area

DNZTH DNZTH Nozzle throat diameter

DNZEXT DNZExT Nozzle exit diameter

DNZENT DNZENT Nozzle entrance diameter

t
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LNZB L Buried nozzle length

NZB

KLNZB KLNZB Buried nozzle factor

RLDGNCY RLDGNCY Cylindrical grain length to diameter ratio

2-4



VEHDEF VEHICLE DEFINITION VHDMI

10.1

MODEL TYPE: VEHDEF (VEHicle DEFinition)

MODEL NAME: VHDMI (Sequential stages with payload)

I
DESCRIPTION:

VVHDMI (Ve~tcle Q2efinition Mjodel number 1) is an executive model which
defines a rocket configuration consisting of a single propulsion system
(i.e. , boost vehicle), with sequential stages, and a single payload section
(i. e., post-boost vehicle). The rocket is comprised of the following major
components, each of which has a separate data block for input of its models ¶

and associated data (see figure 1).

The "vehicle"' is comprised of a single "propulsion system"
and a single "payload section". The "vehicle" data is input
within the same data block as the vehicle definition model.
In addition to the vehicle definition model type, VEHDEF,
the following model types are applicable.

VEHG Vehicle geometry

VEHW Vehicle weight

The "propulsion system" (i. e. , boost vehicle) is comprised
of up to ten sequential "stages". Data is input using the data
block specified by DBPS(1) (see Intra-Model Input). The
following model types are applicable.

PROSYSC Propulsion system geometry

PROSYSW Propulsion system weight

A "stage" is comprised of a single "substage" and a single
"interstage". "Stage" data is input using the data block

specified by DBSG(i), i = 1, 10, where i is the otage number.
Stages are numbered consecutively, from the bottom to the top,
starting .,ith any integer less than, or equal to, 10. The
followin:g n'odel types are applicable.

STAGVFG Stage geometry

STAGEW Stage weight

V
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VEHDEF VEHICLE DEFINITION VHDMI

DESCRIPTION (Cont.): U
A Isubstage" is comprised of the motor and nozzle associated
with a "stage". "Substage" data is input using the data block
specified by DBSS (i), i = 1, 10, where i is the stage number.
The following model types are applicable.

CASEG Case geometry

CASEW Case weight

GRAING Grain geometry

IBGAS Internal ballistics, gas

IBFLOW Internal ballistics, flow

IBPERI. Internal ballistics, performance

INSULG Internal insulation geometry

INSULW Internal insulation weight

MISCMTW Miscellaneous motor weight

MOTORG Motor geometry

MOTORW Motor weight

NOZZLEG Nozzle geometry

NOZZLEW Nozzle weight

PROPELW Propellent weight

PROPUL Propulsion characteristics

SUBSTGG Substage geometry

SUBSTGW Substage weight

TVCG Thrust vector control geumetry

TVCW Thrust vector control weight

TTERMG Thrust termination geometry

TTEJRMW Thrust termination weight

An 'interstage" is comprised of the structure to join either
"substages" or a "substage" and the "payload" (i.e. , payload
adapter). Ihe "interstage" associated with a "stage" is on
top of (forward of) the "substage" associated with that "stage".
"Interstage" data is input using the data block specified by
DBIT(i), i = 1, 10. The following model types are applicable.

10. 1-2



VEHDEF VEHICLE DEFINITION VHDMI q1

DESCRIPTION (Cont.):

INTINSW Interstage external insulation weight

INTSTGG Interstage geometry

INTSTGW Interstage weight

INTSTRW Interstage structure weight

The "razload section" (i.e., post-boost vehicle) is comprised
of a sigle payload. "Payload section" data is input using the
data block specified by DBPL(1). The following model types
are applicable.

PAYSECG Payload section geometry

PAYSECW Payload section weight

SHROUDW Shroud weight

""ayjoad' data is input using the data block specified by

1lBPA(T). The following model types are applicable.

PAYLODG Payload geometry

PAY LODW Payload weight
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VERHDEF VEHICLE DEFINITION VHDM1

PAYLOAD PAYLOAD SECTION
DBPA (1) DBPL (1)

INTERSTAGE
DBIT (3)

STAGE
SUBSTAGE DBSG (3)
DBSS (3)

INTERSTAGE VEHICLE
DBIT (2)

STAGE
SUBSTAGE DBSG (2) PROPULSION SYSTEM
DBS3 (2) DBPS (1)

INTERSTAGEf
DBIT (1)

STAGE

SUBSTAGE DBSG (1)
DBS (1)

Fig. 10. 1-1 Major Components ar,1 Data Block Designation
for a Typical Three Stage Rocket
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VEIDEF VEHICLE DEFINITION VHDMI

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input directly to this model by the program user.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

DBIT(i) DBIT(i) Name of data block containing interstage cata
for the interstage associated with the i-th
stage. i = 1, 10 where i is the stage number.
The data block name is arbitrary (i. e. , user
defined), except that it cannot be a previously
mentioned user-defined symbol or an existing
GTS symbol.

e.g., DBIT11) = rINTSTG1j;

N.D.

DBPA(O) DBPA(1) Name of data block containing payload data.
The data block name is arbitrary (i. e. , user
defined), except that it cannot be a previously
mentioned user-defined symbol or an existing
GTS symbol.

e.g., DBPA(1)= [PAYLOD];

N.D.

DBPL(l) DBPL(I) Name of data block containing payload section
(i. e. , post-boost vehicle) data. The data
block name is arbitrary (i. e., user defined),
except that it cannot be a previously mentioned
user-defined symbol or an existing GTS symbol.

e.g., DBPL(l) = (PAYSEC];

N.D.

DBPS(1) DBPS(l) Name of data block containing propulsion
system (i. e. , boost vehicle) data. The data
block name is arbitrary (i. e., user defined),
except that it cannot be a previously mentioned
user-defined symbol or an existing GTS symbol.

e.g., DBPS(1) = (PROSYS];

N.D.
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VEHDEF VEHICLE DEFINITION VHDMI

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

DBSG(i) DBSG(i) Name of data block containing stage data for
the i-th stage. i = 1, 10 where i is the stage
number. Note that stages are numbered
consecutively, from the bottom to the top,
starting with any integer less than, or equal
to, 10. The data block name is arbitrary
(i. e. , user defined), except that it cannot be
a previously mentioned user-defined symbol
or an existing GTS symbol.

e.g., DBSG(l) = (STAGEI];

N.D.

DBSS(i) DRSS(i) Name of data block containing substage data
for the substage associated with the i-th
stage, i = 1, 10 where i is the stage number.
The data block name is arbitrary (i. e. , user
defined), except that it cannot be a previously
mentioned user-defined symbol or an existing
GTS symbol.
e.g. , DBSS(1) = [SUBSTG1]

N.D.

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this d&ta, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. ) Units Model Type

None
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I VEHDEF VEHICLE DEFINITION VHDM1

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It it available for use as inter- A

model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.
3

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

None

.9
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMI

20.1

MODEL TYPE: CASEG (CASE Geometry)

MODEL NAME: CSGMI (Metal case)

DESCRIPTION:

CSGMI (CaSe Geometry Model number 1) determines the pertinent geometry
for a sol7d -'oclet motor -metal case subject to internal pressure. This
model does not account for buckling or aerodynamic loads.

As illustrated by Figure 1, the basic case geometry is comprised of a
cylindrical section with forward and aft closure sections. The inside and
outside surfaces of a closure section form concentric hemi-ellipsoids
having coincident equatorial planes and, normally, unequal head ratios.
The closures may have cylindrical holes, centered on the hemi-ellinsoid
axis of revolution, for modeling geometry associated with the igniter,
submerged nozzles and TVC systems. Generally, the geometry may be
degenerated for simulating spherical motors, etc.

It should be noted that since the model does not include raceways or
external protrusions associated with segmented cases, the outside case
diameter is not necessarily the maximum diameter of the motor. If such
protrusions exist, they would be evaluated by the models specified for the
MOTORG (motor geometry) or SUBSTGG (substage geometry) model types.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering CSGMl, the models specified by the IBGAS and
NOZZLEG model types have determined the average chamber pressure
and buried nozzle diameter.

Upon the first entrance to CSGM1, the thickness, closure lengths, diameters.
head ratios, and closure hole geometry associated with a metal motor case
are evaluated.

The models specified for the INSULG and GRAING model types then evaluate
the remaining principal motor component geometry, the insulation and
the grain.

After determining the grain geometry, CSGM1 is re-entered (second
entrance) and quantities associated with the total case length are evaluated.
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGM1

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE:

Case thickness, cylindrical section.

C K P D 1
Tc FS MEO CS KCS + KCS 2  ()

CSYzK UTS K l

Case thickness, center of aft closure.

Tcs (C2 Tcs) KCS +K (2)SCS

Case thickness, center of forward closure.

CSL (C Tcs Y) Kcs +K (3)

Case inside diameter.

DCSI = DCSO - 2 TCScy (4)

Outside equatorial diameter for case closures.

Dc'sCLO' D CS (5)

Inside equatorial diameter for case closures.

Dc'S D CS" (6)
CLI CS

Outside lcngth of aft case closure.

Lcs RDCSCAO D (7)

CSCLAO CSCLO

Inside length of aft case closure.

LCScLAI = LCSCLAO TCS CLA (8)
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"CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMI

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

Inside head ratio of aft closure.
:- LCS cLAI

RDCSCAI 2 DCSCI A(9)

Outside length of forward closure.

R DCSCFO D CS

L CS O (10)

Inside length of forward closure.

Lc Lc- Tc ( 1)
CLFI CLFO CLF

Inside head ratio of forward closure.
2 LCS

CLFI
R DCSCFI - (C2)

"CLI

Diameter of hole in aft outside case closure surface.

D K D ~+ K (3DCS ECS DNZ CS 8  (13)

Diameter of hole in aft inside case closure surface.

DCSHAI D CSHAO (14)

Diameter of hole in forward cutside case closure surface.

D CS KCS DCS + K CS (15)
GHFO C 9  CCLO C 10

Diameter of hole in forward inside case closure surface.

DCSHFI= DCSHFO (16)
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMI

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

Diameter ratio. Aft outside case hole diameter to outside case
closure diameter.

DCHAo

RDCSHAO D- (17)
U.S3CLO

Outside length of aft case closure, adjusted for hole.

L L (18)
LCS = LCScLAO " RDCSHAO

Diameter ratio. Aft inside case hole diameter to inside case closure
diameter.

R = CHAI (19)DCSHAI D
CSc LI

Inside length of aft case closure, adjusted for hole.

LCSCHAI = LCSC (20)

Diameter ratio. Forward outside case hole diameter to out'PJ, a!e

closure diameter.

RDCSHFO D HCS (H1O
DSCLO

Outside length of forward case closure, adjusted fer hole.

L L V - R DCHF (22)
CSCHFO CSCLFO DCSHFO

Diameter ratio, forward inside case hole diameter to inside case
closure diameter.

RDCSHFI (23)
DCSHFI DCSc LI
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMI

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

Inside length of forward case closure, adjusted for hole. ("

L (24)L.CS CHF CSCLFI -ýDýCSHFI (4

Length of hole in aft case closure.

LCSHA LCS LCSCHAI (Z5)

Length of hole in forward case closure.

L LCS - LCS (26)CSHF CHFO CHFI

Case cross sectional area.

ACS = () D (27)
0

Head ratio for use of models which define a single head ratio for forward
and aft closures.

R R (27 -a)DCSCHO DCSCAO

Associative quantities. The following quantities are intended solely for
optional utilization by the program user. Their primary usage within
this model is for forming constraint quantities.

QDII = KQDII DCS1 (28)

QDIZ = KQDIZ DCS (29)

QDI3 = KQDI3 DCS (30)

QDO1 Z KQDOI DCS (31)

K1

tI
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMI

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

QDOZ KQDOZ DCS (3:
C0

Q D (33)0 D03 KQDO 3 CSO 0I
EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE:

Lengch of cylindrical case section.

Lcy L (34)
CS GNC

Total cabe length.

L C L + Lc+ (35)CCY CHAO CScHFO

Cylindrical case length to diameter ratio.

LCSc6

Re.- (36)LDCSCY DCS 0

Total case length to diameter ratio.
LCR LDCS CS (37)

CS0
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMI
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CA SEF. CASE GEOMETRY CSGMI

'- -

INPUT DA I A, .NTVi-MODEL:

The following 6.ta is inp-it directly to this model by the program user. If
a value is not inp ':, the preset value is used.

IIMnemonic. Syb Description: Ext. (Int. ) Units Preset

CCSGI C1  Constant for TCSCY computation;

N.D. 1.05
CGSG2 C Proportionality constant relating the case

thickness at the center of the aft closure to

the case thickness of the cylindrical section;

N.D. 0.5
CCSG3 C3 Proportionality constant relating the case

thickness at the center of the forward

closure to the case thickness of the cylindrical
section;

N.D. 0.5

DCSO D Motor case outside diameter. Outside
0 diameter of pressure vessel cylindrical case

section. Does not include raceways,
protrusions, etc.;

in Fig. 1 0

KCSI K Coefficient for TCSCY computation;
.N.D.

KCS2 KCSz Bias for TCSCY computation;

in 0

KCS3 KCS3 Coefficient for TCSCLA computation;

N.D. 1

KCS4 KCS Bias for TCSCLA computation;

in 0

20, 1-8
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMI

INPUT DATA. INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Smbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KCSS KCS Coefficient for TCSCLF computation;

N.D. 1

KCS6 K CS Bias for TCSCLP' computation;

in 0
KCS7 Coefficient for DCSHAO computation;

N.D. 1
KCS8 KCS Bias for DCSHAO computation;

iK 0

SKCS9 K, Coefficient for DCSHFO computation;
9 N.D. 1 I

KCSIO K Bias for DCSHFO computation; ICS1
10in 

0

KCSFS KFS Case factor of safety. Ratio of minimum burst
pressure to maximum expected operating
pressure;

N.D. I

KCSUTS KUTS Ultimate tensile strength for metal casematerial;

lb/in 0
g

KQDCSII KQDII Associative quantity coefficient for QDCSII
computation;

N.D. 0
KQDCSI2 KQDIZ Associative quantity coefficient for QDCSIZ £computat 

ion;r

N.D. 0

A

Iz
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMI

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KQDCSI3 KQDI3 Associative quantity coefficient for QDCSI3
computation;

N.D. 0

KQDCSOI KODOl Associative quantity coefficient for QDCSO1
• computation;

N.D. 0

KQDCSO2 KQDO2 Associative quantity coefficient for QDCSOZ
computation;

N.D. 0

KQDCSO3 KQDO 3  Associative quantity coefficient for QDCSO3
computation;

N.D. 0

RDCSCAO RDCSCAO Head ratio of the ellipsoid associated with the
aft outside case closure surface. Ratio
of twice the closure length to the closure
diameter, i. e. , the aft outside case closure
surface is an oblate spheroid. The head ratio
is the ratio of the axis of revolution (minor
axis) to the equatorial diameter (major axis);

N.D. I

RDCSCFO R Head ratio of the elliosoid associated with theDCSCFO
forward outside case closure surlace. Ratio
of twice the closure length to the closure
diameter, i.e. , the forward outside case
closure surface is an oblate spheroid. The
head ratio is the ratio of the axis of revolution
(minor axis) to the equatorial diameter
(major axis);

N.D.
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMI

INPUT DATA. INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

SMnemonic Smbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

• •7 DNZB D NZ Buried nozzle diameter;
•-in NOZ ZLEG

PCHMEO PM Maximum expected operating chamber

"pressure;

psia IBGAS

LGNCY LGN Length of cylindrical grain section. Includes
C Y all adjustments for submerged nozzle,

indisplaced propellent, cutouts, etc.;geno N,S•in GRAING

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

ACS ACS Motor case cross sectional area. Area of
pressure vessel cylindrical case section.
Does not include raceways, protrusions, etc.;

in Eq. 27

DCSCLI DCS Equatorial diameter of the ellipsoids formed
CLI by the inside surfaces of the forward and aft

case closure sections;

in Fig. l Eq. 6

r)CSCLO DCS Equatorial diameter of the ellipsoids formed
CLO by the outside surfaces of the forward and aft

case closure section;

in Fig. I Eq. 5

2
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMI

OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

DCSHAI D CS Diameter of circular hole, for the nozzle,CHAI centered on the axis of revolution of the hemi-

ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the
aft case closure;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 14

DCSHAO D CS Diameter of circular hole, for the nozzle,SHAO centered on the axis of revolution of the hemi-

ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the
aft case closure;

in Fig. I Eq. 13

DCSHFI DCS Diameter of circular hole, -for the igniter,
HFI centered on the axis of revolution of the hemi-

ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the
forward case closure;

in Fig. I Eq. 16

DCSHFO DGS Diameter of circular hole, for the igniter,CSHFO cntered on the axis of revolution of the hemi-

ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the
forward case closure;

in Fig. I Eq. 15

DCSI DC Case inside diameter, cylindrical section;
in Fig. I Eq. 4

LCS LCS Total case length. Distance between the
forward base of the hemi-ellipsoid frustum
associated with the forward outside closure
surface to the aft base of the hemi-ellipsoid
frustum associated with the aft outside closure
surface. Includes all adjustments to grain;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 35
LCSCHAI L CS Length of hemi-ellipsoidal frustum which

SCHAI forms the inside surface of the aft case

closure. Includes adjustment for nozzle hole;

in Fig. I Eq. 20
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic SLmbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LCSCHAO LCS Length of hemi-ellipsoidal frustum which
CHAO forms the outside surface of the aft case

closure. Includes adjustment for nozzle hole;

in Fig. I Eq. 18

LCSCHFI Lc F Length of hemi-ellipsoidal frustum which
CHFI forms the inside surface of the forward case

closure. Includes adjustment for igniter hole;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 24

LCSCHFO LCS Length of hemi-ellipsoidal frustum which
CHFO forms the outside surface of the forward case

closure. Includes adjustment for igniter hole;

in Fig. I Eq. 22
LCSCLAI L CS Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-

CCLAI ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the

aft case closure section;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 8

LCSCLAO LCS O Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-
CLAC ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the

aft case closure section;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 7

LCSCLFI Lc F Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-
ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the
forward case closure section;

in Fig. I Eq. 11

LCSCLFO L CS Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-
ellipsoid f..,rmed by the outside surface of the
forward case closure section;
in Fig. 1 Eq. 10

LCSCY L Length of cylindrical case section. Includes all
CY adjustments to grain;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 34
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LCSHA LCS Length of the cylindrical hole, for the nozzle,
HA in the aft case closure;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 25

LCSHF L Length of the cylindrical hole, for the igniter,CS HF in the forward case closure;

in Fig. I Eq. 26

QDCSIl QDII Associative quantity, inside case diameter
(see DCSI);

in Eq. 28

QDCSI2 QDI2 Associative quantity, inside case diameter
(see DCSI);

in Eq. 29

QDCSI3 QDI3 Associative quantity, inside case diameter
(see DCSI);

in Eq. 30

QDCSOI QDOI Associative quantity, outside case diameter
(see DCSO)J

in Eq. 31

QDCSOZ QDO2 Associative quantity, outside case diameter
(see DCSO);

in Eq. 32

QDCSO3 QDO3 Associative quantity, outside case diameter
(see DCSO);

in Eq. 33

RDCSCAI RHead ratio of the ellipsoid associated with the
aft inside case closure surface. Ratio of twice
the closure length to the closure diameter,
i. e. , the aft inside case closure surface is an
oblate spheroid. The head ratio is the ratio of
the axis of revolution (minor axis) to the
equatorial diameter (major axis);

N.D. Eq. 9
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units
RDCSCFI RDCSCFI Head ratio of the ellipsoid associated with the

forward inside case closure surface. Ratio of
twice the closure length to the closure
diameter, i.e. , the forward inside case
closure surface is an oblate spheroid. The
head ratio is the ratio of the axis of
revolution (minor axis) to the equatorial -

diameter (major axis);

N.D. Eq. 12

R DCSHAI R Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial
diameter, inside surface of aft case closure;

N.D. Eq. 19
RDCSHAO R Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial

diameter, outside surface of aft case closure;

N.D. Eq. 17
RDCSHFI R Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial

"-'" FI diameter, inside surface of forward case

"-" closure;

N.D. Eq. 23

RDCSHFO RDCSHFO Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial
diameter, outside surface of forward case
closure;

N.D. Eq. 21

RDCSCHO RDCSCHO Head ratio for usage by models which definea single head ratio for forward and aft
closures;

N.D. Eq. 27-a

RLDCS RLDCS Length to diameter ratio, total case;

N.D. Eq. 37

RLDCSCY RLDCSCY Length to diameter ratio, cylindrical case
section;

N.D. Eq. 36
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMI

OUTPUT DATA (Cont.): U

Mnemonic Syrb.l Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

TCSCLA T CS Case thickness at center of aft case closure.
Distance between the aft inside and outside

hemi-ellipsoid surfaces, measured on the
axis of revolution;

in Fig. I Eq. 2

TCSCLF T CS Case thickness at center of forward caseCLF closure. Distance between the forward

inside and outside hemi-ellipsoid surfaces,
measured on the axis of revolution;

in Fig. I Eq. 3

TCSCY T Case thickness, cylindrical section;
CY in Fig. I Eq. I
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGM2

420.2
MODEL TYPE: CASEG (CASE Geometry)

MODEL NAME: CSGM2 (Glass case)

DESCRIPTION:

CSGM2 (Qa;e geometry M1odel number •) determines the pertinent geometry
for a solid rocket motor fiberglass case subject to internal pressure. This
model does not account for buckling or aerodynamic loads.

As illustrated by Figure 1, the basic case geometry is comprised of a
cylindrical section with forward and aft closure sections. The inside and
outside surfaces of a closure section form concentric herni-ellipsoids
having coincident equatorial planes and, normally, unequal head ratios,
The closures may have cylindrical holes, centered on the hemi-ellipsoid
axis of revolution, for modeling geometry associated with the igniter,
submerged nozzles and TVC systems. Generally, the geometry may be
degenerated for simulating spherical motors, etc.

It should be noted that, since the model does not include raceways or
external protrusions associated with segmented cases, the outside case
diameter is not necessarily the maximum diameter of the motor. If such
protrusions exist, they would be evaluated by the models specified for the
MOTORG (motor geometry) or SUBSTGG (substage geometry) model types.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering CSGMZ, the models specified by the IBGAS and
NOZZLEG model types have determined the average chamber pressure
and buried nozzle diameter.

Upon the first entrance to CSGMZ, the thickness, closure lengths,
diameters, head ratios, and closure hole geometry associated with a
fiberglass motor case are evaluated.

The models specified for the INSUL. and GRAING model types then eval.
the remaining principal motor component geometry, the insulation and
the grain.

After determining the grain geometry, CSGM2 is re-entered (second
entrance) and quantities associated with the total case length are evaluated.

t
20. 2-1
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMZ

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE: U 1

Case thickness, cylindrical section.
CK P (DCS[ 4  FS MEO ]0) c

Tcy = Z K KCS +K (1)

Case thickness, center of aft closure.

T (C6  CY! KCS ++K (2)CSCLA 13 CSc1 4

Case thickness, center of forward closure.

T = 7 TCS\ KCS + KCS (3)CS CLF C, 15 16

Case inside diameter.

DCSI = DCS - 2 TCS (4)

Outside equatorial diameter for case closures.

DCScLo = DCS (5)

Inside equatorial diameter for case closures

DCSL DCSI1 •-

DsCLI ID(
Outside length of aft case closure.

RDCSCAO Ii
LCSLAO CLO

Inside length of aft case closure.

LCS = LCS -TCS
CLAI CLAO CLA

20.2-2



CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMZ

! 0EQUA T IONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

Inside head ratio of aft closure.

CLAI

RCSCAI = 2 D (9)
-"•~CScL

Outside length of forward closure.

RDCSCFO DCS o

Lc F - 2 (10)
CLFO

Inside length of forward closure.

CScLFI CScLFO CScLF(1

Inside head ratio of forward closure,

2 LcDCSFCS F-•'RDCSCF! D DCcLI (12)

CSCLI

Diameter of hole in aft outste ease closure surface.

DCS KCSI DNZB + KCS8 (13)

Diameter of hole in aft inside case closure surface.

DCS :DCS (14)

Diameter of hole in forward outzide case closure surface.

DC Kc Dc (15)
CSHFO 1CSI9 CSCLO CS 2 0

Diameter rof hole in forward inside case closure surface.

DCSHFI -DCSHFO (16)
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGM2

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

Diameter ratio. Aft outside case hole diameter to outside case

closure diameter.

D CSH
R DCSHAO DCS H (17)

CLO

Outside length of aft case closure, adjusted for hole.

L= Rz (18)
•CSCHAO LCS CLAO DCSHAO

Diameter ratio. Aft inside case hole diameter to inside case closure
diameter.

D CSHA

R DCSHAI - HAI (19)
CSC LI

Inside length of aft case closure, adjusted for hole.

LCSHA LCScLAI DCSHA1 (20)

Diameter ratio. Forward outside case hole diameter to outside case
closure diameter.

DCS

R DCSHFO -w-D-O (21)
CS CLO

Outside length of forward cise closure, adjusted for hole.

CS CHFO LCS cLFO - RDCSHFO (22)
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMZ

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

Diameter ratio, forward inside case hole diameter to inside case closure
diameter.

HFI (23)

DC F -D CSF
Inside length of forward case closure, adjusted for hole.

Ls L (2- ~ 4)

CHFI SCF

Length of hole in aft case closure.

Lc = Lc Lc (25)CSHA CSCHAO CScHAI

Length of hole in forward case closure.

LCS LCSc O LCScHFI (26)

Case cross sectional area.

A 7r \ { Z7)CS (---) DCS 0

Flead ratio for usage by models which define a single head ratio for the
forward and aft closures.

RDCSCHO DCSCAO (27-a)

Associative quantities. The following quantities are intended solely for
optional utilization by the program user. Their primary usage within
this model is for forming constraint quantities.

0QD11 K KQDII DCSI (28)

QDIZ = KQDIZ DCSI (29)

QDI3 2 KQDI 3 DCS (30)

S tI
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMZ

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

QDOI = KQDOI DCS0  (31)

QDOZ = KQDOZ DCSo (32)

0 DO3 = KQDO3 DCSo (33)

EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE:

Length of cylindrical case section.

L C Y=L G Y(34)LCScy OGNcy (4

Total case length.
LC LAO(35)HF

LCS = LCSCY + L + LCS(35)
CY%.HAO CHFO

Cylindrical case length to diameter ratio. .

R LCS CY (36)
LDCSCY 

DCS 0

Total case length to diameter ratio.

LC

R L CS (3-7)LDCS DCS 0

20.2-6
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSCMz

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input directly to this model by the program user.
If a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

CCSG4 C 4  Constant for TCSCY computation;

N.D. 1.18

CCSG5 C 5  Constant for TCSCY computation;

N.D. 1.16
CCSG6 C6 Proportionality constant relating the case

thickness at the center of the aft closure to

the case thickness of the cylindrical section;

N.D. 0.5
CCSG7 C7 Proportionality constant relating the case

thickness at the center of the forward

closure to the case thickness of the cylindrical
section;

N.D. 0.5

DCSO DCS Motor case outside diameter. Outside diameter
0 of pressure vessel cylindrical case section.

Does not include raceways, protrusions, etc.

in Fig. 1 0

KCSI I KCSII Coefficient for TCSCY computation;

N. D. 1

KCS12 KCS12 Bias for TCSCY computation;
in 0

KCS13 KCS 3 Coefficient for TCSCLA computation;
N. D.1

KCSI4 K CS Bias for TCSCLA computation;
in 0

20.2.8



CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGM2

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

IKCS15 K CS Coefficient for TCSCLF computation;
N.D. I

KCS16 KCS Bias for TCSCLF computation;
16 in 0

0517N.D. 1

KCS18 KS8 Bias for DCSHAO computation;
in 0

KCS19 K Coefficient for DCSHFO computation;

N.D. 1

KCS18 K CS Bias for DCSHFO computation;
Cs 0 in 0

KCS KFS Case factor of safety. Ratio of minimum

KFSbuirst pressure to maximum expected I
operating pr'essure;
N. D.

KOSUTSKUTfiaetcsmaeal

KQCS1Ultirate tensile steghfor fiberglass

KTS Bias for maticomputation;l

20/in2 0

KDCS.I KDSICassefactor of quantity. Ratoeiin ofo m DiSimu

KQDCI2 KDIZAssociative quantity coefficient for QDCSI2
computation;

N.D. I

Z0.2-9
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGM2

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KQDCSI3 K D13 Associative quantity coefficient for QDCSI3
computation;

N.D. 0

KQDCSOI KQDO Associative quantity coefficient for QDCSOI
computation;

N.D. 0

KQDCSO2 KQD02 Associative quantity coefficient for QDCSOZ
computation;

N.D. 0

KQDCSO3 KQD03 Associative quantity coefficient for QDCSO3
computation;

N.D. 0

RDCSCAO R DCSCAO Head ratio of the ellipsoid associated with
the aft outside case closure surface. Ratio
of twice the closure length to the closure
diameter, i. e. , the aft outside case closure
surface is an oblate spheroid. The head ratio
is the ratio of the axis of revolution (minor
axis) to the equatorial diameter (major axis);

N.D. 1

RDCSCFO R DCSGFO Head ratio of the ellipsoid associated with
the forward outride case closure surface.
Ratio of twice the closure length to the
closure diameter, i. e., the forward outside
case closure surface is an oblate spheroid.
The head ratio is the ratio of the axis of
revolution (minor axis) to the equatorial
diameter (major axis);

N.D. I
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMZ

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

DNZB D NZ Buried nozzle diameter;in NOZZLEG

PCHMEO PM 0  Maximum expected operating chamber
MIEO pressure;

psia IBGAS

LGNCY L GN Length of cylindrical grain section. Includes
NY all adjustments for submerged nozzle,

displaced propellent, cutouts, etc. ;

in GRAING

OUTPUT DATA: -

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units _

ACS ACS Motor case cross sectional area. Area of
pressure vessel cylindrical case section.
Does not include raceways, protrusions, etc.;
in2

SEq. 27

DCSCLI DCS Equatorial diameter of the ellipsoids formed
CLI by the inside surfaces of the forward and aft

case closure secti,....,

in Fig. l Eq. 6
DCSCLO D CS Equatorial diameter of the ellipsoids formed

SCLO by the outside surfaces of the forward and aft

case closure sections;

in Fig. I Eq. 5
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGMZ

OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

:)CSHAI D CS Diameter of circular hole, for the nozzle,
SHAl centered on the axis of revolution of the hemi-

ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the
aft case closure;

in Fig. I Eq. 14

DCSHAO DCS Diameter of circular hole, for the nozzle,
SHAO centered on the axis of revolution of the hemi-

ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the
aft case closure;

in Fig. I Eq. 13

DCSHFI D CS Diameter of circular hole, for the igniter,C FI centered on the axis of revolution of the hemi-

ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the
forward case closure;

in Fig. I Eq. 16

DCSJSFH D Diameter of circular hole, for the igniter,
HFO centered on the axis of revolution of the hemi-

ellipsoid formed by th.e outside surface of the
forward case closure; I
in Fig. I Eq. 15

DCSI DCS Case inside diameter, cylindrical section;
in Fig. I Eq. 4

LCS L CSTotal case length. Distance between the

forward base of the hemi-ellipsoid frustum

associated with the forward outside closure
surface to the aft base of the hemi-ellipsoid
frustum associated with the aft outside closure
surface. Includes all adjustments to grain;

in Fig. I Eq. 35

LCSCHAI L Length of hemi-ellipsoidal frustum which forms
SCHAI the inside surface of the aft case closure.

Includes adjustment for nozzle hole;

in Fig. I Eq. 20
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LCSCHAO L Length of hemi-ellipsoidal frusturm which
CHAO forms the outside surface of the aft case

closure. Includes adjustment ior nozzle hole;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 18

LCSCHFI LCS Length of hemi-ellipsoidal frufjtum which
CHFI forms the inside surface of the forward case

closure. Includes adjustment for igniter hole;

in Fig. I Eq. 24

LCSCHFO Lc O Length of hemi-ellipsoidal frustum which
CHFO forms the outside surface of the forward case

closure. Includes adjustment for igniter hole;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 22

LCSCLAI Lc I Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-
GLAI ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the

aft case closure section;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 8

LCSCLAO Lc O Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-
CLAO ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the

aft case closure section;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 7

LCSCLFI L CS Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-

SCLFI ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the

forward case closure section;

in Fig. I Eq. I I

LCSCLFO LcL Length of the axis of re'volution of the hemi-
OLFO ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the

forward case closure section;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 10

LCSCY L Length of cylindrical case section. IncludesSLCcy all adjustments to grain;

in Fig. I Eq. 34
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CASEG CASE GEOMETRY CSGM2

OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LCSHA LCS Length of the cylindrical hole, for the nozzle,
SHA in the aft case closure;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 25
LCSHF Length of the cylindrical hole, for the igniter,

'HF in the forward case closure;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 26

QDCSII QD Associative quantity, inside case diameter
(see DCSI);

in Eq. 28

QDCSIZ QDI2 Associative quantity, inside case diameter
(see DCSI);

in Eq. 29
QDCSI3 QD13 Associative quantity, inside case diameter

(see DCSI);

in Eq. 30

QDCSO1 0 D01 Associative quantity, outside case diameter
(see DCSO);

in Eq. 31

QDCSO2 QD02 Associative quantity, outside case diameter
(see DCSO);

in Eq. 32

QDCSO3 QD03 Associative quantity, outside case diameter
(see DCSO);

in Eq. 33

RDCSCAI R Head ratio of the ellipsoid associated with theDCSCAI aft inside case closure surface. Ratio of twice

the closure length to the closure diameter,
i.e. , the aft inside case closure surface is an
oblate spheroid. The head ratio is the ratio of
the axis of revolution (minor axis) to the
equatorial diameter (major axis);

N.D. Eq. 9
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

"Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

RDCSCFI RHead ratio of the ellipsoid associated with the
DDCSCFI forward inside case closure surface. Ratio of

twice the closure length to the closure
diameter, i. e., the forward inside case
closure surface is an oblate spheroid. The
head ratio is the ratio of the axis of
revolution (minor axis) to the equatorial
diameter (major axis);

N.D. Eq. 12

RDCSHAI R Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial
diameter, inside surface of aft case closure;

N.D. Eq. 19

RDCSHAO RDCSHAO Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial

diameter, outside surface of aft case closure;

N.D. Eq. 17

RDCSHFI RDCSHFI Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial
diameter, inside surface of forward case
closure;

N.D. Eq. 23

RDCSHFO RDCSHFO Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial
diameter, outside surface of forward case
closure;

N.D. Eq. Z1

RDCSCHO R DCSCHO Head ratio for usage by models which define
a single head ratio for forward and aft closures;

N.D. Eq. Z7-a

RLDCS RLDCS Length to diameter ratio, total case;

N. D. Eq. 37

RLDCSCY RLDCSCY Length to diameter ratio, cylindrical case
section;

N.D. Eq. 36
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!

OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units f
TCSCLA T Case thickness at center of aft case closure.

CLA Distance between the aft inside and outside
hemi-eliipsoid surfaces, measured on the
axis of revolution;

in Fig. I Eq, 2

TCSCLF T Case thickness at center of forward case

CLF closure. Distance between the forward

inside and out3ide hemi-ellipsoid surfaces,
measured on the axis of revolution;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 3

TCSCY T CS Case thickness, cylindrical section;
in Fig. 1 Eq. I
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CASEW CASE WEIGHT CSWMI

30.1

MODEL TYPE: CASEW (CASE Weight)

MODEL NAME: CSWMI (Metal Case, Parametric Scaling)

DESCRIPTION:

CSWMI (CaSe Weight Model number 1) utilizes parametric weight scaling
equations to determine the weight of a solid rocket motor, unjointed or
jointed, metal case. See references 8 and 34 for a description of the
equations and scaling coefficient rationale.

The model is applicable for performance parameters within the following
limits (see Input Data, Inter-Model).

500 < PCHMEO < 1950 psia

0.6 < RDCSCHO < 1.0 0

, 0. 25 < RLDGNCY < 8.0

3000 < WPPMT < 2, 000, 000 lb.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering CSWMI, the models specified by the PROPELW Lnd

IBGAS model types have evaluated the propellent and gas propertivs. The
models specified by the CASEG, GRAING and MOTORG have evaluated the
motor geometry.

The CSWMI model is then executed and the motor case weight is evaluated
using parametric weight scaling equations. In addition, the case weight is
broken down into expended and non-ex:penaed components.

These expended and non-expended case weight components will later be used
by the model specified for the MOTORW model type to determine the motor
weights and mass fractions.

30. 1-1



CASEW CASE WEIGHT CSWMI

EQUATIONS:

Total case weight, no joints.
C3

R +C,(R
RLDGNCY +l (IRDCSCHO -C 2 ) + C4 )

(6R DCSCHO)
+ C+

S Case weight penalty per joint.
2

K K

J" .u 0 KFS PMEO DCS K
. WCS KWTCSU KUTS K14 ()

Total joint weight penalty.

WJTs = NJTsWJTu (3)

ToLsi case weight.

WS =KW S (WCSoT + WJTc) (4)

Total non-expended case weight component.

W 6 KWCSNX WCS (5)

Total expended case weight component.

Wcsx o0 (6)

30. I-•.
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CASEW CASE WEIGHT CSWMI
r!

EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Expended (non-thrust producing) case weight component.

W 0 (7)

Expended (thrust producing) case weight compoaent.

W =0 (8)
CSXT

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this mod-- directly by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Desaription; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

CCSWl C ISaling constant for WCS computation;

N. D. 0.5

CCSW2 C 2  Scaling constant for WCS computation;

N. D. 0.77

CCSW3 C 3  Scaling constant for WCS computation;

N.D. 1.3

CCSW4 C4 Scaling constant for WCS computation;

N.D. 0.856

CCSW5 C 5  Scaling constant for WCS computation;

N.D. 0.5

CCSW6 - Scaling constant for WCS computation;

N.D. 9.0712

CCSW7 C 7  Scaling constant for WCS computation;

N.D. 0. 20288

30. 1-3
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CASEW CASE WEIGHT CSWMI

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Ccnt.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

CCSW14 C 1 4  L 'aling constant for WJTCSU computation;

N.D. 7.7

NJTCS NT CS Number of joints in motor case;
N.D. 0

KWCS KWCS Proportionality factor for total case weight,
includes joint penalty;

N.D.

KWCSNOJ KWCSNOJ Proportionality factor for total case weight,
does not include joint penalty;

N.D. 1

KWCSNX KWCSNX Proportionality factor for cafte non-expended
weight, includes joint penalty;
N.D.

KWJTCSU K WJTCSU Proportionality factor for the weight of a
joint;

N.D. 1

RHOCS P Density of metal case material;
lb/in3 0

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

'Ihis model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, the- it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

CCSGI CCSGI Constant for case thickness computation;

N.D. CASEG
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CASEW CASE WEIGHT CSWMI

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

DCSO Dcs Motor case outside diameter;

in CASEG

KCSFS KFS Case factor of safety;

N.D. CASEG
KCSUTS K Ultimate tensile strength for metal case

KUTS material;

lb/inz CASEG

PCHMEO PMEO Maximum expected operating chamber
pressure;

psia IBGAS

RDCSCHO R DCSCHO Case closure outside surface head ratio;
N.D. CASEG

SRLDGNCY R -. L C- Ratio, cylindrical grain length to grain
DGC RLDG'N'•Y diameter. Includev all adjuEtments to grain;

N.D. GRAING

RHOPPMT P P T Propellent density;
lb/in3  PROPEL

RVPPMT ?MT Motor volumetric loading efficiency;
N.D. 

MOTO!?nG

WPPMT WPP Propellent weight;
lb PROPELW

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WCS WrS Total case weight, includes joint penalty;

lb Eq. 4
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CASEW CASE WEIGHT CSWMI

OUTPUT DATA.4Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WCSNOJT W CS Total case weight, no joints;
lb Eq. I

WCSNX W Total non-expended case weight, includes

NX joint penalty;

lb Eq. 5

WCSX WCS Total expended case weight;
X lb Eq. 6

WCSXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) case weightCSxxI component;

lb Eq. 7

WCSXT WCS Expended (thrust producing) case weight
XTcomponent;

lb Eq. 8

WJTCS WJT Total joint weight penalty;
lb Eq. 3

WJTCSU WJT Case weight penalty per joint;
lb Eq. 2

Jq. l-1
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CASEW CASE WEIGHT CSWM2

30.2

MODEL TYPE: CASEW (CASE Weight)

MODEL NAME: CSWM2 (Glass Case, Parametric scaling)

DESCRIPTION:

CSWM2 lCaSe Weight Model number 2) utilizes parametric weight scaling
equations to evaluate the weight of a solid rocket motor (unjointed or jointed)
fiberglass motor case.

The basic assumptions used to develop the equations were as follows:

1. Bosses are made from aluminum with a minimum
ultimate tensile strength of 70 ksi.

2. Bolts used for the attachment of the igniter and nozzle
to the bosses are heat treated 170 ksi (minimum).

3. Forward and aft boss diameters are 20% and 50% of the
case diameter, respectively.

4. Equal margins of safety are maintained at all points on
the composite shell.

The most important point for the engineer preparing input data is that
KCSUTS is a representative strength for the fiber under consideration. For
example, KCSUTS would be 350,000 psi for type S-901 (S-944) fibers.

See references 41-42 for a description of the unjointed case weight equation.
The joint penalty is described in reference 44.

This model is applicable for performance parameters within the following

limits (see Input Data, Inter-Model).

600 < PCHMEO < 1950 psia

3000 < WPPMT < 2, 000, 000 lb.

30.2-1
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CASEW CAS:: !'VIGHT CSWMZ

PROCEDURE: C,
Prior to entering CSWMZ, the models specified by the PROPEL and IBGAS
model types have evaluated the propellent and gas properties. The models
rpecified by the CASEG, GRAING and MOTORG have evaluated the motor
geometry.

The CSWM2 model is then executed and the motor case weight is evaluated
using parametric weight scaling equations. In addition, the case weight is
broken down into expended and non-expended components.

These expended and non-expended case weight components will later be
used by the model specified for the MOTORW model type to determine
the motor weights and mass fractions.

EQUATIONS:

Total case weight, no joints.

PCS KF 3 PMEO(DCS) C9 WPP
KKUT _ ~ T+ C 1 0 L M D.S

UT P. PR ~ SKAS 1
1~MT MT

K 0  (I. C KFS)Kz I I CSO( CIZ PMEO

W CS KWCSNOJ (K1 + KZ)

Case weight penalty per joint.

KFS PMEO CS
WJT =WJTCSU 13(2WjcsU KWTS UTS

Total joint weight penalty.

W =N W (3)JTcs JT JTcsU

Total case weight.

WCS K WCS (WCSNoJT + WJTcs) (4)

30. 2-2
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CASEW CASE WEIGHT CSWM2

EQUATIONS (Cont.):
1

Total non-expended case weight component.

W CS = K WCS (5)
NX

Total expended case weight component. f

W =0 (6)

Expended (non-thrusting producing) case weight component.

W CS = 0 (7)
WCSxTI 8

Expended (thrust producing) case weight component.

W -o T (8)

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

"The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is ubed.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

CCSWF C 8  Scaling constant for WCSNOJT computation;

N.D. 0.16

CCSW9 C 9  Scaling constant for WCSNOJT computation;

N. D. 2.62

CCSWI0 CI 0  Scaling constant for WCSNOJT computation;

N. D. 6.09

CGSWI1 C 1 1  Scaling constant for WCSNOJT computation;

N.D. 0.000016

CCSWIZ C 1 2  Scaling constant for WCSNOJT computation;

N. D. 0.01

30. 2-3
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset
I

CCSWI3 C 1 3  Scaling constant for WJTCSU computation;

N.D. 7.7

NJTCS N JT Number of joints in motor case;
N. D. 0

KWCS K Proportionality factor for total case weight,
includes joint penalty;

N.D.

KWCSNOJ KWCSNOJ Proportionality factor for case weight, does
not include joint penalty;

N.D. 1

KWCSNX KWCSNX Proportionality factor foi. -ase non-expended
weight component, includes joint penalty;

N.D.

KWJTCSU KWJTCSU Proportionality factor for the weight of a joint;

N.D. I

RHOCS PCS Density of composite glass case material;

lb/in3 0

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model 1'ype

DCSO DCS 0  Outside case diameter;

in CASEG
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CASEW CASE WEIGHT CSWM2

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

KCSFS K Case factor of safety;FS
N.D. CASEG

KCSUTS KUTS Ultimate tensile strength for fiberglass
filament case material;

Wb/in 2  CASEG

LMTSKA LAT Aft motor skirt length. The model assumes
SKA that the fore and aft skirts have equal lengths;

in MOTORG

PCHMEO PMEO Maximum expected operating chamber pressure;

psia IBGAS

RHOPPMT P Propellent density;
Mb/in3 

PROPELW

RVPPMT '7 PP Motor volumetric loading efficiency;'
MT N.D. MOTORG

WPPMT WPPMT Propellent weight;
lb PROPELW

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output by this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WCS WCS Total case weight, includes joint penalty;

lb _q. 4

WCSNOJT WCSNoJT Tothl case weight, no joints;
lb Eq. I
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WCSNX WCS Total non-expended case w ight component.
NX Includes joint penalty;

lb Eq. 5

WCSX WCS Total expended case weight component;
lb Eq. 6

WCSXI W CS Expended (non-thrust producing) case weight

sxl component;

lb Eq. 7

WCSXT W Expended (thrust producing) case weight
XT component;

lb Eq. 8

WJTCS W Total joint weight penalty;
lb Eq. 3

WJTCSU W JT Case weight penalty per joint;
lb Eq. 2

Z-
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GRAING GRAIN GEOMETRY GNGM1

40.1

MODEL TYPE: GRAING (GRAIN Geometry)

MODEL NAME: GNGMI (cylindrical central perforate)

DESCRIPTION:

GNGMI (GraiN Geometry Model numberl) evaluates the pertinent geometry
for a solidl rocket propellent grain to be enclosed within a motor case having :
a cylindrical section with herni-ellipsoidal closures and a single nozzle. The
port is a cylindrical central perforate with provision for lateral slot cutouts,
lateral motor joint cutouts, and a cone frustum section to accommodate
a submerged nozzle. Provision is also made for a cylindrical grain length
penalty for the propellent displacement due to internal insulation in the forward
and aft hemi-ellipsoid closures.

Reference 52, "Some Useful Theorems Associated With Hemi-Ellipsoids"
is the basis for the derivation of the equations.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering GNGMI, the models specified by the NOZZLEG and CASEG
model types have determined the no.zJe and case geometry. The model
specified by the INSULG model type has determined 'first entrance) the
pertinent internal insulaticn quantities required for interfacing between the
case and grain.

Upon the first entrance to GNGMI, the basic grain geometry is determined and
then adjusted for nozzle submergence. The propellent surface area is computed
and the model specified by the IBFLOW model type is executed to determine
the slot length penalty.

GNGMI is then entered for the second time and the grain is adjusted to account
for the slot and joint volumes. Using this corrected grain geometry, the
model spect.fied for the -NSULG model type (second entranze) evaluates the
internal insulation geonretry within the grain envelope.

Upon the third entrance to GNGMI, the cylindrical grain length is adjusted
to include the propellent displaced by the internal insulation, and the
remaining grain geometry quantities are evaluated.
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GRAING GRAIN GEOMETRY GNGMI

PROCEDURE (Cont.):

After completing the grain geometry, the model specified for the INSUL1 G
model tyPe is entered for the third time and the internal insulation geometry
is completed.

A block diagram illustrating the inter-model coupling with the grain geometry
is included in the documentation of the model specified for the INSULO
model type.

NOTATION CONVENTIONS:

The following notation conventions are used within this mode. whenever

possible.

First character

A Plane area. (in )

D Diameter, measured normal to centerline. (in)
K Coefficient or bias.
L Length, measured parallel to centerline. (in)

Q Associative quantity.
R Ratio. Next character(s) will be L or D to indicate uL.meter

or length ratio. ( V: D.)
S Surface area. (in
* Thickness. jin)
V Volume. (in-)

Next two characters.

GN Grain
PT Port

Next character(s)

A Aft
C or CL Closure
CH Insulation liner closure hole
CY or Y Cylinder
E Ellipsoid
F Forward
H Insulation liner hole
PD Propeilent displaced
PP Propellent
NS Nozzle submergence
NZ Nozzle
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EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE:

GENERAL GRAIN AND BASIC PORT COMPUTATIONS:

Diameter of cylindrical grain section. (Figures 2, 6)
DGN = DI (1)D D

GN ILI

Diameter of basic cylindrical port section. (Figures 2, 3, 4, 6)

PT= KDPT DGN + (2)
1 2

Cross-sectional area of basic cylindrical port section. (Figure 6)

A = (-4-) D 2 (3)

Area ratio, basic cylindrical port section area to nozzle throat area.

R PT (4
RAPTTH ANZT (4)

Propellent web thickness for cylindrical grain and basic cylindrical port
sections. (Figures 2, 3, 6)

1. ON - )PTTPPWEB Z (5)

Propellent web cross-sectional area for cylindrical grain and basic
cylindrical port sections. (Figure 6)

A (±T)( - 'rPT) (6)

BASIC CLOSURE SECTIONS (FORWARD , D AFT):

Equatorial diameter of grain closures. (Figures 2, 3, 4)

DGNCL DGN (7)
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GRAING GRAIN GEOMETRY GNGMI

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

BASIC CLOSURE SECTIONS (FORWARD AND AFT)(Cont.):

Diameter ratio, basic cylindrical port section diameter to grain closure
equatorial diameter.

RDPTCL = G (8)

BASIC FORWARD CLOSURE SECTION:

Head ratio of ellipsoid associated with the forward grain closure section.

RDGNCLF = RDILCFI (9)

Length of hemi-( llipsoid associated with the forward grain closure sectcon.
(Figures 2, 3)

LON LF - LILCLFI (10)

Volume of hemi-ellipsoid associated with the forward grain closure
section. (Figure 3) '.

v L D2  (01)GNCLF N CLF DNCL

Length of cylindrical portion of basic port within the 'emi -ellipsoid
associated with the forward grain closure section. (Figure 3)

L PTLN_2 (12)
L YCLF GNcLF 1 - RDPTfCL(

Vol:une of cylindrical portion of basic port within the hemi -ellipsoid
associated with the forward grain closure section. (Figure 3)

VPI = -LP2 (13)
VPTyLF LPTYCLF PT
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GRAING GRAIN GEOMETRY GNGMI

* EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Gont.):

BASIC FORWARD CLOSURE SECTION (Cont.):

Length ratio. Length of cylindrical portion of basic port within the hemi-
ellipsoid to the length of the hemi-ellipsoid, forward grain closure section.

L~P Y~ pyCLF

R - YCF(14)
LPTCYF GNCLF

Volume of ellipsoidal cap at base of cylindrical portion of basic port section,
within the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the foLward grain closure section.
(Figure 3)

V ( 3 3
ECLF 3PCY

VPT ECLF z )( - 3R LPTCYF +R LPTCYF)(5

Volume of basic port within the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the forward

grain closure section. (Figure 3)

V V ~ + VT (16)PTcLF PT ECLF VPTyCLF (6

Volume of propellent associated with the hemi-ellipsoid of the forward grain
closure section. Note that this volume is an intermediate quantity and does
not include corrections for insulation wedges, igniter, etc. (Figure 3)

VPPCLF = GNCLF - VPTCLF (17)

Length of hemi-ellipsoid frustum associated with the forward grain closure
section. (Figures 2, 3)

LGNCHF =LILCHFI (18)

Diameter of forward base of hemi-ellipsoid frustum associated with the
forward grain closure section. (Figures 2, 3)

DGNHF D IL1FI (19)

40. 1-5
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GRAING GRAIN GEOMETRY G. GM1

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.): t

BASIC FORWARD CLOSURE SECTION (Cont.):

Length ratio. Length of hemi-ellipsoida' frustum to length of hemi-ellipsoid,

forward grain closure section.

LGN cF
R LGNCHIF L (20)

~GCLFV

Volume of hemi-ellipsoid frustum associated with the forward grain closure
section. (Figure 3)

SGN CLF) (3 RLGNCHF R..-;NCHF) (21)
VGcIIF/

BASIC AFT CLOSURE SECTION:

Head ratio of ellipsoid associated with the aft grain closure section.

RDGNCLA = RDILCAI (22)

Length of hemi-ellipsoid associated with the aft grain closure section.

(Figures 2, 4)

L L (23)ONCLA ILc LAI

Volume of herni-ellipsoid associated with the aft grain closure section.
(Figure 5)

vON (__) L (24)
CLA C GA CL

Length of cylindrical portion of basic port within the hemi-ellipsoid
associated with the aft grain closure section. (Figure 4)

LPTYCLA = LN A I RDPTC(2)
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40RAING GRAIN GEOMETRY GNGMI

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

BASIC AFT CLOSURE SECTION (Cont.):

Volume of cylindrical portion of basic port within the hemi -ellipsoid
associated with the aft grain closure section. (Figure 5)

+ = r ý- L DpZ (26)
SVPT LYCLA PT (26)

Length ratio. Length of cylindrical portion of basic port within the herni-
ellipsoid to the length of the heri-ellipsoid, aft grain closure section.

NyCLA:: R~LPTC'f A = LGNLA(7 l

Volume of ellipsoidal cap at base of cylindrical portion of basic port section
within the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the aft grain closure section.
(Figure 5)

( V NCA 3 R+ 3 (28)
EG LCLA RLPTCYA RLPTCYA)

Volurr of basic port within the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the aft grain
closure section. (Figure 5)

VpTCLA : E VpTE4LA + VPTYCLA (29)

Volum•_ of propellent associated with the herni-ellipsoid of the aft grain
closure section. Note that this volume is an intermediate quantity and does
not include corrections for nozzle submergence, insulation wedges, etc.
(Figure 5)

VPPCLA VGN cLA- VI"TCLA (30)

Length of hemi-ellipsoid frustum associated with the aft grain closure section.
(Figures Z, 4)

LGNcHA LILCI4AI (31)

4.
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GRAING GRAIN GEOMETRY GNGM I

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

BASIC AFT CLOSURE SECTION (Cont.):

Diameter of aft base of hemi-ellipsoid frustum associated with the aft
grain closure section. (Figures 2, 4)

DGNHA = DILHAI (32)

Length ratio. Length of hemi-ellipsoid frustum to length of herni-ellipsoid,
aft grain closure section.

LGNcH

RLGNCHA LGNCA (33)
LONCA L N CLA

Volume of hemi-ellipsoid frustum associated with the aft grain closure
section. (Figure 5)

V ~~~ =/ N A (3RR3(4
VGN CHAN RLGNCHA - RLGNCHA) (34)

BASIC CYLINDRICAL GRAIN SECTION:

Volume of propellent within basic cylindrical grain section. Does not
include displaced propellent corrections for nozzle submergence or internal
insulation.

V PPvPP -VPP -VPP (35)
cyl MT CLF cLA

Length of basic cylindrical grain section. Does not include length
penalties for nozzle submergence, slots, joints, or internal insulation.
(Figure 2)

LGN -Cy A. EB (36)

Length of diameter ratio, basic cylindrical grain section. Does not include
penalties for nozzle submergence, slots, joints, or internal insulation.

*RL~y L GN Cl(37)
GN
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GRAING GRAIN GEOMETRY GNGMI

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

BASIC CYLINDRICAL PORT SECTION:

Total length of cylindrical portion of basic port. Does not include
adjustments for nozzle submergence, slots, joints or internal insulation.

L L + L138)LPTcy O Ny + PTy A + LPTy F

CORRECTIONS TO BASIC GRAIN FOR NOZZLE SUBMERGENCE:

Distance nozzle is submerged in port. (Figure 4)

LPT LNZ - -IA LCSHA (39)

Distance nozzle is submerged in cylindrical grain section. (Figure 4)

LO- =LPT ~LON (40)
GNNSCY NS CHA

Diameter ratio, port cone frustun section aft base diameter to grain closure
equatorial diameter.

CFA
R-FACL (41()

GNCL

Length of portion of port cone frustum section within aft grain closure
section. (Figures 2, 4)

A LONL - RDCFACL (41)
tTCFCA NCLA

Submerged nozzle inlet allowance. (Figure 4)

LPT L - LPT (43)
PTNZI PTCF14A PTNS

Length of portion of port cone frustum section within cylindrical grain
section. (Figures 2, 4)

LPTCFCY = LGNNscY +PrNZI (44)

40.1-9
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GRAING GRAIN GEOMETRY GNGM1

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

CORRECTIONS TO BASIC GRAIN FOR NOZZLE SUBMERGENCE (Cont.):

Total length of port cone frustum section. (Figures 2, 4, 6)

LPT CF : L PTCFCY +LPT CFCA (45)

Half-angle of port cone frustum section. (Figure 2)

0 CF arctan ( C LTF /CFF (46)

Slant height of port cone frustum section. (Figure 4)

LPTcFs ( 4  4 L2Pr + (DPT - D PT ) (47)

Total volume of port cone frustum section. (Figure 5)
(48)

V (7rN L ID + D
PT CF xT) PTcCF PTCFA PT CFF PT cFA DPTCFF)

Length ratio, length of portion of port cone frustum section within aft
grain closure section to length of aft grain closure section. (Figure 4)

R LC FCA LGNC (49)
ONC LA

Volume of ellipsoidal cap at aft base of port cone frustum section within aft
grain closure section. (Figure 5)

VpTECFA = (VGN ) 2 - 3 R + RLCFC (50)
PT ECFA z LCFCA LFA

Volume of basic port portion of port cone frustum section within cylindrical
grain section. ( Figure 5)

VpT = (-'-) LPT DpT (51)
PTCFCY Y T T Y P
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EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

CORRECTIONS TO BASIC GRAIN FOR NOZZLE SUBMERGENCE (Cont.):
U

Volume of basic port section associated with nozzle submergence. (Figure 5)
zjpT Vp F + Vp~L (5Z)

VPTPTP
CYCF CFCY CLA

Volume of propellent displaced due to nozzle submergence. (Figure 5)

VPPPDNS VPTCF VPTECFA VPTcYCF (53)

Cylindrical grain length penalty required for propellent displaced by nozzle
* submergence. (Figure 2)

/VPPDNSý

LN K +A KN (54)GNpDNS OGNI -APPwEB/ GN2(

Adjusted length of cylindrical grain section, includes nzzle submergence
penalty. (Figure 2)

LGN L GN LGN (55)
GCY2 NCyl NPDNS

Length to diameter ratio, cylindrical grain section. Includes nozzle

submergence penalty.
LG~y
LR (56)

RLDGNYZ D

Adjusted length of cylindrical port section. Includes nozzle submergence
penalty. (Figure 6)

LPTCY2  PTCY1 "LpTYCLA LpTCFCY +LGN PDNS (57)

PROPELLENT BURNING SURFACE:

Port surface area component, lateral cylindrical port propellent surface
area. (Figure 6)

SPT r DPT L y (8)

40.1.11
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GRAING GRAIN GEOMETRY GNGM1

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

PROPELLENT BURNING SURFACE (Cont.):

Port surface arez. component, lateral cone frustum port propellent surface
area, (Figure 6)

SCF 7 ~- L~ (DP cF) (59)

Port surface area component, forward base of port cone frustum propellent
surface area. -(Figure 6)

SPT(.~- (D. - D.) (60)

Prope~llt;nt surface area associated with the port. Includes submerged :;
nozzle corrections.

=SPPT PT(61)

Initial propellent burning surface area, excluding slots. (Figure 6)

S8  T S +PT+ (62)

EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE;

CORRECTIONS TO GRAIN, FOR SLOTS AND JOINTS:

Cylindrilcal grain sectin length penalty for slots. (Figure 2)

L LSSP (63)

LGNSL KGN 3 LSLGN + KGN4 (63)

Adjusted length of cylindrical grain section, includes nozzle submergence
and slot penalties. (Figure 2)

LGN L GN + LGN (64)
CY3 GCY7 SL
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

"CORRECTIONS TO GRAIN FOR SLOTS AND JOINTS (Cont.):

Length to diameter ratio, cylindrical grain section. Includes nozzle
submergence and slot penalties.

_LGN cY3

RLDGNY3 D (65)
GN

Adjusted length of cylindrical grain section, includes nozzle submergence,

slot and joint penalties. (Figure 2)

LGN CY4 'LGN + LJT (66)

Length to diameter ratio, cylindrical grain section. Includes nozzle
submergence, slot and joint penalties.

LNLGNcY

R LDGN f4 D (67)

t EQUATIONS, 'rHIRD ENTRANCE:

CORRECTIONS TO GRAIN FOR INTERNAL INSULATION:

Cylindrical grain length penalty for propellent displaced by internal
insulation. (Figure 2)

LG - KG) + KG (68)

Adjusted length of cylindrical grain section, includes nozzle submergence,
slot, joint, and internal insulation penalties. (Figure 2)

LGN = LGN + 1GN (69)
CY5 GNY 4  NPDIN

Length to diameter ratio, cylindrical grain section. Includes nozzle
submergence, slot, joints, and internal insulation penalties.

LG~y

R LDGNY5 GNy 5  (70)
DGN
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EQUATIONS, THImD ENTRANCE (Cont.):

TOTAL GRAIN GEOMETRY:

Length of cylindrical, grain section. Includes nozzle submergence, slot,
joint and interual insl.ation penalties. (Figure 2)

L ON KON LrN. +K ON(71)CGNy 07 LCY5 GN 8  (

Length to diameter ratio, cylindrical grain bection. I.cluder nozzle
submergence, slot, join!t and internal insulation penaltics.

dr cy
RL N Y (72)

GN

Volume of cylindrical grain section. Includes port, submerged nozzle
penalty, slots, joint3 and interyw.l insulation except liner.

V L 1)2 (73)VGNcy • -LGNcy DGN

Volume of grain envelope. Includes port, submerged nozzle penalty, slots,
joints and all internal insulation except liner, Note that the grain closures
are hemi-ellipsoid frustums, not hemi-ellipsoids.

VON Vc +VNcHF C+ VGO HA (74)

Length of grain envelope. Includes nozzle submergence, slot, joint and
internal insulation penalties. (Figure 2)

LGN = LGrc + LON + LGN (75)
CY CH-F CHA

ASSOCIATIVE QUANTITIES:

The following associative quantities are intended solely for optional
utilization by the program user. Their primary usdge is for optional inter-
model coupling and for forming constraint quantities.

KD (76)0 DCFAI KQDCFAl PTCYA
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QI

EQUATIONS, TI-IRD ENTRANCE (Cont.):

ASSOCIATIVE QUANTITIES (Cont.):

QDCFA2 = KQDCFAZ DPT (77)

QDCFA3 KQDCFA3 D PT (78)

QDCFFI = KQDCFFI DPTCFF (79)

QDCFFZ = KQDCFF2 DPTCFF (80)

QDCFF3 = KQDCFF3 DPTcFF (81)

QDGNI = KQDGNI DGN (82)

-DGNZ KQDGN2 DGN (83)

QDGN3 K KQDGN 3 DGN (84)

QDPT1 = KQDFTI DPT (85)

QDPT2 KQDPT2 DPT (86)

QDPT3 : KQDPT3 DPT (87)

CRAPTHI = KQRAPHI R APTT14 (88)

QRAPTI4Z = KQRAP14z RAPTTH (89)

QRAPT143 = KQRAPH3 RAPTTH (90)
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OPTIMIZATION CONSIDERATIONS:

Generally, the nature of the problem which woald require usage of this
model would also require that the following variables and constra&ntq be
set up by the program user.

Variables.

Suggested nominal values for initial estimates of the variable values and
bounds are included for each optimization variable listed below. These values
are only guidelines, applicable to a very wide class of problems, and values
corresponding to the specific application (quantities within parenthesis)
should be used if they are easily available.

KDPT1 Port fraction. The following values will insure that
a propellent web is always defined.

Upper bound: 0. 9i
Lower bound: 0. 1
Initial estimate: 0. 2

DPTCFF Diameter of forward base of port cone frustum section.
(Figures 2, 4)

Upper bound: 500. (approximate case diameter)
Lower bound: 5.
Initial estim-tte: approxirnate port diameter i

DPTCFA Diameter of aft base of port cone frustum section.
(Figures 2, 4)

Upper bound: 500. (approximate c;ose diameter)
L.•wer bound: 5.
Initial estimate: approximate port diameter

LPTCFHA Distance from forward base of port cone frustum
section to aft base of grain envelope. (Figure 2)

Upper bound: approximate length of case
Lower bound: ze ro

Initial estimate: approximate length nozzle is buried
within case

Constraints.

The following set of inequality constraints are formulated such that the motor
volumetric loading efficiency (see MOTORG model type) will be maximum if
a minimum vehicle length (fixed diameter) objective function is being utilized.
For other objective functions, some of these constraints may require
implementation as equality conctraints.
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OPTIMIZATION CONSIDERATIONS (Cont.):

Constraints 91 through 96 are required for "shaping" the port cone. f~rustum
grain cutout utilized for submerged nozzle geometry. It should be noted
that these constraints should always be set up, even if the nozzle is not
submerged.

The forward base diameter of the port cone frustum section is greater
than, or equal to, the port diameter. (Figures 2, 4)

DpT . T (91)
PTCFF P

The aft base diameter of the port cone frustum section is less than, or
equal to, the grain diameter. (Figures 2, 4)

DPTCFA 6 DGN (92)

The aft base diameter of the port cone frustum section is greater than, or
equal to, the forward base diameter of the port cone frustum section.
(Figures 2, 4)

DPTCFA C! DPTCFF (93)

The aft base diameter of the port cone frustum section is greater than, or
equal to, the diameter of the hole in the aft closure required for the nozzle.
(Figures 2, 4)

DPT CFA• DGNHA (94)

Nozzle inlet allowance. Sufficient space must be provided forward of the
nozzle inlet to allow flow from the port cone frustum section to the nozzle
entrance. QDNZENT and QDNZTH are associative quantities which must
be set up, by the program user, in the nozzle geometry model. (Figure 4)

LpTNzI QDNZENT (95)

DPT CFF. QDNZTH (96)

The cylindrical grain section length must be greater than, or equal to,
zero for valid closure geometry. (Figure 2)

LGNCY 0 (97)
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OPTIMIZATION CONSIDERATIONS (Cont.):

The nozzle entrance must be within the port. (Figure 4)

LpLT (98)
CFHA

LP 0 (99)
PTNS '

Considerations of structural integrity of the grain and acceptable internal
ballistics limit feasible values of the port fraction.

KDPTI o0. (100)

To avoid unacceptable nozzle erosion, a lower bound in placed upon the
ratio of the cylindrical port section cross srction area to the nozzle throat
area. ( Note that this constrain' correb.,-lds to a low'er limit of port
fraction.

RAPTTH ?1.15 (101)

I4I
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Fig. 40. 1-3 Forward Grain Closure Geometry
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SEE FIGURE 5 FOR VOLUMES LGNcLA

LGLPTPT
Lp -00"L GNcHA--

LPT I,

D GN

NN

CL LPT L
0_ I ' - pTCFA

DpCFFII

SI e~CF [

"NZI
.,.-0-•-- NS Lr_, NZ 8

/ - PTCFHAL +
•J"7 ILHA LCSHA "

NOZZLE ENTRANCE PLANE BURIED NOZZLE PLANE

Fig. 40. 1-4 Aft Grain Closure and Nozzle Subme rgence Geometry
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Fig. 40.1I-5 Aft Grain Closure and Nozzle Submergence Volumnes
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Fig. 40. 1-6 Suirfa(.; -int Gross-sectional Areas
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input directly to this model by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used.

Due to the nature of this model, many of the following required user inputs
Swill be optimization variables. See the "Optimization Considerations" section.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

DPTCFA DPT Diameter of aft base of port cone frustum
CFA section;

in Figs. 2, 4, 6 0

DPTCFF DPT Diarieter of forward base of port cone
CFF frustum section;

in Figs. Z, 4, 6 0

KDPT1 KDPT Coefficient relating the diameter of the
I cylindrical section of the port to the diameter

of the cylindrical grain section. See DPT 9
computation, equation 2.

N.D. 0

KDPTZ KDBias for DPT computalion;
DT2in 0

LJTCUT LJT Total length of cutout, with u the cylindricalCUT grain section, for joints. Dies not include
slot lengths if a slot is being utilized as a
joint;

in Fig. 2 0

LPTCF1A LpcF Distance from forward base of the portCFHA cone frustum section to the aft base of the
hemi-ellipsoid frustum associated with the
aft grain closure section;

in Figs. 2, 4 0

40.1-25
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

The following coefficient and bias quantities are made available for input.
However, in normal applications, the preset values are used for most, if not
all, of these quantities. Note that these coefficient quantities are preset (1)
and the bias quantities are preset (0).

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KGNI K GN Coefficient for LGNPDNS computation;
N.D. I

KGNZ K GN2 Bias for LGNPDNS computation;
in 0

KGN3 KGN3 Coefficient for LGNSL computation;

N.D. 1

KGN4 KGN4 Bias for LGNSL computation;
in0

KGN5 KGN5 Coefficient for LGNPDIN computation;

N.D. 1

KGN6 KGN6 Bias for LGNPDIN computation;
Nin

KGN7 KGN Coefficient for LGNCY computation;

KGN8 K.N8 Bias for L4NCY computation;
in0

The following associative quantity coefficients are intended solely for
optional utilization by the program user. Their primary usage is for
optional inter-model coupling and for forming constraint quantities. Note
that all associative quantity coefficients are preset (0).

KQDCFAl KQDCFAI Associative quantity coefficient for
QDCFA1 computation;

N.D. 0

40. 1-26
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KQDCFAZ K Associative quantity coefficient for
• KQDCFA2 QDCFA2 computation;

SN. D.0

KQDCFA3 K Associative quantity coefficient for
KD A QDCFA3 computation;

N.D. 0
KQDCFF1 KQDCFFI Associative quantity coefficient for

CFDQDCFF1 computation;

N.D. 0
KQDCFFZ K Associative quantity coefficient for

KQDCFF2 QDCFF2 computation;

N.D. 0

KQDCFF3 K QDCFF3 Associative quantity coefficient for
, QDCFF3 computation;

N.D. 0

KQDGNI K Associative quantity coefficient forQDGNI computation;

N.D. 0

KQDGNZ KQDGNZ Associative quantity coefficient for
QDGNZ computation;
N.D. 0

KQDGN3 K Associative quantity coefficient for
QDGN3 computation;

N.D. 0

KQDPTI KQDPTI Associative quantity coefficient for
QDPTI computation;

N.D. 0

KQDPT2 K DPTZ Associative quantity coefficient for
QDPT2 computation;

N.D. 0
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic SyMbo Description; Ext. (nt.) Units Preset
KQDPT3 DAssoc'ative quantity coefficient for

QDPT3 computation;

N.D. 0

KQRAP1I4 KQRAPH1 Associative quantity coefficient for
QRAPTH3 computation;

N.D. 0
KQRAPKRAP-2 Associative quantity coefficient for

QRAPTH2 computation;

N.D. 0

KQRAPH3 K Associative quantity coefficient for
QRAPTH3 computation;

N.D. 0

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certair data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has no, specified such a ,
source for this data, then It must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

ANZTH Nozzle throat area;
TF in NOZZLEG

DILHAI DIL Diameter of ciicular hole, for the nozzle,
HAI within the inside surface of the insulation

liner associated with the aft closure section;

in INSULG

DILHFI DIL Diameter of circular hole, for the igniter,
HFI within the inside surface of the insulation

liner associated with the forward closure
section;

in INSU LG
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

DILI DL Inside diameter of the insulation liner
within the case cylindrical section;

in INSULG
LCSHA L CS Length of hole, for the nozzle, within the

HA case associated with the aft case closure

section;

in Figs. 2, 4 CASEG
LILCHAI Length of hemi-ellipsoid frustum associated

LLCHMAI with the inside surface of the insulation

liner within the aft case closure;

in INSULG

LILCHFI Length of hemi-ellipsoid frustum associated
L1 LCHFI with the inside surface of the insulation liner

within the forward case closure section;

in INSULG

LILCLAI LIL Length of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with
CLAI the inside surface of the insulation liner

within the aft case closure secti,,n;

in INSULG

LILCLFI LIL Length of the hemi-ellipsoid associated
LCLFI with the inside surface of the insulation liner

within the forward case closure section;

in INSU LG

LILI4A LIL Length of the hole, for the nozzle, within
HA the insedation liner associated with the

aft case closure section;

in Figs. 2, 4 INSULG

LNZB LNZB Distance nozzle is buried vd thin the case;
in Fig. 4 NOZZLEG
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. Units Model Type

LSLGN LSL Total slot length;

in IBFLOW

RDILCAI R Head ratio, inside surface of insulation liner
associated with the aft case closure section;

N.D. INSULG

RDILCFI RDILOF Head ratio, inside surface of insulation
liner associated with the forward case
closure section;

N.D. INSULG

VINPD V Volume of propellent displaced by internalIN PD insulation, excluding liner:
3

in INSU Lw

VPPMT PP Propellent volume;

in PROPW

OUTPUT DATA:

The 'ollowing data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

IvMnernonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

AP1'WEB APP Propellent web area. Cross sectional area
WEB of propellent volume bounded by the

cylindrical grain section and basic
cylindrical port section;

in2  Fig. 6 Eq. 6

APT APT Cross sectional area of basic cylindrical
section;

inz Fig. 6 Eq. 3
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

DGN DGN Diameter of cylindrical grain section;

in Figs. 2, 6 Eq. I

DGONCL DON Equatorial diameter of hemi-ellipsoids
CL associated with the forward and aft grain

closure sections;

in Figs. 2, 3, 4 Eq. 7

DGN4HA DGN Diameter of aft base of the hemi-ellipsoid
G 14A frustum associated with the aft grain

closure section;

in Figs. 2, 4 Eq. 32

DGNHF DGN Diameter of forward base of the hemi-
IIF ellipsoid frustum associated with the forward

grain closure section;

in Figs. 2, 3 Eq. 19

DPT D PT Diameter of basic cylindrical port section;

in Figs, 2, A 4, 6 Eq. 2

LGN LGN Length of grain envelope. Distance between
the forward base of the hemi-ellipsoid

frustum associated with the forward grain
closure section and the aft base of the
hemi-ellipsoid frustum associated with the
aft grain closure section. Includes length
penalties for nozzle submergence, slots,
joints and internal insulation;

in Fig. 2 Eq. 75

LGNCHA LGN Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-
C14A ellipsoid frustum associated with the aft

grain closure section;

in Figs. 2, 4 Eq. 31
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.): (.j

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LGNCHF LGN Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi -
C-IF ellipsoid frustum associated with the forward

grain closure section;

in Figs. 2, 3 Eq. 18

LGNCLA LGN Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-
CLA ellipsoid associated with the aft grain

closure section;

in Figs. 2, 4 Eq. 23

LGNCLF LGN Length of the axis of revolution of the herni-
CLF ellipsoid associated with the forward grain

closure section;

in Figs. 2, 3 Eq. 10
LGNCY L Length of cylindrical grain section. Includes

GGY length penalties for nozzle submergence,

slots, joints, and internal insulation;

in Fig. 2 Eq. 7 1

LGNCY1 L Length of basic cylindrical grain section.
Does not include length penalties for nozzle

submergence, slots, joints and internal
insulation;

in Fig. 2 Eq. 36

LGNCY2 LGN Length of cylindrical grain section. Includes
O Clength penalty for nozzle submergence;

in Fig. Z Eq. 55
LGNCY3 L Length of cylindrical grain section. Includes

CY 3  length penalties for nozzle submergence

and slots;

in Fig. 2 Eq. 64

LGNCY4 LG~y Length of cylindrical grain section. Includes
length penalties for nozzle submergence,
slots and joints;

in Fig. 2 Eq. 66
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LGNCY5 L GN Length of cylindrical grain section. Includes
CY5 length penalties for nozzle submergence,

slots, joints and internal insulation;

in Fig. 2 Eq. 69

LGNNSCY LNDistance nozzle is submerged in cylindricalgrain section;

in Fig. 4 Eq. 40

LGNPDIN L Cylindrical grain section length penalty for
GNPDTN propellent displaced by internal insulation;

in Fig. Z Eq. 68

LGNPDNS LCylindrical grain section length penalty forLGNPDNS propellent displaced by submerged nozzle;

in Fig. 2 Eq. 54

Cylindrical grain section length penalty forSGN slot cutouts;
in Fig. 2 Eq. 63

LPTCF LPTCF Total length of port cone frustum section;
in Figs. 2, 4, 6 Eq. 45

LPTCFCA LPT Length of fhe portion of the port cone frustum
CFCA section within the aft grain closure section;

in Figs. 2. 4 Eq. 42

LPTCFCY LIT Length of the portion of the port cone frustum
CFCY section within the cylindrical grain section;

in Figs. 2, 4 Eq. 44

LPTCFS LPT Slant height of port cone frustum eection;

in Fig. 4 Eq. 47

4)
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LPTCYl LpT Total length of cylindrical portion of basic
Cyl port. Does not include adjustments for

nozzle submergence, slots, joints nor
internal insulation;

in Fig. 2 Eq. 38

LPTCY2 LpT Length of cylindrical port section. Includes
TCY2 nozzle submergence penalty;

in Figs. Z, 6 Eq. 47

LPTNS LPT Distance nozzle is submerged into port;
in Fig. 4 Eq. 39

LPTNZI LpT Submerged nozzle inlet allowance;
in Fig. 4 Eq. 43

LPTYCLA LPT Length of cylindrical portion of the basic
YCLA port within the herm -ellipsoid associated with

the aft grain closure section;

in Fig. 4 Eq. 25

LPTYCLF LPT Length of cylindrical portion of the basic
YCLF' port within the heni -ellipsoid associated

with the forward grain closure section;

in Eq. 12

QDCFAI QDCFAI Associative quantity, port cone frustum
section aft base diameter. See DPTCFA;

in Eq. 76

QDCFAZ QDCFA2 Associative quantity, port cone frustum
section aft base diameter. S'e DPTCFA;

in Eq. 77

QDCFA3 QDCFA3 Associative quantity, port cone frustum
section aft base diameter. See DPTCFA;

in Eq. 78
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (bit) Units

QDCFFI QDCFFI Associative quantity, port core frustum
section forward base diameter. See DPTCFF;

in Eq. 79
FF2 Q2 Associative quantity, port cone frustum

QDCFF2 section forward base diameter. See DPTCFF;

in Eq. 80

QDCFF3 Associative quantity, port cone frustum
section forward base diameter. See DPTCFF;

in Eq. 81

QDGNDGQ Associative quantity, cylindrical grain sectionDG diameter. See DON;

in Eq. 82

QDGN2 0 DGNZ Associative quantity, cylindrical grain section
diameter. See DGN;

in Eq. 83

QDGN3 QDGN3 Associative quantity, cylindrical grain section
diameter. See DGN;

in Eq. 84
QDPTI QDPT1 Associative quantity, basic cylindrical port

section diameter. See DPT;

in Eq. 85

QDPT2 QDPT2 Associative quantity, basic cylindrical port
section diameter. See DPT;

in Eq. 86

QDPT3 QDPT3 Associative quantity, basic cylindrical port
section diameter. See DPT;

in Eq. 87
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.): ".

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

QRAPTA141Q Associative quantity, port to nozzle throat

QRAPTI41 RAPTHI soitv uniy ott ozetra
area ratio. See RAPTTH;

N.D. Eq. 88
ORAPT142 QRAPTL114 Associative quantity, port to nozzle throat :

area ratio. See RAPTTH;

N. D. Eq. 89

QRAPTH3 QRAPTH3 Associative quantity, port to nozzle throat
area ratio. See RAPTTI4;

N. D. Eq. 90
RAPTT14 RAPTTH Area ratio. Ratio of basic cylindrical port

section cross sectional area to nozzle throat

cross sectional area;

. D. Eq. 4

RDCFACL R DCFACL Diameter ratio. Ratio of port cone frustum
section aft base diameter to grain closure
equatorial diameter;

N.D. Eq. 41
RDGNGLA Head ratio of ellipsoid associated with the

aft grain closure section. Ratio of twice

the closure length to the closure equatorial
diameter;

N.D. Eq. 22
RDGNCLF RDGNCLF Head ratio of ellipsoid associated with the

forward grain closure section, Ratio of

twice the closure length to the closure
equatorial diameter;

N.D. Eq. 9

RDPTCL R DPTCL Diameter ratio. Ratio of basic cylindrical
port sectiorn diameter to grain closure equato-
rial diameter;

N.D. Eq. 8
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

RLCFCA RLFCA Length ratio. Ratio of length of portion of
port cone frustum section within aft grain
closure section to length of aft grain closure
section;

N.D. Eq. 49

RLDGNCY R Length to diameter ratio, cylindrical grain
section. Includes nozzle submergence, slot,

joint and internal insulation penalties;

N.D. Eq. 72

RLDGNYI RLDNY1 Length to diameter ratio, basic cylindrical
grain section. Does not include nozzle
submergence, slot, joint and internal
insulation penalties;

N.D. Eq. 37

RLDGNY2 RL Length to diameter ratio, cylindrical grain
DLDGNY2 section. Includes nozzle submergence

penalty;

N.D. Eq. 56

RLDGNY3 RLDGNY 3  Length to diameter ratio, cylindrical grain
section. Includes nozzle submergence and
slot penalties;

N.D. Eq. 65

RL GNY4 RLDNY4 Length to diameter ratio, cylindrical grain
section. Includes nozzle submergence, slot
and joint penalties;

N.D. Eq. 67

RLDGNY5 RLDGNY5 Length to diameter rgtio, cylindrical grain
section. Includes nozzle submergence, slot,
joint and internal insulation penalties;

N.D. Eq. 70
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

RLONCHA RLGNCHA Length ratio, aft grain closure section.
Ratio of hemi-ellipsoid frustum length to
hemi-ellipsoid length;

N.D. Eq. 33

RLGNCHF RLGNCHF Length ratio, forward grain closure section.
Ratio of hemi-ellipsoid frustum length to
hemi-ellipsoid length;

N. D. Eq. 20

RLPTCYA RLPTCYA Length ratio. Ratio of the length of the
cylindrical portion of the basic port within
the hemi-ellipsoid to the length of the hemi-
ellipsoid for the aft grain closure section;

N.D. Eq. 27

RLPTCYF RLPTCYF Length ratio. Ratio of the length of the
cylindrical portion of the basic port within
the hemi-ellipsoid to the length cf the hemi -
ellipsoid for the forward grain closure
section;

N.D. 1q, 14

SBSPT SBS Initial propellent burning surface area,

PT excluding slots;

ina Fig. 6 Eq. 62

SPT2 SPT Propellent surface area associated with the
2 port. Includes submerged nozzle corrections;

in2  Eq. 61

SPTCFB SPT. Port surface area component. Propellent
CFB surface at forward ba-e ..f port cone fructum

o-ection;
In Fig. 6 Eq. 60

SPTCFS SPT Port surface area component. Propellent
C•S surface associated with lateral area of p,'rt

cone frusturn section;
.2

in Fig. 6 Eq. 59
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

L

SPTCYZ SPT Port surface area component. Propellent
CYZ surface associated with the lateral area of

the cylindrical port section;

inZ Fig.6 Eq.58

THETACF 6 0F Half-angle of port cone frustum section;

deg (rad) Figs. 2, 4 Eq. 46

TPPWEB T Propellent web thickness. Thickness of
WEB grain in section where both the grain and

port are cylindrical. Radial distance
between surface of cylindrical port section
and surface of cylindrical grain section;

in Figs. 2. 3, 6 Eq. 5

VGN VGN Volume of grain envelope. Includes port,
submerged nozzle penalty, slots, joints
and all internal insulation except liner.
Note that the grain closures of the grain
envelope are hemi-ellipsoid frustums, not
hemi-ellipsoids;

3
in Eq. 74

VGNC14A VON Volume of hemi-ellipsoid frustum associatedNCHA with the aft grain closure section;
.3
in Fig. 5 Eq. 34

VGNCHF V GN Volume of hemi-ellipsoid frustum associated
CHF with the forward grain closure section;

in Fig. 3 Eq. 21

VGNCLA VOGN Volume of herni-ellipsold associated with
CLA the aft grain closure section;

i3 Fig. 5 Eq. 24

VGNCLF VGN Volume of hemi- ellipsoid associated with
CLF the forward grain closure section;

in 3  Fig. 3 Eq. 11
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

VGNCY VGN Volume of cylindrical grain section.
SCY Includes port, submerged nozzle penalty,

slots, joints and internal insulation except
liner;

in3 Eq. 73

VPPCLA V Volume of propellent associated with theCLA herni-ellipsoid of the aft grain closure
section. Note that this volume is an inter-
mediat.e quantity and does not include
corrections for nozzle submergence,
insulation wedges, etc.;

in Fig. 5 Eq. 30

VPPCLF V PP Volume of propellent associated with the
CLF hemi-ellipsoid of the forward grain closure

secti3n. Note that this volume is an inter-
medi'ate quantity and does not include
corrections for insulation wedges, igniter,
etc.

in 3 Fig. 3 Eq. 17

VPPCYI V Volume of propellent within basic cylindrical
GyI grain section. Does not include displaced

?ropellent corrections for jizzle submer-
gence,slots, joints nor int 'riial insulation;

in3 Eq. 35

VPPPDNS V PP Volume of propellent displ;;ced due to
~~PDNS nozzle 6ubmergence;

in3  Fig. 5 Eq. 53

VPTCF VPT Total volume of port cone trustum section;
CF in 3  Fig. 5 Eq. 48

VPTCFCY V PT Volume of basic port portion of the port cone

TCFCY frustum section within the cylindrical

grain section;
. 3
in Fig. 5 Eq. 51
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

-VVPTCLA VpT Volume of ba3ic port within the hemi-ellipsoid
CLA associated with the aft grain closure section;

in 3  Fig. 5 Eq. 29

VPTCLF V L Volume of basic port within the hemi-ellipsoid
CLF associated with the forward grain closure

section;

in Fig. 3 Eq. 16

VPTCYCF VpT Volume of basic port section associated with
CYCF nozzle submergence;! . 3

in Fig. 5 Eq. 52

VPTECFA VPT Volume of ellipsoidal cap at aft base of port
ECFA cone frustum section within aft grain closure

section;
•3

in Fig. 5 Eq. 50

VPTECLA VpT Volume of ellipsoidal cap at base of cylindri-
ECLA cal portion of basic port section within the

hemi-ellipsoid associated with the aft grain
closure section;

in3  F ig. 5 Eq. 28

VPTECLF V PT Volume of ellipsoidal cap at base of cylindri-
ECLF cal portion of the basic port section within

the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
forward grain closure section;

in3  Fig. 3 Eq. 15

VPTYCLA V Volume of cylindrical portion of the basic
PTycLA port within the hemi-ellipsoid associated

with the aft grainF closure section;

in 3  Fig. 5 Eq. 26

VPTYCLF V Volume of cylindrical portion of the basicpTYCLF port within the hemi-ellipsold associated
with the forward grain closure section;

in 3  Fig. 3 Eq. 13
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IIBFLOW INTERNAL BALLISTICS, FLOW IBFMI

50.1I

MODEL TYPE: IBFLOW (Internal Ballistics, FLOW)

MODEL NAME: IBFMI (Cylindrical port, slot penalty)

DESCRIPTION:

IBFMI (Internal Ballistics, Flow Model number 1) evaluates the burn rate
and flow characteristics within a cylindrical ported grain to determine the
effective slot volume required for a neutral pressure-time history. This
required volume (grain length penalty) is sometimes sizable, thereby
resulting in a significant degradation of the motor volumetric loading
efficiency.

The slot volume requirement is independent of the number of slots and is
basically determined by the gas flow requirements from the slots into the
center perforate. The calculation of the length of the slots is based upon
the following assumptions:

1. The grain is cylindrical;

2. The port burning surface is cylindrical;

3. The gas leaves the slots and enters the center perforate at a
Mach number specified by the program user;

4. The pressure and temperature within the slot are equal to the
pressure and temperature respectively within the center perforate;

5. The gas flow upstream of the nozzle throat is isentropic flow of a
perfect gas.

In addition to the slot penalty, this model also evaluates the maximum and
minimum burn rates. These are available as constraint quantities to insure
that the web is not thicker than that allowed by the maximum burn rate and
burn time or thinner than that allowed by the minimum burn rate and burn
time. The model evaluates a set of associative quantities to facilitate setting
up these constraints, If required.

An appreciation for the slot geometry may be gained by referring to Figure 1.
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PROCEDURE: ' -

Prior to entering IBFMI, the models specified by the PROPELW, IBGAS
and IBPERF model types have evaluated the propellent density, gas, and
performance properties. The model specified by the GRA•ING model type
then determined the geometry required to design a cylindrical ported grain,
including accommodation for nozzle submergence.

The IBFMI model is then executed and the burn rates and grain length penalty
for slots is determined.

After executing IBFMI, the model specified by the GRAING model type will
be reentered and the preliminary grain design will be corrected to account
for the slot volume. The model specified by the INSULG model type may
then utilize data from IBFMI and the grain geometry to assess internal
insulation requirements.

EQUATIONS:

Burn rate at ignition.
T PPwE

BPP T (1)
IGN B

Average burn rate.

PpAVG BPPAVG PPIGN(2)

Maximum burn rate.

BPpMAX KBPPMAX AVG (3)

Minimum burn rate.
bj

PpMrN KBPPMIN AVG (4)

Weight flow rate from port surface, excluding slots.

W PT = PPMT SBSPT BPPAVG (5)
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Weight flow rate required from all slots.

W ~ P - PT(6SLREQ MT

Area of one burning surface of a slot.
SAB~s : APwB(7) I-

~SL WEB -

Weight flow rate from a slot (two surfaces).

WSL= 2 PPPMT ABSSL BPPAVG (8)

Length of a slot.

WSL CGAS (9)
LSL T go

Number of slots required.

N WSLREQ (10)NsLR o vSL

Grain length penalty for slots cutouts.

LSL 1 4 = NSLREQ LSL

Associative quantities. The following quantities are in'-ended solely for
optional utilization by the program user. Their primary usage within this
model is for forming constraint quantities,

QBI KQBI B PIGN (1Z)

0 BA K OBA APPAVG (13)
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

QBMX = KOBMX B PP (14)

~MAXS QBMN =KBM BPP I (15)
0 BN QBMN PP MIN

OPTIMIZATION CONSIDERATIONS:

Generaly, the nature of the problem which would require usage of this model

would also require that the following constraints be set up by the program user.

A maximum propellent burn rate constraint will insure that the propellent
web is not too thick. (Note that this constraint corresponds to a lower
limit on the port fraction.)

BPPv BPP x (16)
AVGMA

A minimum propellent burn rate constraint will insure that the propellent
web is not too thin. (Note that this constraint corresponds to an upper
limit on the port fraction.)

B B (17)PPAVG PPMIN
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Note that L i + L 2 = L
Where L Is the length such that 5pT = rL DPT

Fig. 50. 1-1 Slot Geometry
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL: U
The following data is input directly to this model by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

EBPPMAX a Exponent for maximum radial propellent

burn rate computation;

N.D. 0.39

EBPPMIN b Exponent for minimum radial propellent
burn rate computation;

N.D. 0.27
KBPPAVG K Coe .Acient for average radial propellent

. V burn rate computation;

MN.D. 1.0

KBPPMAX KBPPMAX Coefficient for maximum radial propellent

burn rate computation;
N.D. 0.054 " J

KBPPMIN KBPPMIN Coefficient for minimum radial propellent
burn rate computation;

N.D. 0.039
KQBAVG K Associative quantity coefficient for

KQBA QBPPAVG computation;

N.D. 0

KQBIGN KAssociative quantity coefficient for
KQBI QBPPIGN computation;

N.D. 0

KQBMAX K Associative quantity coefficient forQBMX QBPPMAX computation;

N.D. 0

KQBMIN KQBMN As sociative quantity coefficient for
QBPPMIN computation;

N,D. 0
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6• INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

NMnemonic Symol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

MSLEXT M Maci. number of combustion products at slot
SLexit;

N.D. 0.2

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

APPWEB A Cross sectional web area;WEB . 2
in GRAING

CGAS CGAS Speed of 3ound in gas;

ft/sec IBGAS

DPT DpTiPort diameter;

in GRAING

DWPPMT WPPMT Propellent weight flow;

~~MT lb/sec IBPERF'

PCHAVG PAVG Average chamber pressure;

PSIA IBGAS

RHOPPMT Propellent density;
lb/in3  PROPELW

RSPNT H Specific heat ratio;

N.D. IBGAS

S135PT S BSiPort burning surface area; R
BS n GRAING
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

TBPPMT TB Propellent burn time;

sec IBPERF

TPPWEB T Web thickness;
S;in GRAING

OUTPUT DATA:

"The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-

model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

ABSSL ABS Area of one burning surface of a slot;
in Eq. 7

5 BPPAVG BPPAve rage radial propellent burn rate;

AG in/sec Eq. 2

BPPIPN B Radial burn rate of propellent at ignition;

in/sec Eq. I

BPPMAX BPP Maximum radial propellent burn rate;
in/sec Eq. 3

BPPMIN BPP Minimum radial propellent burn rate;
in/sec Eq. 4

DWBSNSL WPT Propellent weight flow rate from port surface
area, excluding slots;

lb/sec Eq. 5

DWSLREQ W5  Propellent weight flow rate required from
SLREQ sluts for balanced motor flow;

lb/sec Eq. 6
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Sybol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

DWSL SL Propellent weight flow rate from a slot (two
surfaces);

lb/sec Eq. 8

LSL LSL Length of a slot required for balanced slot
flow; t

in Eq. 9

LSLGN LSL Grain length penalty for slot cutouts;
in Eq. 1 I

NSLREQ NSL Number of slots required for balanced motor
REQ flow. NSLREQ will normally be a fractional

number. Note the distinction between
NSLREQ and NISIHO, NISIHI, which is input
to the internal insulation model;

N. D. Eq. 10

QBPPAVG QBA Associative quantity, average burn rate
(see BPPAVG);

in/sec Eq. 13

QBPPIGN QBI Associative quantity, burn rate at ignition
(see BPPIGN);

in/sec Eq. 12

QBPPMAX QBMX Associative quantity, max. burn rate(see BPPMAX);

in/sec Eq. 14

QBPPMIN QBMN Associative quantity, min. burn rate
(see BPPMIN);

in/sec Eq. 15
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IBGAS INTERNAL BALLISTICS, GAS IBGMI

60.1

MODEL TYPE: IBOAS (Internal Ballistics, GAS)

MODEL NAME: IBGMI (Constant vacuum thrust)

DESCRIPTION:

IBGMI (Internal §allistics Gas Model numLer j) evaluates the gas
characteristics and chamber pressures associated with a constant vacuum
thrust solid rocket motor.

EQUATIONS:

Average chamber pressure.

P K P'AVG AVG (1)

Maximum expected operating pressure.

P p (2MEO MEO

Maximum chamber pressure.

PMAX = PMEO (3)

Delivered characteristic velocity.

4C-C=*TH (4)

Specific heat ratio constants.

H1  H + 1 (5)
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

=H - (6)
H2

1-i
H3  ~- (7)

2

H 1
H 4 -IT (8)

H
'a - (9)

5 -ITr-

\"I I
H 6 H2  3 (10)

7 1

H8  2HH6  (12)-
M5

Gas constant.

R ~~H 146 C-'•2(3

RGAS T 6 (13)

Speed of sound in gas.

CGAS = H TC RGAS (14)
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input directly to this model by the program user. If aI [ value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

CV TH C*TH Theoretical characteristic velocity;

ft/sec 0 1
KPCHAVG KAVG Coefficient, average chamber pressure;

N.D. 1

KPCHMEO KMEO Coefficient, maximum expected operating
KMEOchamber pressure;

N.D.
"KCEF Combustion efficiency factor;

N.D.

PCH P Chamber pressure;
PSIA

RSPHT H Specific heat ratio;

N.D. 0

TCPP Tc Propellent combustion temperature;
C 0OR O0i

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

None

OUTPUT DATA:i
The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

I
P i
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

CGAS CGAS Speed of sound in gas;

ft/sec Eq. 14

CVDELV C* Delivered characteristic velocity;

ft/sec Eq. 4

KRGAS RGAS Gas constant;

ft 2/(sec2 - OR) Eq. 13

PCHAVG PAVG Average chamber pressure;

PSIA Eq. I

PCHMAX PMAX Maximum chamber pressure;

PSIA Eq. 3

PCHMEO PMEO Maximum expected operating chamber
pressure;

PSIA Eq. 2

RSPHTI HI Specific heat ratio quantity;

N.D. Eq. 5

RSPHT2 H 2  Specific heat ratio quantity;

N.D. Eq. 6

RSPHT3 H3 Specific heat ratio quantity;

N.D. Eq. 7

RSPHT4 H4  Specific heat ratio quantity;

N.D. Eq. 8

RSPHTS H15 Specific heat ratio quantity;

N.D. Eq. 9

RSPHT6 H6  Specific heat ratio quantity;

N.D. Eq. 10
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L I, OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

RSPHT7 H.. Specific heat ratio quantity;

"N.D. Eq. II

RSPHT8 H8 Sp :ific heat ratio quantity;

N.D. Eq. 12

Ll
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70.1

MODEL TYPE: IBPERF (Internal Ballistics, PERFormance)

MODEL NAME: IBPMl (Conical nozzle divergence losses)

DESCRIPTION: i

IBPMI (kiternal Ballistics Performance Model number I) evaluates the
propellent and nozzle dependent vacuum delivered performance quantities.
The specific impulse is degraded to account for the nozzle half angle
divergence lose (axial direction), due to the directional change of flow as
the gas expands in a conical nozzle,

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering IBPMl, the models specified for the PROPELW and IBGAS
mnodel types have evaluated the propellent weight and gas properties.

Upon the first entrance to IBPMI, the propellent weight flow is computed and
the model specified by the NOZZLEG model type is executed to determine
the nozzle geometry.

IBPMl is then entered for the second time, the pressure ratio is solved
iteratively using Newton's method, and the remainder of the internal
ballistics performance dependent quantities are evaluated.

After the IBPMl computations are completed, the motor geometry and
weights are determined, the model specified for the PROPUL model type is
executed, and the primary motor propulsion quantities are evaluated.

EQUATIONS (FIRST ENTRANCE):

Propellent weight flow.

T BPPMT
WPlMT 7 B (1)
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EQUATIONS (SECOND ENTRANCE): 7. /

Pressure ratio, nozzle exit Pressure to chamber pressure.
(transcendental equation solved iteratively for Rp)

1P
~H7

!7 S~NZ -- R(/It /") (

r Critical pressure ratio.

R PC (3)

Nozzle half angle divergence momentum loss.

1 + cos ONZ)
S•, -(4)

Reference nozzle half angle loss.

i + cos ) (5)

R

Vacuum thrust coefficient.

CV = 118 VI-Rp5 +N, RP (6)

Reference thrust coefficient (exit pressure = atmospheric pressure).p7 -
C -5 (7)CR = R 8 -1 I 7

Vacuum specific impulse.

ISP0 . ) 1 (8)
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EQUATIONS (SECOND -NTRANCE) (Cont.):

Delivered vacuum specific impulse.

ISPVD = VD ISPV (9)

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input directly to this model by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

CIBPI C1  Ratio of a reference nozzle exit pressure to
a reference chamber pressure. The
reference nozzle exit pressure must be equal
to sea level pressure;

N.D. 0.014696

ISPR ISp Specific impulse for the reference pressure
ratio CIBPI and the reference nozzle half
angle NZHAR;

sec 0

KISPVD KVD Nozzle efficiency factor;

N.D. 1

NZHAR OR Reference nozzle half angle;

deg 0

TBPPMT TB Propellent burn time;

sec 0

INPUT DATA, INTEA-MODEL:

Tids model reqtires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the sgecified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Sntbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

COSNZHA coo a Cosine of nozzle half angle;
* ~NZ~

N.D. NOZZLEG

RAEXTTH t NZ Nozzle expansion ratio at exit plane;

N.D. NOZZLEG

RSP14T H Specific heat ratio;

SN.D. IBO A S

RSPHTI 81 Specific heat ratio quantity;

N.D. IBGAS

RSPHTZ H2 Specific heat ratio quantity;

N.D. IBGAS

RSPHT5 H5 Specific heat ratio quantity;
N.D. IBGAS

RSPHT7 H7  Specific heat ratio quantity;

N.D. IBGAS

RSPIH-T8 H8 Specific heat ratio quantity;
N.D. IBGAS

WPPMT W Propellent weight;
lb PROPELW

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to ether models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

CFVAC CV Vacuum thrust coefficient;
N.D. Eq.6
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

CFR CR Reference thrust coefficient corresponding to
the reference nozzle half angle NZHAIR and

[ the reference pressure ratio CIBPI. The
reference nozzle exit pressure is sea level
pressure;

N.D. Eq. 7

DWPPMT WPM Propellent weight flow;
Mlb/sec Eq. I

ISPVC ISPV Vacuum specific impulse;
V sec Eq. 8

ISPVD I Delivered vacuum specific impulse;
VD sec Eq. 9

NZHAL , Nozzle half angle loss;

N.D. Eq. 4

NZHALR AR Reference nozzle half angle loss;

N.D. Eq. 5

RPEPC RP Pressure ratio. Ratio of nozzle exit
pressure to chamber pressure;

N.D. Eq. 2

RPEPCC RPC Critical pressure ratio. Pressure ratio
at nozzle throat;

N.D. Eq. 3

I7
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INSULG INTERNAL INSULATION GEOMETRY INGMI

80.1 i
MODEL TYPE: INSULG (internal INSULation Geometry)

MODEL NAME: INGMI (geometric parameter)

DESCRIPTION:

INGMI (internal INsulation Geom .try Model number 1) evaluates the internal
insulation geomef"y for a solid rocket-motor case an•" propellent grain having
a cylindrical section and oblate closres. The basic components may include:

insulation liner

ellipsoidal insulation wedges f.r the forward and aft closures

in.sulation required for unjointed grain designs

insulation required for jointed grain designs

The model includes provision for circular cutouts, "holes" in the forward and
aft closures, required for the igniter and nozzle. See figures 1 and 2 for an
illustration of the basic insulation components and the interface with the case,
grain, nozzle, and igniter geometry. Whenever possible, the equations have
been formulated such that the geometry for the basic components degenerate
to basic geometric forms. In addition, user specified coefficient and bias
terms (preset to nominal values) are provided for the principal independent
quantities associated with each basic geometric form. Consequently, the
actual insulation geometry capable of being simulated is to a large degree
a function of the ingenuity of the program user.

The insulation liner, as illustrated in figures 3 - 6, interfaces between the
inside case surface and the outside wedge surfaces or grain envelope.
Within the cylindrical case section, the liner has constant thickness. Within
the closures, the outside and inside liner surfaces are hemi-ellipsoids whose
equatorial planes are coincident with the plane separating the closure and
"cylindrical sections. The liner holes in the forward and aft closures are
cylindrical, centered on the axis of revolution of the liner surface hemi-
ellipsoids. The principle purposes of the liner geometry are to determine
a total volume for insulation weight computations and to specify the head
ratios and cylindrical diameter of the basic grain envelope.
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DESCRIPTION (Cont.):

The insulation wedges (see figures 7 - 14) are associated with the forward
and aft closures and interface between the insulation liner and the grain.
The wedges may be completely within a closure, or may extend beyond a
closure into the cylindrical section, Since the principle purpose of the wedge
geometry is to determine an effective volume for weight tvaluations, no
corrective action, except for a warning diagnostic, is taken by the program
if a wedgz extends from within a closure beyond the cylindrical section.

If a wedge is completely within the closure (see figures 7, 13), the inside
and outside wedge surfaces are hemi-ellipsoid frustums whien are tangent
at their bases (the "Inside/outside wedge surface osculation plane"). rhe
axis of revolution of these frustums are coincident and the equatorial plane
of the homi-ellipsoid associated with the outside frustum surface is coincident
with the plane separating the case closure and case cylindrical sections.
However, the "equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
inside frustum ourfacc' and the "inaide/outside wedg- surface o-;culatin-
plane" are normally not coincident with each other or the "plane separating
the case closure and case cylindrical sections".

If a wedge extends beyond a closure into the cylindrical section (see figures 9,
14), the outside wedge surface is comprised of a hemi-ellipsoid and a
cylinder. The inside wedge surface is a hemi-ellipsoid tangent to the
cylindrical portion of the outside wedge surface (the "inside/outbide wedge
surface osculation plane"). The axis of revolution of the inside and outside
wedge surfaces are coincident and the "equatorial plane of the inside surface . -

ellipsoid" is coincident with the "inside/outside wedge surface osculation
plane". Further, the "equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with
the outside wedge surface" is coincident with the "plane separating the case
closure and case cylindrical section". However, normally the equatorial
planes of the hemi-ellipsoids associated with the outside wedge surface and
the inside wedge surface are not coincident.

The length of the forward closure wedge (figures 7, 9) is normally a functiun
of the propellent web thickness. The igniter cutout is zy'lndrical, centered
on the axis of revolution of the wedge surface hemi-ellipsoids.

The length of the aft closure wedge (figures 11, 13) is normally a functiov,
the cone frustum grain cutout half angle. The nozzle cutout is a cone frus
having a half angle equal to the cone frustum grain cutout half angle.

For the purpose of this model, a slot has none or one burning surface
inhibited, whereas a joint has both burning surfaces inhibited. The slot and
joint insulation, as illustrated in figures 15 - 20, is comprised of the
following components:
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DESCRIPTION (Cont.): A

Port/Liner (PL) component. This component interfaces between
the port and the liner. It has a rectangular cross section and its
dimensions are normally a function of the maximum insulation
thickness and the slot or Joint length.

Port/Grain (PG) component. This component, which inhibits a
burning surface, interfaces between the port and the grain. It
normally has a trapezoid cross section (although it may be a
pentagon, rectangle or triangle--see figures 16, 17) and its
dimensions are primarily a function of the maximum insulation
thickness, propellent web thickness, and a user specified base
length. It should be noted that for joints, provision is made for
"overlapping" PG components. However, for slots, except for a
warning diagnostic, no corrective action is taken by the program
if the PG component exceeds the slot cutout length.

Grain/Liner (GL) component. This component interfaces between
the grain and the liner. It has a triangular croes section and its
dimensions are normally a function of the maximum insulation
thickness and the propellent web thickness. The GL component is
associated with each non-inhibited slot burning surface.

The number of slots and joints, for insulation purposes, is specified by
the program user and should not be a fractional number. The purpose of
the slot and joint geometry is to determine an effective volume for insulation
weight computations.

PROCEDURE:

INGMI is a three-entrance model. Inter-model coupling is illustrated
by figure ZZ.

Prior to the first entrance to INGMI, the models specified for the IBGAS,
IBPERF, INSULW, and CASEG model types have evaulated the gas
characteristics, insulation density and case geometry.

Upon the first entrance to INGMI, the basic insulation material properties
are evaluated and, except for the length of the cylindrical section, the
insulation liner geometry is determined.

The grain geometry model, GNGM1, then uses the inside liner surface to
define the basic grain envelope. After adjusting the basic grain to account
for submerged nozzle, slot, and joint penalties, program control is
returned to INGMIl.
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PROCEDURE (Cont.):

Upon the second entrance to INGMI, the insulation wedge geometry,
associated with the forward and aft closures, is evaluated, the slot and joint
geometry is determined, and the propellent displaced by the closure wedges
and the slot/joint insulation components is computed.

The grain geometry model, GNGMI, is then reentered, the cylindrical
grain length is adjusted to include the propellent displaced by the insulation,
and the total grain geometry is evaluated.

Upon the third entrance to INGMI, the grain geometry has been completely
determined and the cylindrical section of the liner is sized. After evaluating
the residual insulation volume, the total internal insulation volume is computed.

After executing INGMI, the program evaluates the remaining substage
geometry. The model specified by the INSULW model type then uses the
volumes obtained in INGMI as effective volumes to determine the internal
insulation weight breakdown.

REFERENCES:

Reference 52, "Some Useful Theorems Associated With Hemi-Ellipsoids"
is the basis for the derivations of the following equations:

11, 17, 19, 20, 2 3, 25, 26, 28, 36, 42, 44, 45, 47, 50, 51, 53, 68,
81, 85, 87, 88, 89, 92, 94, 96, ?8, o00, 101, 104, 115, 131, 135,
137, 138, 140, 142, 144, 146, 147, V'jO.

Reference 54, "Some Useful Theorems Associated With Osculating
Ellipses" contains the derivations for the following equations:

74, 75, 76, 126, 127, 128.

Reference 55, "Derivaticn of LIWCFI and DIWCAI for the GTS INGMl
In.ernal Insulation Model" contains the derivations and assumptions for
the Iollowing equations:

107a, 107b, 107c, 107d, 107e, i17, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124.

Reference 56, "PG Internal Insulation Subcomponent for GTS INGMI
Internal Insulation Model" contains the derivations and rationale for
equations 156 through 210.

Refer-ence 57, "Derivat.5on of VIWCAPD and VIWCFPD for the GTS INGM1
Internal Insulation Model" contains the derivations and a:sumnptions for
equations.211 through 222.
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£ NOTATION:

The following notation convention is used within this model whenever possible.

First Character

A Ilane area. (in2 )
C Constant or intermediate quantity.

, e D Diameter (measured normal to centerline). (in)
* K Coefficient or bias.

L Length (measured parallel to centerline). (in)
R Ratio. Next characters will be D or L to indicate

diameter or length ratios. (N. D.)
T Thickness. in)
V Volume. (in )
Y Centroid. (in)

Next two characters denote principal insulation component.

IL Liner.
"IJ Joint.
IN Gene ral.
IS Slot.
IW Wedge.

Next characters.

A Aft.
C or CL Closure.
CH Closure Hole.
E Ellipsoid. 1
F Forward.
1- Hole.
PD Propellent Displaced.

Final character.

I Inside surface.
0 Outaide surface.

80.1-5
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INSULo INTERNAL INSULATION GEOMETRY INGMI

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE:

Equations I through 56 are evaluated at the first entrance to the INGMi model.

INSULATION PROPERTIES:

Approximate radiative heating rate.

QIN = N+Max II IN ) N I KIN (

Maximum insulation thickness for closure wedges. (See equations 61, 108)

(IN T B IN)
T 1W KIW + KI (2-a)

IWMAX Q IN P 1W 23 24

Maximum insulation thickness for a slot cutout. (Figure 16)

CIN 3 TB Qh IN
Tis l Ks 5  + Ks2(2-b)

isMAX (C p1  S

Maximum insulation thickness for a joint cutout. (Figure 17)

T1  ( IN 3 TBQNH) K~ +K, (2-c)

INSULATION LINER, CYLINDRICAL SECTION:

Outside diameter of the cylinder which is the outside surface of the insulation
liner in the cylindrical case section. (Figure 2)

D =D (3)
IL 0  CSI

Inside diameter ef the cylinder which is the inside surface of the insulation
liner in the cylindrica! case section. (Figure 2)

DILHI =DILO - 2 TIL (4)

8 o. 1-.
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EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION UNER, CLOSURE SECTIONS (FORWARD AND AFT):

Equatorial diameter of the ellipsoids formed by the outside surface of the
insulation liner associated with the forward and aft case closure sections.
(Figures 2, 3, 5)

I: DILc CDL (5)

Equatorial diameter of the ellipsoids formed by the inside surface of the
insulation liner associated with the forward and aft case closure sections.
(Figures 2, 3, 5)

DIL DILI (6)

INSULATION LINER, FORWARD CLOSURE SECTION:

Head ratio of the ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the insulation
liner within the forward case closure section.

RD!LCFO = RDCSCFI (7)

Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the outside
surface of the insulation liner within the forward case closure section.
(Figures 3, 4)

R DRDILCFO DILcLo (

ILC LFO 2

Diameter of circular hole, for the igniter, centered on the axis of revolution

of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the insulation liner
within the forward case closure section. (Figures 2, 3)

DIL.FO ýDCSFI KIL17 + KIL18

Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial diameter, outside surface of
the insulation liner within the forward case closure: sention. (Figure 3)

RL LHFO=- (10)
DILHFO IL
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EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION LINER, FORWARD CLOSURE SECTION (Cont.):

Length of hemi-ellipsoid frustum associated with the outside surface of the
insulation liner within the forward closure section. (Figure 3)

LILCHFO LCLFO \V1 - RDILH FO (11)

Thickness of insulation liner at center of forward case closure section.
Distance between inside and outsidL hemi-ellipsoid surfaces of the insulation
liner, measured on the axis of revolution. (Fi-ure 3)

TILCLF TILcy KIL KIL (12)

Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside
surface of the insulation liner within the forward case closure s'nction. (Figure 3)

LILCLFI L 1 LFO TILCLF (13)

Head ratio of the ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the insulation
liner within the forward case closure section.

RD FIL CLI LFI (14)DI CFI D DI LC LI

Diameter of circular hole, for the igniter, centered or. the axis of revolution
of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the insulation liner
within the forward case closure section. (Figure 3)

DIL FI = DILHFO (15)

Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial diameter, inside surface of

the insulation liner within the forward case closure section. (Figure 3)
D ILHFIDI

RDI LHFI DI LC LI()
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U, EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION LINER, FORWARD CLOSURE SECTION (Cont.):

Length of hemi-ellipsoidal frustum associated with the inside surface of the
insulation lineur within the forward case closure. (Figure 3)

Lc LcLI 71 -R, (17)

CHFI C LFI I RDILIFI

Length of the cylindrical hole, for the igniter, in the insulation liner within
the forward case closure section. (Figure 3)

"" "ILcF - LILc (18)

L'I'-JF 'C FOClIF

Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the uutside surface of the insulation
liner within the forward case closure section. (Figure 4)

2 (19)
V =(-T4) LI1 DIILCLFO 6 C LFO CLO

Volume of the cylindrical section, associated with the igniter hole, within
the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the insulation liner
within the forward case closure section. (Figure 4)

v (---) LI L Do (20)
IL14FOC '' CHFO ILNiFO

Length ratio, herni-ellipsoid frustum to hemi-ellipsoid, outside surface,
insulation liner, forward case closure. (Figure 3)

R CHFO (Z1)RLILCFO 
EiLCLFO

Volume of ellipsoidal cap at forward base of the cylindrical section,
associated with tho ignitor cutout, within the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the
outside surface of the insulation liner within the forward case closure
section. (Figure 4)

V (ILCLF (Z -3 R+R3
ILI.IFOE RLILCFO LILCFO) (22)
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INSULC INTERNAL INSULATION GEOMETRY INGM1

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION LINER, FORWARD CLOSURE SECTION (Cont.):

Volume of cylinder with ellipsoidal cap, associated with the igniter cutout,
within the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the insulation liner
within the forward case closure section. (Figure 4)
; = ~VILHo
v + I (23)
r vi-rFO VlLHFOE + (ZOC

Volume of hemi-ellipsoid frustum with hole cutout associated with the outside
surface of the insulation liner within the forward case closure section.

* (Figure 4)

VIL VIL (4VC14FO = ICLFO - ILHFO (4

Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the insulation
liner within the forward case closure section. (Figure 4)

VILcLFI L) L C LFI IDL CLI

Volume of the cylindrical section, associated with the igniter hole, within
the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the insulation liner within
the forward case closure section. (Figure 4)

V D (26;
HFIC CHFI I~ldFI

Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum to hemi-ellipsoid, inside surface,
insulation liner, forward case closure. (Figure 3)

R LILCFI LILc (Z7)
-LC LFI

Volume of ellipsoidal cap at forward base of the cylindrical sectioa,
associated with the igniter cutout, within the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the
inside surface of the insulation liner within the forward case closure section.
(Figure 4)

VILHFIE z Z - 3 RLILCFI + LILCFI/ (2)
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INSULG INTERNAL INSULATION GEOMETRY INGMI

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION LINER, F.ORWARD CLOSURE SECTION (Cont.):

Volume of cylinder with ellipsoidal cap, associated with the igniter cutout,
within the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the insulation
liner within the forward case closure section. (Figure 4)

V =V +L (29)ILHF" HFIE ILHFIC

Volume of hemi-ellipsoid frustum with hole cutout associated with the
inside surface of the insulation liner within the forward case closure section.
(Figure 4)

VILcF VIL F VIL I (30)

Volume of insulation liner within the forward case closure section. (Figure 4)

VILcLF ý(VILCHFO - VILCHFI) 'IL 3 + KIL4 (31)

INSULATION LINER, AFT CLOSURE SECTION:

Head ratico of the ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the insulation
liner wi*hin the aft case closure section.

RDIICAO = RDCSCAI (32)

Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-.Alipsoid formed by the outside
surface of the insulation liner within the aft case closure section. (Figures 5, 6)

RDILCAO DILCLo

IL Z (33)CLAO

Diameter of circular hole, for the nozzle, centered on the axis of revoiution
of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the insulation liner
within the aft case closure section. (Figure 5)

DIAO= DCSHI KIL + KIL (34)
Ll8AO 10.AI 5 6
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INSULG INTERNAL INSULATION GEOMETRY INGMI

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION LINER, AFT CLOSURE SECTION (Cont.):

Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial diameter, outside surface of
the insulation liner within the aft case closure section. (Figure 5)

R '-LHAo (35)RDIL14AO DI~L

"ICLO

Length of hemi-ellipsoidal frustum associated with the outside surface of
the insulation liner within the aft case closure section. (Figure 5)

LILCHAO = LIL 1 -DILHAO (36)

Thickness of insulation liner at center of aft case closure section. Diqtance
between the inside and outside hemi-ellipsoid surfaces of the insulation liner,
measured on the axis of revolution. (Figure 5)

"TIL = TIL KIL + KIL (37)

Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside
surface of the insulation liner within the aft case closure section. (Figure 5)

LILCLAI : LILCLAO - TILCLA (38)

Head ratio of the ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the insulation

liner within the aft case closure section. (Figure 5)

- LILC LAI

RDILCAI DIL (39)

SCLI

Diameter of circular hole, for the nozzle, centered on the axis of revolution
of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the Inside surface of the insulation liner
within the aft case closure section. (Figures 2, 5)

D DI L(40)
DILHA ILHAO

80. 1-lZ
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INSULG INTERNAL INSULATION GEOMETRY INGMI

, EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION LINER, AFT CLOSURE SECTION (Cont.):

Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial diameter inside surface of the
insulation liner within the aft case closure section. (Figure 5)

RDILHAI D 1 I (41)

Length of hemi-ellipsoidal frustum associated with the inside surface of the
insulation liner within the aft case closure. (Figure 5)

LILC1AI : LILCLAI D1 -RDILHAI (42)

Length of cylindrical hole, for the nozzle, in the insulation liner within the
aft case closure section. (Figure 5)

~L.IL(43)
L LICA = LILcHAO- CILcHAI

Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the insulation
liner within the aft case closure section. (Figure 6)

VICA H2) L2CA (44)=L DE-

Volumne of the cylindrical section associated with the nozzle cutout, within
the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the insulation liner
within the aft case closure section. (Figure 6)

v D2  (45)
ILHAOC LCHAO ILHAO

Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum to hemi-ellipsoid, outside surface,
insulation liner, aft case closure. (Figure 5)

RLILCAO L= LCHAO (46)

LIL

8 cLAO
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EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION LINER, AFT CLOSURE SECTION (Cont.):

Volume of ellipsoidal cap at aft base of the cylindrical section, associated
with the nozzle cutout, within the herni-ellipsoid formed by the outside surface
of the insulation liner within the aft case closure section. (Figure 6)

/V

Vi Ao-- -3 RLCAo R (47)
IL1AOEL LILCAO(

Volume of cylinder with ellipsoidal cap, associated with the nozzle cutout,
within the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the insulation
liner within the aft closure 3ection. (Figure 6)

V =V V V (48)
ILHAO VIL14AE ~' 'HAOG

Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid frustum with hole cutout associated with the
outside surface of the insulation liner within the aft case closure section.
(Figure 6)

IL VIL -VILHAO (49)

Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside su.'face of the insulation
liner within the aft case closure section. (Figure 6)

V= (--) LIL D ILcL (50)

Volume of the cylindrical section, associated with the nozzle cutout, within
the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of tl.e insulation liner
within the aft case closure section. (Figure 6)

17r 2vIL -h LL DIL (51) LHAI -- • IcHAI I-JAI

SLength ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum to hemi-ellipsoid, inside surface,
insulation liner, aft case closure. (Figure 5)

LIL

RULCAI cP AI (52)

C LAI
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f'INSUL4 INTERNAL INSULATION GEOMETRY INGMI

EQUATIONS, FIRST ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION LINER, AFT CLOSURE SECTION (Cont.):

Volume of ellipsoidal cap at aft base of the cylindrical section, associatcl
with the nozzle cutout, within the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside surface -4
of the insulation liner within the aft case closure section. (Figure 6)

Il (V )( RLILCAI + R LILCAI)

Volume of cylinder with ellipsoidal cap, associated with the nozzle cutout,
within the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the insulation lin-er
within the aft case section. (Figure 6) 4 .3

V +V V (54)
IL ~ V ILHM ILHMV,-HAI =lHA.IE + lHAIC 14

Volume of hemi-ellipsoid frustum with hole cutout associated with the inside
surface of the insulation liner within the forward closure section. (Figure 6)

VL V -V (55
CILCHAI ILC LAI ILHAI

Volume of insulation liner within the aft case closure section. (Figure 6)

V (IL VILHI K +L KL(6
ILCLA CILcHAO - ILcHM) KIL "IL 1 0  (56)
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E4QUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE:

Equations 60 through 225 are evaluated at the second eutrance to the INGMIS model.

INSULATION WEDGE, FORWARD AND AFT CLOSURE:

Equatorial diameter of the hemi-ellipsoids formed by the outside surface of
the insulation wedges associated with the forward and aft closure sections,
(Figures 7, 9, 11, 13)

DIW =DIL (60)

INSULATION WEDGE, FORWARD CLOSURE:

Maxdmum thickness of the insulation wedge associated with the forward
closure. Measured parallel to the motor centerline.

TIWFMAX = TIWMAx KIW21 + KIW (61)

Diameter of the circular hole, for the igniter, centered on the axis of
revolution of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the
insulation wedge associated with the forward case closure section.
(Figures 7, 9)

D DF : LHFI + KIW (62)IWHF

Diameter of the circular hole, for the igniter, centered on the axis of
revolution of the :ierni-ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the
insulation wedge associated with the forward case closure section.
(Figures 7, 9)

DIWHFI v DIW FO (63)

Length of the cylindrical hole, for the igniter, within the insulation wedge
of the forward case closure section. (Figures 7, 9)

LiWHF = TIWFMAX KIW3 + K7W4 (64)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, FORWARD CLOSURE (Cont.):

Head ratio of the ellipsoid associated with the outside surface of the
insulation wedge within the forward closure section.

RDIWCFO = RDILCFI (65) I

Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the outside
surface of the insulation wedge in the forward closure section. (Figures 7, 9)

RDIWCFO DIW (66LDIWLFO -W
LI CL (66)

CLFO

Diameter ratic, hole diameter to equatorial diameter, outside surface of
the insulation wedge in the forward case closure section. (Figures 7, 9)

Di

R DIWHFO D (67)

Length of the hemi-ellipsoid frustum associated with the outside surface of
the insulation wedge in the forward case closure section. (Figures 7, 9)

= -R 2

L•WCHFO LIWCLFO V - DIWHFO (68)

Distance from the equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
outside surface of the insulation wedge in the forward closure to the inside base
of the cylindrical hole cutout for the igniter within the insulation wedge in the
forward closure. (Figures 7, 9)

LW (69)LIWCHFI : cHFO- LIWHF

Distance from the inside/outside wedge surface osculation plane to the inside
base of the cylindrical hole cutout for the igniter. Note that the "inside/outside
wedge surface osculation plane" may be within the forward case closure section
or within the cylindrical case closure section. For the former case (see
Figure 7), it is defined by the circle of osculation formed by the tangency points
of the inside wedge surface hemi-ellipsoid and the outside wedge surface hemi-
ellipsoid section. For the latter case (see Figure 9), it is defined by the circle
of oscvlation formed by the tangency points of the inside wedge surface hemi-
ellipsoid and the outside wedge surface cylindrical section. Note that the
proportionality constant, KLIWFI1 must be determined by the user.
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, FORWARD CLOSURE (Cont.):

LHFI T EB KLIWFII + KLIWFI2 (70)

Distance from the equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
outside surface of the insulation wedge in the forward case closure to the
"inside/outside wedge surface osculation plane. " Note that the insulation
wedge is not completely within the forward closure section if LIW
is negative. (Figures 7, 9) CFI

* L Lw(71)LIWCFI =IWCHFI HFI

IWINFCL (Ipsulation Wedge IN Forward CLo sure) is a logical variable which
specifies if the insulation weTgeassociateU with the forward closure is
completely within the forward closure.

IWINFCL = ,TRUE., wedge is completely within the forward closure.
See Figure 7.

IWINFCL = . FALSE., wedge extends beyond the forward closure into the
cylindrical section or extends to the intersection "
of the aft closure and cylindrical section.
See Figure 9.

IWINFCL LIWCFIw . GT. 0

INSULATION WEDGE, COMPLETELY WITHIN FORWARD CLOSURE

(IWINFCL .TRUE.):

Equations 73 - 76 are evaluated if IWINFCL .TRUE. (i. e., LIWF 0)
as illustrated in Figure 7. CFI

Diameter of the circle of osculation formed by the tangency points of the
inside wedge surface hemi-ellipsoid and the outside wedge surface hemi-
ellipsoid (Figure 7). See equation 77 for an alternate expression.

2 /LI~w - L2

D 2 1 CLFO 4W-CF-I -(3
DIWCFI RDIWCFO (73)
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.

EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, COMPLETELY WITHIN FORWARD CLOSURE

(IWINFCL = TRUE.)(Cont.):

Distance from the equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
outside surface of the insulation wedge in the forward closure to the
equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface of
the insulation wedge in the forward case closure. (Figure 7) See equation 78
for an alternate expression. (744

_IWCFI 4(Lz, L2  \+R 2  CFO (D2 2

_F IWCHF DIW WcFI HFVJ
LICEFI 8IWcpI FCCF RI Di- F,

L1 1 DIWCFO (IWFI I•y

Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi ellipsoid associated with the
inside surface of the insulation wedge in the forward case closure. (Figure 7)
See equation 8! for an alternate expression. (75)

/IW D(7'WCFI h~EI (LIWCF - LI )F Ic FI (LIWcH.FI _iWCEFI)Z F CF2

LIWEFI D2 z
CIWcFI IWHFI

Equatorial diameter of hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface of the
insulation wedge in the forward case closure. (Figure 7) See equation 79
for an alternate expression.

Z •EFI / ICFI

D IW EI RDLIWC L I W IW (76)
DW -DIWCFO (IWCFI LIWCEFI)

Equations 77 - 81 are evaluated if IWINFCL . FALSE. (i. e., LIVV s 0)
a-ý ill,.otrated in .igure 9. CFI

Diameter of the circle of osculation formed by the tangency points of the
inside wedge surface hemi -ellipsoid and the outside wedge surface cylinder.
(Figure 9) See equation 73 for an alternate expression.

DIWCFI DIW CDLO (77)

Distance from the equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
outside surface of the insulation wedge in the forward case closure to the
equatorial plane of the hezai-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface
of the insulation wedge in the forward case closure. (Figure 9) See
equation 74 for an alternate expression.
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, EXTENDS BEYOND FORWARD CLOSURE

(IWINFCL . FALSE. ) (Cont.):

(78)
CEFI CFi

Equatorial diameter of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface
of the insulation wedRe in the forward case closure. (Figure 9) See
equation 76 for an alternate expression.

D =D (79)
1W II

IWEFI IWCLO

Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial diameter, inside surface of
insulation wedge in the forward case closure. (Figure 9) I

RDIWWD (80HFIRDI WHFI D IW EFI (80) :

Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
inside surface of the insulation wedge in the forward case closure. (Figure 9)
See equation 75 for an alternate expression.

LIWHFI
L = N. (81)WEFI I R 2 DIWHFI

INSULATION WEDGE, FORWARD CLOSURE:

Head ratio of the ellipsoid associated with the inside surface of the insulation

wedge in the forward case closure section.

RDIWCFI = DI WEF

Distance from the pole of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface
of the in-,ulation wedge in the forward closure to the equatorial plane of the
hemi-ellipscid associated with thc outside surface of the insulation wedge in
the forward closure. Note that if the wedge extends bcyond the closure into
the cylindrical section, L WcEFIhas a negative value (Figures 7, 9)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, FORWARD CLOSURE (Cont.): t

LIWCLFI 2 L'WEFI + (LIWCE;FI) (2

Distance from the pole of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside
surface of the insulation wedge in the forward closure to the forward closure

inside/outside surface osculation plane. Note that if the wedge extends beyond
the closure into the cylindrical section, -- W has a negative value.
(Figures 7, 9) CFI

L-WI =LIW - (-W ) (83)
Fi CLFI (LICT!

Distance from the equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
inside surface of the insulation wedge in the forward case closure to the inside
base of the cylindrical hole cutout for the igniter within the insulation wedge
in the forward closure. (Figures 7, 9)

LIWEHFI = LIWEFI - L1 WFI + LIW HFI (84)

Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the outside surface of the
insulation wedge within the forward case closure. (Figures 7, 8, 9, 10)

: 7r cLFO D 2 (85)
OLFO CLFO CLA

Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum to hemi-ellipsoid, outside surface,
insulation wedge, forward case closure section. (Figures 7, 9)

LIWcF

R CNFO (86)
WCIWCLFO

Volume of ellipsoidal cap, at forward base of the cylindrical section
associated with the igniter cutout, within the hemi-ellipsoid associated with
the outside surface of the insulation wedge in the forward case closure section.
(Figures 8, 10)

-(VLIWCLO 3l + R 3IWCFl) (87)IWHFoE 80.l 1WC
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• EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, FORWARD CLOSURE (Cont.):

Volume of the cylindrical section, associated with the ignitor hole, within
the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the outside surface of the insulation wedge
in the forward case closure section. (Figures 8, 10)

v (4r Lý D 2  (88)
IHFOC CHFO WHFI

INSULATION WEDGE, COMPLETELY WITHIN FORWARD CLOSURE

(IWINFCL . TRUE.):

Equations 89 - 93 are evaluated if the insulation wedge is completely within
the forward closure, i.e., LIWCFI > 0. (See Figures 7, 8)

Volume of the cylindrical section, associated with the igniter hole, within
the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the outside surface of the insulation wedge
in the forward case closure section. The bases of the cylindrical section are
the equatorial plane cf the hemi-ellipsoid and the "inside/outside wedge
surface osculation plane". (Figures 7, 8)

Vz L (89)IWHFOL IWCFI IHF

Volume of the cylinder with ellipsoidal cap, associated with the igniter hole,
within the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the outside surface of the insulation
wedge in the forward case closure section. The cylindrical base is the
"inside/outside wedge surface osculation plane". (Figures 7, 8) See equation
95 for an alternate expression.

VIWHFO VIWFOE +VIWHFoC VIWHFOL (90)

Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum (with equatorial and "inside/outside
wedge surface osculation plane" bases) to hemi-ellipsoed, outside surface,
insulation wedge, forward base closure section. (Figures 7, 8)

RLIwCFZ L 1  (91)
0W C LFO
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ETRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, COMPLETELY WITHIN FORWARD CLOSURE

(IWINFCL = . TRUE.) (Cont.):

Volume of the ellipsoidal cap formed by the intersection of the "inside/
outside wedge surface osculation plane" and the hemi-ellipsoid associated
with the outida, sqtrface of the insulation wedge in the forward case closure
section. (Figures 8, 9)

(V IW
VIW =FO (I 2,o kL 3 WIWF2 (92)

Volume of the ellipsoidal cap with hole cutout for the igniter, formed by the
intersection of the "inside/outside wedge surface osculation plane" and the
hemi-ellipsoid associated with the outside surface of the insulation wedge in
the forward case closure section. (Figure 8) See equation 97 for an alternate
expression.

VIW VIW - VIWFO (93)

INSULATION WEDGE, EXTENDS A36YOND FORWARD CLOSURE

(IWINFCL = . FALSE.):

Equations 94 - 97 are evaluated if the insulation wedge is not completely
within the forward closure, i. e, Liw CFI 0. (See Figures 9, 10)

Volume of the cylindrical section, associated with the igniter hole, within
the cylindrical case section associated with the outside surface of the
insulation wedge in the forward case closure section. The bases of the
cylindrical section are the.equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid and the
"inside/outside wedge surface osculation plane". (Figures 9, 10) Note that
this is a positive volume. See equation 90 for an alternate expression.

VW =1 (4)D '~ (94)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, EXTENDS BEYOND FORWARD CLOSURE

(IWVINFCL . FALSEJ (Cont.):

Volume of the cylinder, with ellipsoidal cap, associated with the igniter hole,
in the hemi-ellipsoid and cylinder associated with the outside surface of the
insulation wedge in the forward case closure section. (Figure 10) See
equation 90 for an alternate expression.

V - V + V +(5IWHFO VIWHFOE IWHFOC IWHFOY (95)

Volume of the cylindrical section associated with the outside surface of the
insulation wedge in the forward case closure section. (Figures 9, 10)
Note that this is a positive volume.

V -.---, 7 (96)

Volume of hemi-ellipsoid and cylinder, with hole cutout for the igniter, which
forms the outside surface of the insulation wedge in the forward case closure
section. (Figures 8, 10) See equation 93 for an alternate expression.

I W CHFO = WCLFO + V 'WFOY H W1FO (7

INSULATION WEDGE, FORWARD CLOSURE:

Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface of the
insulation wedge within the forward case closure section. (Figures 7, 9)

-_L D 2 (98)
IW FIIWEF1IW EFI

Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum (with equatorial and inside cylindrical
hol,. cutout for the igniter bases) to hemi-ellipsoid, inside surface,
Insulation wedge, forward case closure section. (Figures 7, 9)

RLIWCF3 IWEFI (99)

EFI
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t EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, FORWARD CLOSURE (Cont.):

Volume of ellipsoidal cap, at forward base of the cylindrical section
associated with the igniter cutout, within the hemi-ellipsoid associated with
the inside surface of the insulation wedge in the forward case closure
section. (Figures 8. 10)

IW~
IVVp1 EF 3 R+ R3(100)

NIHFIE = - ( - LIWCF3 LIWCF(0

Volume of the cylindrical section, associated with the igniter hole, within
the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface of the insulation wedge
in the forward case closure section. (Figures 8, 10)

V WLW Dj (101)

VIWHFIC - WEHFI IWHFI

Volume of the cylinder with ellipsoidal cap, associated with the igniter hole,
in the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface of the insulation
wedge in the forward case closure section. (Figures 8, 10)

V W +V (102)
IW HF IWHFIE IWHFIC

Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum (with equatorial and "inside/outside
wedge surface osculation plane" bases) to hemi-ellipsoid, inside surface,
insulation wedge, forward case closure section. (Figures 7, 9)

(LIWEFI - LIWFI) (103)RUWCF4 -- LWEF

Volume of the ellipsoidal cap associated with the inside surface of the
insulation wedge in the forward case closure section. If the insulation wedge
extends beyond the closure, V1W is the hemi-ellipsoid volume.
(Figures 8, 10) EFI

I W EFI3
VW E W2 3 R LIWCF 4 + RLIWCF4) (104)

EFIE ( 3+ 3
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, FORWARD CLOSURE (Cont.):

Volume of the ellipsoidal cap, with hole cutout for the igniter, which forms
the inside surface of the insulation wedge in the forward case closure
section. (Figures 8, 10)

VIW cHFI (ViwEFIE - VIW I) (105)

Volume of insulation material required for the insulation wedge associated
with the forward case closure section. (Figures 8, 10)

VW (VwcHF° V wc•4I) Kiw + (106)

INSULATION WEDGE, AFT CLOSURE, BOUNDS FOR AN ACCEPTABLE

SOLUTION:

The following conditions must be satisfied for acceptable solutions in
determining the insulation wedge volume requirements associated with the
aft closure. If the conditions are not satisfied, a diagnostic is usually
printed and computations of sizing quantities may be terminated. See
Figures 11, 13 and the figures associated with the GRAING model type.

The forward base of the submerged nozzle cone frustum grain cutout must
not be aft of the aft closure.

(-LCFcy) -c LWCLAO (107-a)

If the forward base of the submerged nozzle cone frustum grain cutout is in
the cylindrical section, its diameter may not exceed the diameter of the
inside surface of the insulation liner within the cylindrical section.
For (- LCFcy) .< 0; 0 <DCFF * DI (107-b)

If the forward base of the submerged nozzle cone frustum grain cutout is
in the closure section, its diameter may not exceed the diameter of the inside
surface of the insulation liner within the closure section.

For 0 <D [FF IL CL LZ F 1
For (-LCFcy) ý0; 0<(-DCL") 0[ CLC DLM" (107-c)

0.2 DI LCAI
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, AFT CLOSURE. BOUNDS FOR AN ACCEPTABLE

SOLUTION (Cont.): 4

The "inside/outside wedge surface osculation plane" must be forward of the
forward base of the submerged nozzle cone frustum insulation wedge cutout.
See Figures 11, 13.

[+ L, (107.d)LTW RAI > aL w CsAI ol cg u

The forward base of the submerged nozzle cone frustum grain cutout must
be forward of the aft base of the submerged nozzle cone frustum grain cutout.

- < 9 CF <(-z) (107-e)

INSULATION WEDGE, AFT CLOSURE:

Maximum thickness of the insulation wedge associated with the aft closure.
Measured parallel to the slant height of the cone frustum grain cutout.
See Figures 11, 13.

TWAMAX = TIW MAXKIW9 + KIW10 (108)

Diameter of the aft base of the cone frustum hole, for the nozzle cutout,
centered on the axis of revolution of the hemi -ellipsoid formed by the
outside surface of the insulation wedge associated with the aft case closure
section. (Figures 11, 13)

Di +D (109)DIW HAO `ýDI LHAI IýWll1 K IWI2(19

Diameter of the forward base of the cone frustum hole, for the nozzle cutout,
centered on the axis of revolution of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside
surface of the insulation wedge associated with the aft case closure section.
(Figures 11, 13)

(110)

DIWHAi DWHAO K1W 1 3  [TW Sin(C W14KWiKW
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont6):

INSULATION WEDGE, AFT CLOSURE (Cont.):

Altitude of the cone frustum, for the nozzle cutout, within the insulation
wedge of the aft case closure section. (Figures 11, 13)

'1WHA [TIWA(xCo%)] KIW + K (111)

Head ratio of the ellipsoid associated with the outside surface of the

insulation wedge in the aft case closure section. See equation 39.

.RDIWCAO RDILCAI (1)

Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
outside surface of the insulation wedge in ther aft closure section.
(Figures 11, 13)

R DI WCAO DI~
RL DWCLO 

(113)
I-WCLAO

Diameter ratio, aft base of cone frustum hole to equatorial diameter,
outside surface of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure section.
(Figures 11, 13)

Di
1 CLO

Length of the hemi-ellipsoid frustum associated with the outside surface
of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure section. (Figures 11, 13)

L L 1 - RzDIWH (115)
CWCHAO IWCLAO AO

Distance from the equatorial plane of the herni-ellipsoid associated with the
outside surface of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure section to
forward base of the cone frustum hole, for the nozzle cutout, within the
insulation wedge in the aft case closure section. (Figures 11, 13)

S- LIW CLI (116)
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J

EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

DETERMINATION IF AFT CLOSURE WEDGE EXTENDS BEYOND

THE CLOSURE:

To determine if the insulation wedge lies completely within the aft case
closure section (see Figure 11), or extends beyond the aft closure section
into the cylindrical section (see Figure 13), the following procedure
is utilized.

is first evaluated using the cylindrical geometry of equation 117.
WCAI

If LI W 0, (i. e., IWINACL = . FALSE.),
CAI the "inside/outside wedge surface osculation plane" lies

within the cylindrical section and equation 119 is used to
evaluate D IWc.I* See Figure 13.

If > 0, (i.e., IWINACL =. TRUE.),
CAI the "inside/outside wedge surface osculation plane" lies

within the aft closure section and the ellipsoidal geometry
of equations 120 - 124 must be used to reevaluate
LIW and DTW .

CAI 'WCAI*

For a derivation of equations 117 - 124, and root selection rationale, see
reference 55.

Distance from the "equatorial plane of the aft closure outside wedge surface
hemi-ellipsoid" to the "inside/outside wedge surface osculation plane".
Measured along the axis of revolution, positive sense aft. A positive value
indicates that the wedge is completely within the aft closure. A negative
value indicates that the wedge extends beyond the aft closure into the
cylindrical section. See IWINACL, equation 118. See equation 124 for an
alternate expression.

,I WCAI= ('LCFC " (Y) (IWCLO - DCF F) tan OC) (117)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.): L)

DETERMINATION IF AFT CLOSURE WEDGE EXTENDS BEYOND THE

CLOSURE (Cont.):

IWINACL (1psulation Wedge IN _ft CLosure) is a logical variable which
specifies if the insulation wedge associated with the aft closure is completely
within the aft closure.

If IWINACL . TRUE.; the insulation wedge is completely within the
aft closure. Equations 124, 123 are used to
evaluate LIWCAI and DiWC,%. See Figures 11, 12.

If IWINACL . FALSE.; the insulation wedge extends beyoni the .i.ft closure
into the cylindrical section, or extends to the
intersection of the aft closure and cylindrical
section. Equations 117, 119 are used to evaluate
LW and DIW . See Figures 13, 14.

For the following logical expression, L'WCAI is evaluated using equation 117.

IWINACL = LIW . GT.O (118)

INSULATION WEDGE, EXTENDS BEYOND AFT CLOSURE

(IWINACL .FALSE.):

Equation 119 is evaluated if the insuJation wedge extends beyond the aft
closure into the cylindrical section, i. e., LI 0.

CAI

Note that L 1 WCA is evaluated using equation 117 above.

Diameter of the "inside/outside osculation circle" associated with the
aft closure insulation wedge, (Figure 15) See equation 123 for an alternate
expression.

DIWCAI DIWc 1o (119)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, COMPLETELY WITHIN AFT CLOSURE

(IWINACL = .TRUE.):

Equations 120 - 124 are evaluated if the insulation wedge lies completely
within the aft closure, i. e., LIW > 0 as evaluated by equation 117.

CAI

Note that LIW is reevaluated using equation 124.
CAI

Equations 120 - 122 are intermediate computations for DIW as shown
in reference 55. I

Ctn(0C +R2 (120)
CIWA tan2 (OCF) + DIWCAO

C I WB -t~n@0CF) [2 (- L C F) f- DCFF tanýC~ (121)

ta tan (Oý 2 ý L
CIWC C YF " LiWCLAO + \ F) (OCFj t + T C'CI

Diameter of the "inside/outside osculation circle" associated with the aft
closure insulation wedge. Se IWINACL, equation 118 and Figure 11. See
equation 119 for an alternate expression.

-C + C WB 4 C1wA Crwc

DIW CAI H jC WB CIW A G (l3)

WA

Distance from the "equatorial plane of the aft rlosure outside wedge surface
hemi-ellipsoid" to the "inside/outside wedge surface osculation plane".
Measured along the axis of rerolution, positive sense aft. Since the wedge is
completely within the aft closure, the value will be positive. Se IWINACL,
equation 118, and Figure. 11, See equation 117 for an alternate expression.

L CAI (-LCFCY) - I() (Dpwr - DCFF) tan(9CF) (124)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, AFT CLOSURE:

Distance from the "inside/outside wedge surface osculation plane" to the
inside base of the cone frustum hole cutout of the insulation wedge for the
nozzle. Note that the "inside/outside wedge surface osculation plane" may
be within the aft case closure section or within tha cylindrical case closure
section. For the former case (see Figure 11), it is defined by the circle
of osculation formed by the tangency points of the inside wedge surface hemi-
ellipsoid and the outside wedge surface hemi-ellipsoid section. For the
latter case (see Figure 13), it is defined by the circle of osculation formed by
the tangency points of the inside weege surface hemi-ellipsoid and the outside
wedge surface cylindrical section.

LIW LIW LIW (125)
SHAI CHAI CAI

INSULATION WEDGE, COMPLETELY WITHIN THE AFT CLOSURE

(IWINACL = TRUE.):

Equations 126 - 128 are evaluated if the insulation wedge lies completely
within the aft closure. See equations I29 - 131 if the wedge extends be5yond
the aft closure into the cylindrical section.

Distance from the equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
outside surface of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure section to the
equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface of
the insulation wedge in the aft case closure section. (Figure 11) See
equation 129 for an alternate expression. (126)

zi z 2 / 2
L E 8 IIWCAI LW jDIW (DIWCAOI-W - IWHAI)

LW C EI LX CL RHI ( CD DA~

GEM BIi L DIWCAOIDIW -C CAI HAI)

Length of the aids of revolution of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
inside surface of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure. (Figure 11)
See equation 131 for an alternate expression. 11271

D 2 
..

DIHAI LIWC AI - L,+ D' CAI ,WcHAI WI AI

LIWEAI D 2 D rc
DIWCAI IW HA
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EQUATIONS. SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, COMPLETELY WITHIN THE AFT CLOSURE

(IWINACL = . TRUE. )(Cont.):

Equatorial diameter of the hemi -ellipsoid associated with the inside surface
of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure section. (Figure 11) See
equation 130 for an alternate expression.

2 LiLw
D EAI CAI

EM DIWCAO~j D 1W '
ICAI EI

INSULATION WEDGE, EXTENDS BEYOND AFT CLOSURE
(IWINACL, . FALSE.):

Equations 129 - 131 below are evaluated if the insulation wedge extends
beyond the aft closure into the cylindrical section, as illustrated by Figure 13.

Distance from the equatorial plane of the herni-ellipsoid associated with the
outside surface of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure section to
the equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface
of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure section. (Figure 13) See
equation 126 for an alternate expression.

WEAI = WCAI (129)

Equatorial diameter of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface
of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure section. (Figure 13) See
equation 128 for an alternate expression.

DDWEAI : DIWCLO (130)

Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
inside surface of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure section.
(Figure 13) See equation 127 for an alternate expression.

E -= (131)

D W~
WEAM
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, AFT CLOSURE:

Head ratio of the ellipsoid associated with the inside surface of the insulation
wedge in the aft case closure section.

RDIWCAI ( DI•EA (131-a)

IWEAI

Distance from the pole of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface
of the insulation wedge in the aft closure to the equatorial plane of the hemi-
ellipsoid associated with the outside surface of the insulation wedge in the aft
closure. Note that if the wedge extends beyond the closure into the cylindrical
section, LIW hasa negative value. (Figures 11, 13)

CEAI

L AW LIW + (LIW (132)
CLAI EAT (L AI)

Distance from the pole of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface
of the insulation wedge in the aft closure to the aft closure "inside/outside
wedge surface osculation plane". Note that if the wedge extends beyond the
closure into the cylindrical section, Lc has a negative value.
(Figures 11, 13) CAI

HwA1 LIW - (LIW ) (133)

Distance from the equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
inside surface of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure to the inside
base of the cone frustum cutout within the insulation wedge in the aft case
closure section. (Figures 11, 13)

LIW LIW - LIW + LIW (134)

Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the outside surface of the
insulation wedge in the aft case closure section. (Figures 11, 13, 14)

V iT z

D 7 L (135)
CLAO cLAO cLO
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S• EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, AFT CLOSURE (Cont.):

Length ratio, hemi -ellipsoid frustum to hemi-ellipsoid, outside surface,
insulation wedge, aft case closure section. (Figures 1I, 13)

R = HWCHAO (136)UIWCAI
CLAO

Volume of the ellipsoidal cap, at aft base of the cone frustum section associated
with the nozzle cutout, within the he:ni-ellipsoid associated with the outside
surface of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure section. (Figures 12,14)Vi
VW CLAO)(- 3 RL CA + RL 3 l (137)

Volume of the cylindrical section, associated with the nozzle cutout, within
the herni-ellipsoid frustum associated with the outside surface of the
insulation wedge in the aft case closure section. (Figures 12, 14)

V (4)CA~c~ IW~ ) D2  (138)1W HOC --)(LI CHO -L1WIWIIAI

INSULATION WEDGE, COMPLETELY WITHIN CLOSURE (IWINACL =. TRUE.):

Equations 139 - 141 are evaluated if the insulation wedge lies completely within
the aft closure. See Figures 11, 12.

Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum (with equatorial and "inside/outside
wedge surface osculation plane" bases) to hemi-ellipsoid, outside surface,
insulation wedge, aft case closure section. (Figures 11, 12)

RLIWCA2 LIWCA (139)
1 CLAO
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, COMPLETELY WITHIN CLOSURE

(IWINACL =. TRUE. )(Cont.):

Volume of the ellipsoidal cap formed by the intersection of the "inside/outside
wedge surface osculation plane" and the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
outside surface of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure section.
(Figure 12)

VIWCAOE AO 2 - 3( R WCAZ +RjLWCA-) (140)

Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid frustum, with cylindrical hole cutout,
associated with the outside surface of the insulation wedge in the aft case
closure section. (Figure 12) See equation 143 for an alternate expression.

VIWCHAO VIWCAo -VIW HAOE VIW (14)

INSULATION WEDGE, EXTENDS BEYOND AFT CLOSURE

(IWINACL - . FALSE. ):

Equations 142, 143, are evaluated if the insulation wedige extends beyond
the aft cioqure into the cylindrical section. See Figure13, 14.

Volume of the cylindrical section associated with the outside surface of the
insulation wedge in the aft case closure section. (Figures 13, 14) Note
that this is a positive volume.

V_ + (.LIW D2 (142)

Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid frustum, with cylindrical hole cutout,
associated with the outside surface of the insulation wedge in the aft closure
section. (Figure 14) See equation 141 for an alternate expression.

V CWCHAO = VIWAOY + V CLA - (143)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

INSULATION WEDGE, AFT CLOSURE:

Volume of the herni -ellipsoid associated with the inside surface of the
insulation wedge within the aft case closure. (Figures 11, 13)

V W.f- D~ D2  (144)
IWEAIL EAI IW EAI

Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum (with equatorial base and inside nozzle

cutout base) to hemi-ellipsoid, inside surface, ir.sulation wedge, aft case
closure section. (Figures 11, 13)

I-A.I-• LIEH4AI

R LIWCA3 (145)

EAI

Volume of the ellipsoidal cap, at the aft base of the cone frustum section
associated with the nozzle cutout, within the hemi-ellipsoid associated with
"the inside surface of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure section.
(Figures 12, 14)

VIW E 3R + 3  (146)
HI Z- U LJWCA3 LIWCA3)

Volume of the cylindrical section, associated with the nozzle cutout, within
the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface of the insulation wedge
in the aft case closure section. (Figures 12, 14)

(7rIw 2 (147)
HAIC IHAI HAI

Volume of the cylinder, with ellipsoidal cap, associated with the nozzle
cutout cone frustum, in the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside surface
of the insulation wedge in the aft case closure section. (Figures 12, 14)

VIWHAI = VIWHAIE + VIW4AIC (148)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.): "

INSULATION WEDGE, AFT CLOSURE (Cont.):

Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum (with equatorial and "inside/outside
wedge surface osculation plane" bases) to hemi-ellipsoid, inside surface,
insulation wedge, aft case closure section. (Figures 11, 13)

(LI - L,

R AI WCEA) (149)RLIWCA4 'iWEAI

insuatin wege n te af cae cosur. I th inslaton edgeextndsVolume of the ellipsoidal cap associated with the inside surface of the
insulation wedge in the aft case closure. If the insulation wedge extends
beyond the closure, VIW is the hemi-ellipsoid volume. (Figures 12, 14)

VI(WE) (a- 3 RLWA + RLIWCA) (150)

Volume of the ellipsoidal cap, with cylindrical hole cutout associated with the
core frustum hole cutout for the nozzle, which forms the inside surface of
the insulation wvedge in the aft case closure section. (Figures 12, 14)

IWI

VIWGHAI V AIE IWHAI

Area of triangular section, associated with the cone frustum cutout for the
nozzle, within the aft case closure section. (Figures 12, 14)

S =D R R (152)

Distance from axis of revolution to centroid of triangular section in insulation
wedge, associated with the cone frusturrb cutout for the nozzle, within the
aft case closure scction. (Figures 11, 13)

YIWHAT - B + (_T) DI WHAO (153)

Volume of triangular section in the insulation wedge, associated with the
cone frustum cutout for the nozzle, within the aft case closure section.II
a(Figures 12, 14
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£ • EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cant.):

INSULATION WEDGE, AFT CLOSURE (Cont.):

V 2i W AIW (154)
HAT HAT HAT

Volume of insulation material required for t1le insulation wedge associated
with the aft case closure section. (Figures 12, 14)

V~cLA --"A (VIWCHAO - -VWHAT)KIW19 + KIWz0 (155)

SLOT AND JOINT INSULATION, BOUNDS FOR ACCEPTABLE SOLUTIONS:

The following conditions must be satisfied for acceptable solutions in
determining the insulation slot and joint volume requirements. If the
conditions are not satisfied, a diagnostic is usually printed and computations
of sizing quantities may be terminated. (Figures 16, 17)

DIIJ 3 TPP (156-a)

T > 0 (156-b)

T r (156-c)TPPWEB ISMAX

TPP WEB T TIJMAx (156-d)

TI S 0 (156-e)

TIJM 3! 0 (156-f)

LIScuT ?r 0 (156-g)

LTJCUT • 0 (156-h)

LISPG1 0 (156-1)

- - 0 (156-J)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

SLOT AND JOINT INSULATION, CUTOUT REQUIREMENTS:

Number of slot cutouts in grain to be insulated. Integer valued real number
(floating point integer).

N N + N (157)
isCUT ism IO is IHI(57

CUTOUTS (CUT OUT in grain for Slot) is a logical variable which specifies
if there are slfo ctAo',ts within the grain which require insulation.

If CUTOUTS = . TRUE.; there is at least one slot cutout requiring
insulation. Either one or no slot burning surface
may be inhibited.

If CUTOUTS = .FALSE.; there are no slot cutouts requiring insulation.

CUTOUTS = NIis . GT. O (157-a)

CUTOUTJ (CUT OUT in grain for Joint) is a logical variable which specifies
if there are 30'int Ztufuts within the grain which require insulation.

If CUTOUTJ . TRUE.; there is at least one joint cutout requiring
insulation. Both burning surfaces of a joint
are inhibited.

If CUTOUTJ = .FALSE.; there are no joint cutouts requiring insulation.

CUTOUTJ =N 1 C GT.O (157-b)

SLOT INSULATION, COMPONENT VOLUMES (CUTOUTS = . FALSE.):

If CUTOUTS . FALSE. ; there is no slot insulation and equations 158-160
are evaluated. See Figures 15, 16, 20. See
equations 16Z, 164, 165, 170 for alternate expression
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Coat.):

•-• SLOT INSULATION, COMPONENT VOLUMES (CUTOUTS =. FALSE. )(Cont.):

V -0 (158)

is PL

= 0 (159)
T7_ 'SG L

VISG 0 (160)
PG

SLOT INSULATION, COMPONENT VOLUMES (CUTOUTS = TRUE.):

If CUTOUTS = . TRUE.; equations 162 - 170 are evaluated to determine the #
slot insulation component volumes, as illustrated
by Figures 15, 16, 20.

Length of a single slot cutout for insulation computations. (Figure 16)

.= 'N KIS + KIS4 (162) 4

Li CUT NS CUT 3-I S4
M

Volume of port/liner insulation component for a slot cutout. (Figures 15, 16,
20) See equation 158 for an alternate expression.

V 8is = (DILIo T is TSMAX K + KIS (163)
PLMAX) LISCUT 51  ] K15 3

Volume of grain/liner insulation component for a slot cutout. (Figures 15,
16, 20) See equation 159 for an alternate expression.

T ](164)T- 1 AX WEB MAX
ISGL WEB MAX KIS7 + KIS8

Volume of the port/grain insulation component for slot cutouts. See
Figures 15, 16, 20. See equations 160, 170 for alternate expressions.

If NS. = 0, there are no slots having one grain burning surface
is inhibited, and equation 165 is used to evaluate VIS

PG

VispG 0 (165)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

SLOT INSULATION, COMPONENT VOLUMES (CUTOUTS=. TRUE. )(Cont.):

If NIS >0, equations 166 - 170 are evaluated to determine Vs 5 .

Altitude of the polygon cross section associated with the port/grain
insulation component for slot cutouts. (Figure 16j

Tis :GI s TPWEB - TisMAX (166)

Length of outside base of the polygon cross section associated with the
port/grain insulation component for slot cutouts. (Figure 16)

11S G MAX \P -T 1 5  + (167)
PG PWEB MAX PGE

Area of the polygon cross section associated with the port/grain insulation
component for slot cutouts. (Figure 16)

AIG ( LIG + LI ) (168)

Centroid, measured with respect to the motor centerline, of the polygon
cross section associated with the port/grain insulation component for slot
cutouts. (Figure 16)

DL1  ( P 1 I-I P01+ I P00
yISPG T isMAX L\I iSp P + /is O

Volume of the port/grain insulation component for slot cutouts. (Figures 15,
16, 20) See equations 160, 165 for alternate expressions.

Vis PC; [2 7T r YISP, AISPG] KS9 + KIS (170)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE(Cont.):

SLOT INSULATION, PORT/GRAIN COMPONENT POLYGON CLASSIFICATIONt

The following logical expressions are used to classify the polygon cross
section associated with the port/grain insulation component for slot cutouts.

If N 0; there is no port/grain insulation component and allIS•HI elements of the PGIS logical valued array are FALSE.

If NIS > 0; one, and only one, of the elements of the PGIS logical
array must have a . TRUE. value forr an acceptable

port/grain insulation component solution.

If NSI > 0; and either all of the elements of PGIS evaluated using
IlI equations 171, 177 are . FALSE., or more than one

element is . TRUE., the logical variable PGISBA D
is set . TRUE.

See. Figure 18 for a geometrical interpretation and "Optimization Considera-
tionfl" of the REMARKS section for discontinuity considerations.

Vertical line solution.

PGIS(1) T Tis MA*EQ.O0) .AND. (LIG.~ .EQ. 0) (171)

Horizontal line solution.

PGIS(2) TPP WEB EQ. TisMAX) (17Z)

Intermediate quantity, solution is not a line.

ISNOTLN =.NOT. IPGIS(l).OR. PGIS(Z)J (173)

Triangle solution.

PGIS(3) = ISNOTWN . AND. (SPI EQ.0) (174)

.AND. (T 1SMAX8 IT. .)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

SLOT INSULATION, PORT/GRAIN COMPONENT POLYGON
CLASSIFICATION (Cont.):

"Trapezoid solutions.

PGIS(4) = ISNOTLN . AND. (SpG. LT. LISPGo) (175)

. AND. (Lisin CT. 0)

PGI,,(S) ISNOTLN . AND. (Tis . GT. 0) (176)

. AND. (TISMAX* EQ. L SpGI)

PGIS(6) ISNOTLN .AND. (LISpGI. OT. LISPGo) (177)

JOINT INSULATION, COMPONENT VOLUMES (CUTOUTJ . FALSE.):

If CUTOUT= . FALSE., there is nc joint insulation and equations 178,
179 are evaluated. See Figures 15, 17, 20, and
4equations 182, 195 for alternate definition
if CUTOUTJ . TRUE.

V 0 (178)
PL

V1~. 0 (179)
PG

JOINT INSULATION, COMPONENT VOLUMES (CUTOUTJ = .TRUE.):

if CUTOUTJ = . TRUE., equations 181- 195 are evaluated to determine
the joint insulation component volumes as
illustrated by Figures 15, 17, 20.

Length of a unit joint cutout for insulation c:omputations. (Figure 17)

L1 3 T K IJ+ K (181)
Gl~r 1JCUT
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

JOINT INSULATION, COMPONENT VOLUMES (CUTOUTJ =. TRUE. )(Cont.):

Volume of port/liner insulation component for joint cutouts. (Figures 17, 20)

V1  ~ .(D ILI T X) L13  1K13 5 + K13  (182)

Intermediate quantity required for the determination of the outside base
of the polygon cross section associated with the port/grain insulation
component for joint cutouts. (Figure 17)

I P3 T1 P (E ) PWEB 13MAX + ) (83

PGIJLAP is a logical valued variable which indicates overlapping of the
polygon cross sections associated with the port/grain insulation component
for joint cutouts. (Figure 19)

PGIJLAP =. TRUE., PG components overlap.

PGIJLAP = . FALSE., PG components do not overlap.

PGIJLAP = L IPG3.GT. ( zCUT (183-a)

Outside base of the polygon cross section associated with the port/grain
insulation components for grain cutouts. (Figure 17)

If PGIJLAP = •FALSE., I. IJpGO= LIiFP3 (184)

If PGIJLAP = . TRUE., Lj3  HJCUT (185)

Component altitude of the polygon cross section associated with the

port/grain insulation component for joint cutouts. (Figure 17)

Ti T P - T + L - LTPPwEB (186)
PT 3 WEB MAX PGI I JMAX PGO
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

JOINT INSULATION, COMPONENT VOLUMES (CUTOUTJ = TRUE. )(Cont.):

Component altitude of the polygon cross section associated with the port/grain
insulation component for joint cutouts. (Figure 17)

T P

T-- WEB L (187)
PG1 iiMAX P00 1 PGI

Area of the polygon cross section associated with the port/grain insulation
component for joint cutouts. (Figure 17)

AT__jG PG • :(T 1PG t L iPI+ L 1J 'GO + T~jPG .jG (188)

Centroid, measured with respect to the motor centerline, of the polygon
cross section for joint cutouts. (Figure 17)

2( 3IJpGI + L 1  (189)

Y2 3 T2JTT (jp~ + LIJpGO) 10

PG1 (L13 (10

Y 4 T hj (191)
P TIOG3

Y5 = T G1 (LIJPC + LIJPGo) + I TJ 3  L'JPGO (192)
P'I PP0; P3 P0

YZ + Y3 + Y4
y 2 3 (193)

Yp (D 1 L " T Y (194)
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U EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

JOINT INSULATION, COMPONENT VOLUMES (CUTOUTJ . TRUE. )'Cont.):

Volume of a port/grain insulation component for slot cutouts. (Figure 20)
See equation 179 for an alternate expression.

V = zir Y1  A .K +Ku8 (195)
IJPG PG P0 3 7

JOINT INSULATION, PORT/GRAIN COMPONENT POLYGON CLASSIFICATION

The following logical expressions are used to classify the polygon crosr
section associated with the port/grain insulation component for joint cutouts.

If C'TTOUTJ . FALSE., there is no joint insulation and all elements of
the PGIJ logical valued array are . FALSE.

If CUTOUTJ = . TRUE., one, and only one, of the elements of the PGIJ
logical valued array must have a , TRUE. value
for an acceptable port/grain insulation component
solution.

If CUTOUTJ . TRUE., and either all of the elem -ts of the PGIJ array
are false, or more than one element is true, the
logical variable PGIJBAD is set . TRUE.

See F'gure 19 for a geometrical interpretation and "Optimization

Considerations" of the REMARKS section for discontinuity considerations.

Vertical line solution.

PGIJ(l) (TIJ MAX EQ. O) .AND. (Li3 i EQ.O) (196)

Horizontal line solution.

PGIJ(z) = (T * EQ. TiM ) (197)

Intermediate quantity, solution is not a line.

IJNOTLN = .NOT. [PGIJ(I) .OR. PGIJ(Z)] (198)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

JOINT INSULATION, PORT/GRAIN COMPONENT POLYGON

CLASSIFICATION (Cont.):

Triangle solution.

PGIJ(3) . EQ.O) .AND. IJNOTIN (199)

PG3 A.N D. , EQ. 0,)

*AND. (T IiMAX* GT.O,)

Trapezoid solutions.

PGIJ(4) = IT .EQ.O) .AND. IJNOTLN (200)
PG3 AND. ( L*PGI" LT. HJPO)

.AND. (- 13  .,GT.o)

PGIJ(5) = (Tp. EQ.O/ . AND. I3NOTLN (20w).AND. (T1iM.,X GT. 0)
.AND. (LIJ P. EQ. TIJMAX)

PGIJ(6) = (TF 3 , EQ.O) . AND. IJNOTLN (202)
PG3* 'AND. (L GT. L, 3. Io.(L • PGT, JPGO)

PGIJ(7) =(T JpG3T. 0) . AND. E. TQ.T ) (203)

PCIJ(8) =(Trij PG3 GT. 0) .AND. (LI-1 I .EQ. 0) (204)

"AND. (TIJ MAX' OT. 0)

Pentagon solution.

PGIJ(9) =-(TI PG3 . GT. O) AND. ('L jPI.GT.0) (205)

* AND. (LIJ PGI LT. JO)
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EQUATIONIS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

SLOT AND JOINT VOLUMES:

Volume of insulation for a slot with no sides inhibited. (Figure 20)

VSI = [V + IS] KS + KISI (Z06)
is is

Volume of insulation for a slot with one side inhibited. (Figure 20)

V = +V + V+P] KIS (Z07)VISIHI4 [sPL VIGL VpGKS13 +KISI4(0)

Total volume of insulation required for slots.

V i [NISTH0 VISHO + Ns1 4 viIi] KSI 5 +KIS6 (08)

Volume of insulation required for a Joint. (Figure 20)

VIJIH= [VJPL + 2 VII 3 ] KIJ9 + K IJ0(209)

t .Total volume of insuLtion required for joints.

V1 j N= cu VII il + KI 3  (210)

PROPELLENT DISPLACEMENT:

Volume of propellent displaced by the insulation wedge associated with
the forward closure. (Figure 21)

VW -T (~DIWCFOf . -D 2 1W P~
V CFPD= IWCLF GLO IWHFJ~ CO

W CI E (DIW -DO T)

+ 3 IWH FO

+i z Z 2 +K
RDWFI~IEFI -D P T) DQIWF IWHFOiJ JpDl+(P 2
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INSULG INTERNAL INSULATION GEOMETRY INGMI

EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.):

PROPELLENT DISPLACEMENT (Cont.):

Determination of propellent displaced by the insulation wedge associated
w'th the aft closure.

If F 0, the grain cone frustum is a cylinder and equation 212
is used to evaluate VN .

If LCFCA > 0. and 9CF 1 0, the grain cone frustum intersects the
ellipsoid portion of the aft outside insulation wedge ane

equations 213 - 221 are used to evaluate VIWGAPD.

If LC. CA .< 0, and 'CF A 0, the grain cone frustum intersects the

cylindrical portion of the aft outside insulation wedge
and equations 213 - 220, 222 are used to evaluate VIWCAPD

Volume of propellent displaced by the insulation wedge associated with the
aft closure (cylindrical grain cone frustum). See equations 221, 222 for
alternate expressions. (Figure 21)

IV. RQ1CAPD VCLA - L -D 2 HA (D2 C O-D 2

+ 3 cEA (DW - DEFA) (212)

+R AI [(r),WEA- D FA) -(DI- DD2
D.J)J F'H D3 PD4

Equations Z13 - 220 are intermediate computations required for the evaluation
of equations 221 Pnd 222. They are evaluated if 8 CF ý 0.

L A IWCHAO - AO cot(0O) (213)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cont.

PROPELLENT DISPLACEMENT (Cont.):

11WA2 LCF - cot2(CF) (214)

L i tan (215)

1IW CF +~(OF (8216)
A C

2 2.,, 2(o )7

BW P DIWC Al2CWp 2 RDIWCA, DIWA tan 8F -2L cE (217)

1W DI (1C 2 + 2

IWcp DIW RDIWCAI - IWAI W 218)
CP ~Al EI CA

Distance from the equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
outside surface of the insulation wedge in the aft closure to the intersection of
the grain cone frustum cutout with the inside surface of the insulation wedge
in the aft closure. Measured parallelto centerline. (Figure 21)

S-7BP -B CIWAP CIWCP (219)
CFAI IW

Diameter of the circle formed by the intersection of the grain cone frustum
cutout with the inside surface of the insulation wedge associated with the aft
closure section. (Figure 21)

DIW C FA -Dw Al + L1W CFAI tan (,CF] (220)

Volume of propellent displaced by the insulation wedge associated with the aft
closure / L_ >0\. See Figure 21. See equations 212, 222 for alternate

expressions.:=
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Coait.):

PROPELLENT DISPLACEMENT (Ccnt.):

V:cAPD !WCLA"

2 2D

R W IW DWAO - (DcEI D'WcFA

RDIWCAO CL~GO- HAOý CLO IWCFJ)

+ (R~ .(D LA)DR _ (IDF2A Z

IICEAI . IWA 1WA

- D2 3o 'EA- -o:do, I ' j
DI EAI 1WttFAI) EA . -I A

+ 3[H Dw ? (Lp, L wDw

+ [3I 4 D3  D3 D ] cot FjKPD+ KPDIA WOCFAI lWVIIAT -CFA]J 9Fl D P

Volume of propellent displaced by the insulation wedge associated with the aft
closure L CFG < 0 See Figure 21. See equations 212, 221 for alternate

CCA
expressions.

V1• 3 L( 2 D2

CAPD A2 EAI)CFAI
4 (D F - 01 FIw) co0t (0CF)(2)

Volume of propellent displaced by the insulation wedges associated with
the forward and aft closures,. (Figure 21)

V 1PD = (V'WcAPD + V"CFPý KPD5 + Kp)6 (223)
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EQUATIONS, SECOND ENTRANCE (Cot.):

PROPELLENT DISPLACEMENT (Cont.):

Volume of propellent displaced by the grain/liner components of the slot
insulation. (Figure 21)

vISPD (z NISo + N )Vs KPD + KPD (224)

Total volume of propellent displa'ed by the insulation wedges and slots.
(Figure 21)

v IN KPD PD (225)
NPD (VIWPD V'SPD1

I
ii

I

I

I
I

I
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EQUATIONS, THIRD ENTRANCE:

Equations 226 - 230 are evaluated at the third entrance to the INGMI model.

INSULATION LtNER, CYLI NDRICAL SECTION:

Length of insulation liner within the cyiindrical case section. Includes length
adjustment for submerged nozzle, slots and joints. (Figure 2)

L l (226)
'LCY LON KIL + KIL(26hcy LGCy4 11~ 12

Volume of cylindrical insulation liner section within the cylindrical case
section.

v ( D2  - D 2  L K K (227)ILCY 4f ILO I,1 CIry IL 1 3  IL 1 4

INSULATION LINER, TOTAL VOLUME:

Total volume of insulation material required for the insulation liner. In;7ludes
adjustment for igniter hole in forward closure, nozzle hole in aft closure,
length penalty for submerged nozzle, slots, and joints in the grain.

VIL (VIL VI + VILL K "L(228)
C Y C~LF CGLA/ I 15  'K1l6

RESIDUAL INSULATION:

Volume of residual insulation.

VINR = TINR /VIL) KIN5 + KIN6 (229)

TOTAL INSULATION VOLUME:

Total internal insulation volume. Includes liner, wedges in forward and aft
closure, inhibited slots and joints. (Figures 1, 2)

VIN = (VIL + VIWCLA + VIWCLF + V + V1,) K•j 7 + KIN8 (230)
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INSULG INTERNAL INSULATION GEOMETRY INGMI

FORWARD CLOSURE SECTION
TL IL __

TIL -LF,LFCL

TIL y II --

D L II

D 10

IL 0

OF at

ILL HF LI '
L1  0 '

l-J

L No

-• LILcHFO •

SEE FIGURE 4 FOR LINER VOLUMES

Fig. 80. 1-3 Liner Within Forward Closure, Detailed Geometry
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LIL CLFO

S= + EQUATION 23

VIL IVL VILSEE FIGURE 3 FOR
v VIHFOE HFOC DETAILED GEOMETRY

I I:~ I

EQUATION 24

S I v

IV ~ V
IVILCHFO VILcLFO ILHFO

IIVILHF! IVILHFIE VIHFIC

EQUATION 30I iI

IV L I IVIL VIL

, "-- i--' EQUATION 31

VILCLF VILCHFO VILCHFI

Fig. 80. 1-4 Liner Within Forward Closure, Volumes
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C=:> AFT CLOSURE SECTION

L ILILCLAO TIL

C. CLA TIL
"[w*- - ILCLAI I

DII
DI D

0I IL IL~

cl HA\L

c LA DIL

1 I/I IHAO

I-4 1
R "L__L

3 L LI L
0 IL,.HAI•. -- • HA
w •._LILcHAO••

SEE FIGURE 6 FOR LINER VOLUMES

Fig. 80. 1-5 Liner Within Aft Closure, Detailed Geometry
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EQUATION 48

IVILHVO SEE FIGURE 5 FOR
V11 AO '1IAOC HAQE DETAILED GEOMETRY

L~J. -~-EQUATION 49

I -IV IV V.I ILHA IVILHAIC ILHAO

R + -EQUATION 54

I IVL IVcL IVLIHALI HAIC HAIE

EQUATION 55

II I LLC2AI CLAI HAI

% %I

___ -EQUATION 56

VILL VIL VIL

Fig. 80. 1-6 Liner Within Aft Closure, Volumes
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L

SEE FIflA,ý 8 FOR I
CLOSURE V4L.O.AI;ESCLF

,*LI WWF

D 1 WECF I

Ds 4

NOTE: .TUE xI
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LIW INSIDE/OUTSIDE WEDGE SURFACE OSCULATION PLANE

I+ f - E EQUATION 90

IVIWHFO VIWHFOE IWHFOC IWHFOL

* SEE FIGURE 7 FOR
DETAILED GEOMETRY

= - EQUATION 93,-

NOTE:
IWINFCL = .TRUE.

VIWcHFO VIWcFoE VIWHFo !

EQUATION 102

I I

VIWHI V IWHFIE VIWHFIC

F1

I II

1W 1 1
VICHFI VIEFIE VIHFI

T-W -- 1 EQUATION 106
I I g

VIWcLF VIWCHFO VIWCHFI

Fig. 80. 1-8 Wedge Within Forward Closure, Volumes
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FORWARD CLOSURE, CYLINDRICWAL

ICLFO
SEE FIGURE 10 FORLi
CLOSURE VOLUMES LWHF

WCLFILCF
Li

DIWEF, Diw II

W W
U

W 0 4 1 0
1W

CWILO 77 _ASE -JV L F LwFl

I
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L- INSIDE/OUTSIDE WEDGE SURFACE
IWFO-wo..i OSCULATION PLANE

t , ~ E -,JR EQUATION 95

VIWHFO VIWHFOE VIWHFOC IWHFOY

I SEE FIGURE 9 FOR

DETAILED GEOMETRY
___ I - EQUATION 97I - -. -• -•/

___ +

I- NOTE:
IWINFCL .FALSE,IV IV V VIWF

I IWCHFOI WLFO IWFoY HFO

1 1 H I II I H I W H I
I Ira

I .= 4+ EQUATION 102
IIV VV
IVWHFI IWHFIE IWHFIC

I
II

I I .EQUATION 105

Iv

I IWcHFIC V IWHFIS VIWEI

SI I

I• I EQUATION 106
I ' - - -- _

VI~cLF VIcHFO VIWcH"

Fig. 80. 1-10 Wedge Beyond Forward Closure, Volumes
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CYL INDRICALCLSRSETO
SECTION AFT CLOSURE SECTION

LIW CLAO - " .....-

L H-ICAO----~--•"

IWCHAO

L I SEE FIGURE 12 FOR

CHAI- CLOSURE VOLUMES

LCF

LOWcAI-
L

IWCEAI --

EQUATORIAL AXIS, -
OUTSIDE WEDGE
SURFACE ELLIPSOID-- ITASE

EQUATORIAL AXIS, I I9CF TAX
INSIDE WEDGE ~ -- 1  I
SURFACE ELLIPSOID-- IDi S! WCLO

I -t' I.IW EAI

I D W~ CAI
I CFF 'WHAI DI IWHAO

Li l

INSIDE/OUTSIDE .
WEDGE SURFACE I
OSCULATION PLANE-I II l _ __ t

4 KLIWHA

SIWEHAI*
L _ NOTE :

"1 Iw IWINACL = •TRUE.

K- Li LCA
LIW LIWCAI > 0

E IWo CFCY < 0

Fig. 80. 1-11 Wedge Within Aft Closure, Detailed Geometry
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SEE FIGURE 11 FOR
DETAILED GEOMETRY

L-¶' INSIDE/OUTSIDE WEDGE SURFACELIAO•t OSCULATION PLANE

NOTE:

= _ - _ EQUATION 141

I IVCO VvSCHOI IVWcAOE VIWHAOE VWHAOC

= + EQUATION 148V ~IV
VIWAI I IWHAIC IWHAIE

EQUATION 151

I V 1
CWcHAI I WEAIE VIWHAII I Hi

I I

L, , = ý - 4 f - -S.-- EQUATION 155I *,ll I ,I

I I I

VIW WCHAO VIW VIWHAT

Fig. 80. 1-12 Wedge Within Aft Closure, Volumes
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*CYLINDRICAL AFT CLOSURE SECTION
SECTION

LIWCLAO
SLI~CLAI

L I HSEE FIGURE 14 FOR
CAI- CHAO CLOSURE VOLUMES

•,LIW -OL w
e-CEAI WC-H--"

LCFF

EOUATORIAL AXIS, ' I
INSIDE WEDGE _ F
SURFACE ELLIPSOID IW

S ' ", ", I o ' D IW EA 1
ID O ICAI

IDFF 0W1

EQUATORIAL AXIS, HAI HAO
OUTSIDE WEDGE
SURFACE ELLIPSOID-•

,/ ii

INSIDE/OUTSIDE WA ---- MAXo,/

WEDGE SURFACE A ;

LIWHA-- E;
-LIWE IWINACL FALSE.LIHAI L

-- '- • ~LIWcA • 0 i"

AlWAL
L -_ LIWCEAI 5 0

EA--CCY > 0
LLL WAO

Fig. 80. 1-13 Wedge Beyond Aft Closure, Detailed Geometry
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INSIDE/OUTSIDE WEDGE SURFACE OSCULATION PLANE

L .SEE FIGURE 13 FOR DETAILED GEOMETRY
-•, Wo NOTE: IWINACL -. FALSE.

I g
EQUATION 143

.• _ __ _ _ . = + __

I IIv I IV

I'WCHACI IVIWAOC IWCLAO IWHAOE VIWHAOC

+- EQUATION 148

I I"7IVIWH I IV VIW HA-
I I I IW HAIC IE

El EQUATION 151

I I

I I\
|~ I I

III V~cHAIIaVIWE VIWHA
EAI AlE HAI EQUATION 155

I I

I \ aIl I ~ I\
'l---I-tJ--I-H71-

I l1'1

VIWCLA VIWcHAO V WcHAI VIWHAT

Fig. 80. 1-14 Wedge Peyond Aft Clo'ure, Volumes
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___ __ SLOT CUTOUT
TWO GRAIN EP;RNINGPORT __ SURFACES

GRAIN

SEE THE INTERNAL
BALLISTICS FLOW MODEL
(IBFM1), FIGURE 1, FOR
DETAILED SLOT GEOMETRY

CUTOUT SLOT CUTOUT
- R ONE GRAIN BURNING 1
PORT ____ _ SURFACE INHIBITED d

GRAIN

JIOINT -JOINT CUTOUT

PO-R-TCUOT BOTH GRAIN BURNING
__________SURFACES INHIBITED

GRAIN

Fig. 80. 1-15 Slot and Joint Insulation Configurations
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CASE
LINER

-PORT/ INER- GRAIN/LINER
-- COMPONENT- COMPONENT .U

GRAIN GRAIN
-az

INHIBITED
BURNING I BURNING SURFACESSURFACE 30 SLOT

AXIS OF REVOLUTION PORT

L• ISP IS

/SG SEE THE INTERNAL
(wI) PG1BALLISTICS FLOW/ MODEL

I /(IBFMI), FIGURE 1, FOR

T I DETAILED SLOT GEOMFTRYTpIwEB

__ __ I__ iLINER I
______I CASE I

I~--w- SLcuT _ _ PPWEB

Fig. 80. 1-16 Slot In~ulation Subcomponents and Geomitry
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SCASE F.;

LINER

POR1FTL INER LNR
COMPONENT MPONENT-

Z C

I,--U 0 0n

LL 9 U. Lat R U

- -e - - - ---

/ J
PORT PIJA TRUE PIJp FLE

" Ij
D T PG

TPPw B TII .__Tj• A _

LINER ___ ___ ___ ___ __ I ,_ __ __CASE Ii I _

T (LL c") L-

2 L

WES A T ~ U CUIi AXMA

Fig, 80. 1-17 Joint Insulatiojn Subcornponents and Geometry
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SEE FIGURE 16 FOR DETAILED GEOMETRY

NOTE:
CUTOUTS = TRUE.

Nis 1  > 0

T L ISpGI TISPG

pG1 OR P/
L TSpGO 

j

LISp 0Q

PGIS(1) = . TRUE. PGI5(2) = . TRUE. PGIS(3) = . TRUE.
EQUATION 171 EQUATION 172 EQUATION 174

L ISpGI L ISpGI L ISpGI

IGTISPO l H JTis jTG

PGIS(4) = . TRUE. PGIS(5) = . TRUE. POI5(6) = . TRUE.
EQUATION 175 EQUATION 176 EQUATION 177

Fig. 80. 1-18 Acceptable Polygons for Slot Port/Grain Component
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SEE FIGURE 17 FOR DETAILED GEOMETRY.
NOTE: CUTOUT J .TRUE.T} Lt IjG

TIpG1 ITIpGLOR LJ I

LI IG0 0

PGIJ0{) = .TRUE. PGIJ(2) = .TRUE. PGIJ(3) = .TRUE.
EQUATION 196 EQUATION 197 EQUATION 199

LL L

~ITjpGI HITiPGI JG

LIJ pG0 L IJ POO0 IJ P'G0

PGIJ(4) = . TRUE. PGIJ(5) = .TRUE. PGIJ(6) .TRUE.
EQUATION 200 EQUATION 201 EQUATION 202

L IJpGI 
IJ pGI

E IIJPG3 
TII PG3

LIJpGP L IJPG0 L I0 PGO
PGIJ(7) = . TRUE. PGIJ(8) - . TRUE. PGIJ(9) = .TRUE.
EQUATION 203 EQUATION 204 EQUATION 205

Fig. 80. 1-19 Acceptable Polygons for Joint Port/Grain Component
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EQUATION 206

II . II I

+ IIIII ,
II I III
I7

VISlHO VISGL VISPL VISGL

EQUATION 207

I I
_.4 I I II
-IH I

I UI 2SI I + I ÷1

f T- + I

I I I
II I

VISIH1 VI PG VIGPL VIPGL

Fig. 80. 1 -Z0 Slot and Joint Insulation Volumes
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"L CF

CLc

f ~SLOT CFAcFA

DIW HFO PORT OPT D CFF 0 iWA

WD ___I

V I ' ,'

IsI
6IrcFAI

DI LSO CFI 0C•V FPD ' PD

CFAI

IW ,

+ EQUATION 223

V1 O VIWC CAPO

+ EQUATION 225

INPD IWpD SIsPD

Fig. 80. 1-Zi Displaced Propellent
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IBGAS IBPERF INSULW CASEG

* Evaluate gas 9 Evaluate * Determine * Evaluate case
characteristics performance insulation geometry

characteristics densities

TCPTBPPMT RHOIJ DCSHAI
RHOIL DCSHFI

RHOIWDCS
R DCSCAI

INGMI, FIRST ENTRANCE RDCSCFI
"• Evaluate insulation properties. Eq. 1,2
"• Evaluate liner insulation geometry. Eq. 3-56

DILHAI, DILHFI, DILI

LILCHAI, LILCHFI, LILCLAI, LILCLFI, LILHA
RDILCFI

SEAING, FIRST ENTRANCE

*Evaluate basic grain geometry.* Adjust grain for submerged nozzle.

IBFLOW

*Evaluate burn and flow rates.
*Determine slot requirements.

I LLLGN ,

GRAING, SECOND ENTRANCE

*Adjust grain for slots and joints

DPTCFA, DPTCFF, DPT
LTPCFCA, LPTCFCY, LJTCUT, TPPWEB, THETACF

INGM1, SECOND ENTRANCE

" Evaluate insulation closure wedge geometry. Eq. 60-155
" Evaluate insulatioh slot and joint geometry. Eq. 156-Z10
"* Determine propellent displaced by insulation. Eq. 211-225

I VINPD

GNGMI, THIRD ENTRANCE

* Adjust grain for propellent displaced by insulation. j
SLGNCY4

INGMI, THIRD ENTRANCE

* Complete insulation liner geometry. Eq. 226-228
e Evaluate residual insulation geometry. Eq. 229
* Evaluate total insulation volume. Eq. 230

Fig. 80. 1-22 Inter-Model Coupling
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INSULO INTERNAL INSULATION GEOMETRY INGMI

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input directly to this model by the program user.
If a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

CING1 CIN Constant for QINH computation.

0.43

CING2 CIN2  Constant for QINI- computation.
1000.

CING3 C Constant for TIWMAX, TISMAX and I
3 TIJMAX computations.

0. 00868

KLIWFII KLIWFII Proportionality coefficient for LIWHFI

computation;

N.D.

KLIWFI2 KLIWFI2 Bias for LIWHFI computation;
in 

0

LIJPGI L, Inside base of the polygon cross section
PICI associated with the port/grain insulation

component for joint cutouts;

in Fig. 17 .1

LISPGI Inside base of the polygon cross section
LisSPGI associated with the port/grain insulation

component for slot cutouts;

in Fig. 16 .1

NIJCUT N Number of joint cutouts having both grain
CUT burning surfaces inhibited. Integer valued

real number (floating point integer);

N.D. 0
NISIHO Nis Number of slot cutouts having no grain

IS8  burning surfaces inhibited. Integer valued

real number (floating point integer);

N. D. 0
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.): .. -

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Int. (Int.) Units Preset

NISIHI N Number of slot cutouts having one grain
isIHl burning surface inhibited. Integer valued

real number (floating point integer);

N.D. 0

QINSTAR QIN Effective heat of ablation of internal
ins ulation;

btu/Ib 0
TILCY T Thickness of insulation liner in the

IY cylindrical section;

in Fig. 2 0

TINR TINR Thickness of residual insulation;

in .1

Due to the nature of this model, a very large number of coefficient and bias
quantities (mnemonic with first character K) are made available for input.
However, in normal applications the preset values are used for most, if
not all, of these quantities. Note that these coefficient quantities are I
preset (1) and the bias quantities are preset (0).

LINER INSULATION COEFFICIENTS AND BIAS

KILl KIL Coefficient for TILCLF computation;

N.D. I

KILZ KIL 2  Bias for TILCLF computation;
in 0

KIL3 KIL Coefficient for VILCLF computation;

N.D.
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KILA KBias for VILCLF computation;K.4KIL 4 3

in3

KILS KIL Coefficient for DILHAO computation;

"N.D. I

KIL6 Bias for DILHAO computation;

in 0

KIL7 KIL7 Coefficient for TILCLA computation;

N.D. I

KIL8 KIL8 Bias for TILCLA computation;
in

KIL9 KIL9 Coefficient for VILCLA computation;

N.D. 1

KIL10 KIL Bias for VILCLA computation;
10l Nin 3

KILIl KIL Coefficient for LILCY computation;

N.D. 1

KILIZ KIL 1 2  Bias for LILCY computation;

in 0

KILI3 K ILl3 Coefficient fcr VILCY computation;

N.D. I

KIL14 IL L4 Bias ior VILCY computation;

in 0
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KILlS KILl5 Coefficient for VIL computation;
N.D. I

KIL16 f ILnBias for VIL computation;
*116  i 3

KIL17 K1 L Coefficient for DILHFO computation;

N.D. 1

KILI Bias for DILHFO computation;
K8 in 0

JOINT INSULATION COEFFICIENTS AND BIAS

KIJI K13  Coefficient for TIJMAX computation;

N.D. I

KIJ2 K13  Bias for TIJMAX computation;
Sin 0

KIJ3 Kj3 Coefficient for LIJCUT computation;

N.D. 1

KIJ4 K1 3  Bias for LIJCUT computation;

4 ~ in0

L'IJ 5  K1 3  Coefficient for VIJPL computation;
5 N.D. 1

KIJ6 K! 3  Bias for VIJPL computation;
6 . 3

in 0
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Sy Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KIJ7PK'J7 Coefficient for VIJPG computation;

KIJ8 NBias for VIJPG computation;
8 in30in

1QJ9 KIj Coefficient for VIJIH2 computation;

N.D. I

Mil Bias for VIJIHZ computation;
0I Kin 3 

0
KIJI I KIJ Coefficient for VIJ computation;

11 N.D. 1

1(1312 KBias for VIJ computation;
.12 3in 0

GENERAL INSULATION COEFFICIENTS AND BIAS

KIN I KIN Coefficient for QINH conputation;
N.D.

KINZ KIN Bias for QINIH computation;

KIN3 KIN Coefficient for TINMAX computation;

N.D. 1

KIN4 KIN 4  Bias for TINMAX computation;

in
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KIN5 K Coefficient for VINR computation;
5 N. D. 1

KIN6 K IN Bias for VINR computation;
I 6  3in 0

KIN7KIN7 Coefficient for VIN computation;
N.D. 1

KIN8 K IN Bias for VIN computation;
in 0

SLOT INSULATION COEFFICIENTS AND BIAS

KIS1 K Coefficient for TISMAX computation;
N.D. 1

KISZ KIS Bias for TISMAX computation;

in 0

KIS3 KIS3 Coefficient for LISCUT conroutation;

N.D. 1

KIS4 Kis4 Bias for LISCUT computation;
in 0

KIS5 KIs5 Coefficient for VISPL computation;

N.D. 1

KIS6 KIS Bias for VISPL computation;

in 0
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mn emonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KIS7 KIS Coefficient for VI3GLS computation;

N.D.1

KIS8 KIS Bias for VISGL computation;

in3  0

KIS9 KI 5  Coefficient for VISPO computation;

S--$9 N.D. 1

KISI0 KIS Bias for VISPG computation;

in 3  0

KISI I KISl 11Coefficient for VISIHO computation;

N.D.

oef2 KcBias for VISIIO computation;

I 3 in 0

KISI 53 KIS 5  Coefficient for VISIHi computation;
13 N.D. I

KIS14 K, Bias for VIS1HI computation;

in0

KISI 5 KIS 15Coefficient for VIS computation;
15N. D. 1

KIS16 KIS Bias for VT-S cornput,-tion;

in 3 0
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.j

Mnemonic Sjmbo! Description; Ext, (Int.) Units Preset

WEDGE INSULATION COEFFICIENTS AND BIAS

KIWI Kiw I Coefficient for DIWHFO computation;

N.D. 1

KIWZ xTw z Bias for DIWHFO computation;

in 0

NI'W3 Coefficient for I.lWHF computation;

N.D. 1

KIW4 KIW Bias for LIWHF computation;
in 0

KIVW7 KiW7 Coefficient for VIWCLF computation;

N.D. 1

KiWs K 1% Bias for VIWCLF computation;
*in3 3

KIWI) KIW9 Coefficient foi TIWAMAX computation;

N.D. 1

KIWI0 KIvi Bias for TIWAMAX computation;

in 0

KIWI 1 Coefficient for DIWI4AO computation;

N, 1). 1

K!WIz KIW 13iam for PIWHAO computation;

in 0

KIWI 3 x¾W 13 Coefficient for DIWHAJ comptitation;

N. i. 1
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" INlPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

Le KIWI14 W Coefficient for DIWHAI computation;

N.D. 1

KW5 KIWI5 Coefficient for DIWHAI computation;
i"5 S~N. D.1

KIW16 KW Bias for DIWHAI computation;

in 0

-a,1 KIWiW7 Coefficient for L1WHA computation;
17 N. D.I

KIW18 K~w 18Bias for LIWWA computation;

in 0

KIWI 9 11W Coefficient for VIWCLA computation;
19 N.D. 1.

V
KIWZO KIW Bias for VIWCLA computation;

20in 3

zii
KIWZ1Coefficient for TIWFMAX computation;

N.D. 1

KIW22 KIW Bias for TIWFMAX computation;
in0

KIW23 KIW23 Coefficient for TIWMAX computation;
N. D. I

KIWZ4 KIW 2 4  Bias for TIWMAX computation;

in0
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KiDI KPD1  Coefficient for VIWCFPD computation;

N.D. 1

KPD2 KP bias for VIWCFPD computation;KPDZ KPDz
2 .3in 0

KPD3 KPD3 Coefficient for VIWCAPD computation;

N.D. 1

KPD4 KPD Bias for VIWCAPD computation;
D4  3 0

KPD5 KPD5 Coefficient for VIWPD computation;

PD 5  N. D.

KPD6 KpD Bias for VIWPD computation;

in 0

KPD7 KPD7 Coefficient for VISPD computation;

N.D. 1

KPD8 KPD Bias for VISPD computation;

in0

KPD9 KPD9 Coefficient for VINPD computation;
N. D. 1

KPDI0 KPD Bias for VINPD computation;
.3in 0
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IN4PUT DATA, ThNTER-MODEL:

oifoThis model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a• model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a

• source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

DCSHAI DCS Diameter of hole in aft inside case
]A closure surface;

in Figs. 2, 22 CASEG

DCSHFI DCS Diameter of hole in forward inside case
NFl closure surface;

in Figs. 2, 22 CASEGC

DCSI D Inside case diameter, cylindrical section;

-I in Figs. 2, 22 CASEG
DPT D Diameter of cylindrical section of port; i

in Figs. 2, 21, 22 GRAIRIG

DPTCFA DCFA Aft base diameter of the port cone frustum
section required for nozzle submergence;

in Figs. 21, 22 GRAING

DPTCFF DCFF Forward base diameter of the port cone
frustum section required for nozzle
submergence;

in Figs. 11, 13, 21, 22 GRAING

LGNCY4 LGN Length of cylindrical grain section.~CY 4  Includes length penalty for nozzle

submergence, joint cutouts and slot cutout s;

in Figs. 2, 21, 22 GRAING

LJTCUT L 3 T Total length of cut in grain for joints;
CUT in Fig. 2Z GRAING
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INPUT DATA, IN¶1 ER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (1nt.) Units Model Type

LPTCFCA L Length of the portion of the port cone frustum
CFA section, required for nozzle submergence,

within the aft closure. Positive sense from
closure equatorial plane towards aft;

in Figs. 21, 22 GRAING

LPTCFCY LCF Length of the portion of the port cone frustum

CY which is within the cylindrical section;

in Figs. 11, 13, 21, 22 GRAING

LSLGN LSLGN Total slot length;

in Fig. 22 IBFLOW

RDCSCAI RDCSCAI Head ratio, aft inside case closure surface;

N. D. Fig. 22 CASEG

RDCSCFI RDCSCFI Head ratio, forward inside case closure
surface;

N.D. Figs. 21, 22 CASEG

RHOIJ P Density of insulation for joint cutouts;

lb/in3 Fig. 22 INSULW

RHOIS P Density of insulation for slot cutouts;

lb/in3 Fig. 22 INSULW

RHOIW PIW Density of insulation for closure wedges;
1W.3

lb/in Fig. 22 INSULW

TBPPMT TB Propellent burn time;

sec Fig. 22 IBPERF
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

TCPP Tc Propellent combustion temperature;
0 R Fig. 22 IBGAS

THETACF 0 CF Half-angle of port cone frustum section;

deg (rad) Figs. 2, 11, 13, 21, 22 GRAING

TPPWEB PPE Thickness of propellent web;
WEB in Figs. 2, 16, 17, 22 GRAING

II

I

Ip
I-
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OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

AIJPG A13  Area of the polygon cross section associated
PG with the port/grain insulation cor.ponent for

joint cutouts;
in 2 Fig. 17 Eq. 188

AISPG Area of the polygon cross section associated
PG with the port/grain insulation component for

slot cutouts;

in2 Fig. 16 Eq. 168

AIWHAT Area of triangular wedge section, associated
H-- AT with the cone frustum cutout for the nozzle,

within, the aft case closure section;
. 2
in Figs. 12, 14 Eq. 152

COSTCF cos (tCF) Cosine of THETACF;

N.D.

CUTOUTJ CUTOUTJ CUTOUTJ (CUT OUT in grain for Jbint) is
a logical variibl1e-wl;ch specifices if there
are joint cutouts within the grain which
require insulation.

* TRUE.; there is at least one joint
cutout requiring insulation.
Both surfaces of a joint are
inlibited.

FALSE.; there are no joint cutouts
requiring insulation;

N.D. Eq. 157-b

CUTOUTS CUTOUTS CUTOUTS (CUT OUT in grain for Slot) is a
logical variblieýh-ic-h specifies if-there are
slot cutouts witl.n the grain which require
insuiation.
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

" TRUE.; there is at least one slot cutout
requiring insulation. Either one
or no slot burning surface may
be inhibited.

" FALSE.; there are no slot cutouts
requiring insulation.

N.D. Eq. 1.57-a

CIWA CIWA Intermediate computation for DIWCAI
evaluation;

N.D. Eq. 120

CIWAP C IWAp Intermediate computation for LIWCFAI
evaluation;

N.D. Eq. 216

CIWB C IW Intermediate computation for DIWCAI
evaluation;

in Eq. 121

CIWBP CIW Intermediate computation for LIWCFAI
evaluation;

in Eq. 217

CIWC C IW Intermediate computation for DIWCAI
evaluation;

.2
in Eq. 122

CIWCP C Intermediate computation for LIWCFAI
CF evaluation;

.2
in Eq. 218

DILCLI D IcL Equatorial diameter of the ellipsoids formed
'CLI by the inside surface of the insulation liner

associated with the forward and aft case
closure sections;

in Figs. 3, 5 Eq. 6
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

ifMnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

DILCLO DIL Equatorial diameter of the ellipsoids formed H
CLO by the outside surface of the insulation liner

associated with the forward and aft case
closure sections;

in Figs. 3, 5 Eq. 5

DILHAI DIL Diameter of circular hole, for the nozzle,
H-AI centered on the axis of revolution of the

hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside surface
of the insulation liner within the aft case
closure section;

in Figs. 2, 5 Eq. 40

DILHAO DIL Diameter of circular hole, for the nozzle,
IAO centered on the axis of revolution of the

hemi-ellipsoid formed by the outside surface
of the insulation liner within the aft
case closure section;

in Fig. 5 Eq. 34

DILHFI D Diameter of circular hole, for the ignitor,
LHF1 centered on the axis of revolution of the hemi-

ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the
insulation liner within the forward case
closure section;

in Fig. 3 Eq. 15

DILHFO D Diameter of circular hole, for the ignitor,
ILHFO centered on the axis of revolution of the

hemi-ellipsoid formed by the outside surface
of the insulation liner within the forward
case closure section;

in Fig. 3 Eq. 9

DILl DIL Inside diameter of the cylinder which is
I the inside surface of the insulation liner in

the cylindrical case section;

in Fig. 2 Eq. 4

DILO DIL Outside diameter of the cylinder which is
L0  the outside surface of the insulation liner

in the cylindrical case section;

in Fig. Z Eq. 3
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

DIWAW DIW Intermediate computation for LIWCFAI,
Al DIWCFAI evaluation;

in Eq. 215

DIWCAI DIW Diameter of the circle of osculation formed
CAI by the tangency points of the inside aft

wedge surface hemi-ellipsoid and the outside
aft wedge surface hem 4 -ellipsoid. See 4
IWINAC L; I
in Figs. 11, 15 Eqs. 119,123

DIWCFAI DIWcFM Diameter of the circle formed by the inter-
section of the grain cone frustum cutout with
the inside surface of the Insulation wedge
associated with the aft closure section;

in Eq. 220

DIWCFI DIW Diameter of the circle of osculation formedCFI by the tangency points of the inside forward

wedge surface hemi-ellipsoid and the outside
forward wedge surface hemi-ellipsoid. See
IWfNFCL.;

in Figs. 7, 9 Eqs. 73, 77

DIWCLO DiW Equatorial diameter of the hemi-eliipsoids
CLO formed by the outside surface of the insula-

tion wedges associated with the forward and
aft closure sections;

in Figs. 7, 9, 11, 13 Eq. 60

DIWEAI D 1 W Equatorial diameter of the hemi-ellipsoid
EAI associated with the inside surface of the

insulation wedge in the aft case closure
section. See IWINACL;

in Figs. 11, 13 Eqs. 128,130

DIWEFI D IW Equatorial diameter of the hemi-ellipsoidEFI associated with the inside surface of the

insulation wedge in the forward case closure.
See IWINFCL;

in Figs. 7, 9 Eqs. 76, 79
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

DIWHAI DIW Diameter of the forward uase of the cone
HAI frustum hole, for the nozzle cutout,

centered on the axis of revolution of the
hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside surface
of the insulation vedge associated with the
aft case closure section;

in Figs. 11, 13 Eq. 110
DIWHAO D Diameter of the aft base of the cone frustum

RWHAO hole, for the nozzle cutout, centered on the

axis of revolution of the hemi-ellipsoid
formed by the outside surface of the insulation
wedge associated with the aft case closure
section;

in Figs. 11, 13 Eq. 109

DIWHFI DIW Diameter of the circular hole, for the ignitor,WFI centered on the axis of revolution of the hemi-

ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the
insulation wedge associated with the forward
case closure section;

in Figs. 7, 9 Eq. 63

DIWHFO Di Diameter of the circular hole, for the ignitor,
SHFO centered on the axis of revolution of the hem i-

ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of the
insulation wedge associated with the forward
case closure section;

in Figs. 7, 9 Eq. 62

GOODPGJ GOODPGJ GOODPGJ is a logical valued variable which
indicates an acceptable polygon cross section
for the port/grain insulation component
associated with the joint cutouts.

TRUE.; PG component for joint insula-
tion is an acceptable polygon.
The particular polygon may be
determined by referring to PGIJ.
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Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

=. FALSE.; PG component for joint insula-
tion is not an acceptable
polygon. Joint insulation
geometry may be bad.

N.D.

GOODPGS GOODPGS GOODPOS is a logical valued variable which
indicates an acceptable polygon cross section
for the port/grain insulation component
associated with the slot cutouts;

. TRUE., PG component for slot insula-
tion is an acceptable polygon.
the particular polygon may be
determined by referring to
PGIS.

FALSE., PG component for slot insula-
tion is not an acceptable
polygon. Slot insulation
geometry may be bad;

N.D.

IJNOTLN IJNOTLN Intermediate logical quantity for PGI3
computation;

N.D. Eq. 198

ISNOTLN ISNOTLN Intermediate logical quantity for PGIS
computation;

N.D. Eq. 173

IWINACL I WIN IWINACL (Insulation Wedge IN Aft Closure)

ACL is a logical-variable which spec;fies if the

insulation wedge associated with the aft
closure is completely within the aft closure;

. TRUE.; the insulation wedge is
completely within the aft
closure. See Figs. 11, 1Z.
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

=. FALSE.; the insulation wedge extends
beyond the aft closure into the
cylindrical section, or extends
to the intersection of the aft
closure and cylindrical section.
See Figs. 13, 14;

N.D. Eq. 118

IWINFCL IWINFCI, IWINFCL (Insulation Wedge IN Forward
CLosure) is a logical Cariabrle-1-which speci-
Mes if the insulation wedge associated with
the forward cloqure is completely within the
forward closure;
=.TRUE. ; wedge is cu.Aapletely within the

forwacd closure. See Fig. 7.

-. FALSE.; wedge extends beyond the forward
closure into the cylindrical
section or extends to the inter-
section of the forward closure g
and cylindrical section. See
Fig. 9;

N.D. Eq. 72

LISCUT LI Length of a single joint cutout for insulation 5
CUT computation;

in Fig. 17 Eq. 181

LIJPG3 L• Intermediate quantity required for the
P•3 determination of the outside base of the

polygon cross section associated with the
port/grain insulation component for joint
cutouts;

in Fig. 17 Eq. 183

LIJPGO Lu. Outside base of the polygon cross section
PGO associated with the port/grain insulation

components for grain cutouts;

in Fig. 17 Eqs. 184,185
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

SLILCHAI L, Length of hemi-ellipsoidal frustum
CHAI associated with the inside eurface of the

insulation liner within the aft case closure;

in Fig. 5 Eq. 42

LILCHAO LIL Length of hemi-ellipsoidal frustum
LC14AO associated with the outside surface of the

insulation liner within the aft case
closure section;

in Fig. 5 Eq. 36

LILCHFI Length of the hemi-ellipsoidal frustum
CHFI associated with the inside surface of the

insulation liner within the forward case
closure;

in Figs. 2, 3 Eq. 17

LILCHFO LIL Length of hemi -ellipsoidal frustum
CH-- FO associated with the outside surface of the

insulation liner within the forward closure
section;

in Figs. 2, 3 Eq. II

LILCLAI L1L Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-
CLAI ellipsoid formed oy the inside surface of the

insulation liner within the aft case closure
section;

in Fig. 5 Eq. 38

LILCLAO LIL Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-
CLAU ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of

the insulation liner within the aft case
closure section;

in Figs. 5, 6 Eq. 33

LILCLFI LIL Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-
C LFI ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the

ini;ulation liner within the forward case
closure section;

in Fig. 3 Eq. 13
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.)"

Mnemonaic Symbol Description, Ext. (Int.) Units

LILCLFO Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-
CLFO ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of

the insulation liner within the forward case
closure section;

in Figs. 3, 4 Eq. 8

LILCY-LLc Length of insulation liner within the
cylindrical case sect.on. Includes length
adjustment for subr.ierged nozzle, slots
and joints;

in Fig. 2 Eq. 226

LILHA LIL Length of cylindrical hole, for the nozzle,' L14 A in the insulation liner within the aft case

closure section;

in Fig. 5 Eq. 43

LILHF Length of cylindrical hole, for the ignitor,
LHF in the insulation liner within the forward

case closure section;

in Fig. 3 Eq. 18

LISCUT Li Length of a single slot cutout for insulation
CUT computations;

in Fig. 16 Eq. 162

LISP0O Length of outside bwse of the polygon cross
P0SpGo section associated with the port/grain

insulation component for slot cutouts;

in Fig. 16 EQ.

LIWAI LIW Distance from the pole of the herni-elli,
1W Al associated with the inside surface of thi.

insulation wedge in the aft closure to the a.,
closure "inside/outside surface wedge
osculation plane ";

in Figs. 11, 13 Eq. !33
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Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

t LIWAI Intermediate computation for VIWCAPD
Al evaluation;

in Eq. 213

LIWA2 LIW Intermediate computation for VIWCAPD
A evaluation;

in Eq. 214

UWCAI Distance from the "equatorial plane of the
CAI aft closure outside wedge surface heml-

ellipsoid" to the "inside/outside wedge sur-
face osculation plane". Measured along the
axis of revolution, positive se-3 e aft. A
positive value indicates that the wedge is
completely within the aft closure. A negative
value indicates that the wedge extends beyond
the aft closure into the cylindrical section.
See IWINACL;

in Figs. 11, 13 Eqs. 117, 124

LIWCEAI L1 Distance from the equatorial plane of the
CEAI hemi-ellipsoid associated with the outside

surface of the insulation wedge in the aft
case closure section to the equatorial plans
of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with the
inside surface of the insulation wedge in thb,
aft case closure section. See IWINACL;

in Figs. 11, 13 Eqs. 126,129

LJWCEFI LIW Distance from the equatorial plane of the
CEFI hemi-ellipsoid associated with the outside

surface of the insulation wedge in the forward
case closure to the equatorial plane of the
hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside
surface of the insulation wedge in the forward
case closure;

in Figs. 7, 9 Eqs. 74, 78
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LIWCFAI L1 Distance from the equatorial plane of the
CFAI hemi-eliipsoid associated with the outqide

surface of the insulation wedge in the aft
closure to the intersection of the grain cone
frustum cutout with the inside surface of the
insulation wedge in the aft closure.
Measured parallel to centerline;

in Eq. 219

LIWCFI L-1W Distance from the equatorial plane of the
CFI hemi-ellipsoid associated with the outside

surface of t-e insulation wedge in the forward
case closure lo the "inside/outside wedge
surface osculatiIn plane. " Note that the
insulation wedge is not completely within the
forward closure section if LIWCFI is
negative. See IWINFCL;

in Figs. 7, 9 Eq. 71

LIWCH4AI Distance from the equatorial plane of the
CHAI hemi-ellipsoid associated with the outside

su.-face of the insulation wedge in the aft case
closure section to forward base of the cone
frustum hole, for the nozzle cutout, within
the insulation wedge in the aft case closure
section;

in Figs. 11, 13 Eq. 116

LIWCHAO Length of the hemi-ellipsoid frustumr
CHAO associated with the outside surface of the

insulation wedge in the aft :ase closure
section;

in Figs. 11, 13 Eq. 115

LIWCHFI L1 1  Distance from the equatorial plane of the
CHFI hemi-ellipsoid associated with the outside

surface of the insulation wedge in the forward
closure to the inside base of the cylindrical
hole cutout for the ignitor within the
insulation wedge in the forward cloaure;

in Figs. 7, 9 Eq. 69
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LUWCHFO L1 Length of the hemi-ellipsoid frustum
CHFO associated with the outside surface of the

insulation wedge in the forward case
-a closure section;

in Figs. 7. 9 Eq. 68

LIWCLAX Il Distance from the pole of the hemi-ellipsoid
I-1

CLAI associated with the inside surface of the
insulation wedge in the aft closure to the
equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsold
associated with the outside surface of the
insulation wedge in the aft closure;

in Figs. 11, 13 Eq. 132

LIWCLAO Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi -
CLAO ellipsoid associated with the outside surface

of the insulation wedge in the aft closure
section;

in Figs. 11, 13 Eq. 113

LIWCLFI Distance from the pole of the hemi-ellipsoid
CLFI associated with the inside surface of the

insulation wedge in the forward closure to
the equatorial plane of the hemi-ellipsoid
associated with the outside surface of the
insulation wedge in the forward closure;

in Figs. 7, 9 Eq. 82

LIWCLFO Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-
cLFO ellipsoid associated with the outside surface

of the insulation wedge in the forward
closure section;

in Figs. 7, 9 Eq. 66

LIWEAI Length of the axis of revolutior of the hemi-
WEA1 ellipsoid associated with the inside surface

of the insulation wedge in the aft case
closure section;

in Figs. 11, 13 Eqs. 127, 131
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LWEF7 Length of the axis of revolution of the hemi-
EFI ellipsoid associated with the inside surface

of the insulation wedge in the forward case
closure. See IWINFCL;

in Figs. 7, 9 Eqs. 75, 81

LIWEHAI Distance from the equatorial plane of the
EHAI hemi-ellipsoid associated with the inside

surface of the insulation wedge in the aft
case closure to the inside base of the cone
frustum cutout within the insulation wedge in
the aft case closure section;

in Figs. 11, 13 Eq. 134

LIWEHFI Distance from the equatorial plane of the
LIW HFI herni-ellipsoid associated within the inside

surface of the insulation wedge in the forward
case closure to the inside base of the
cylindrical hole cutout for the ignitor within
the insulation wedge in the forward closure;

in Figs. 7, 9 Eq. 84

LIWFI LIW Distance from the pole of the hemi-ellipsoidWFl associated with the inside surface of the
insulation wedge in the forward closure to
the forward closure inside/outside wedge
surface osculation plane;

in Figs. 7, 9 Eq. 83

LIWHA Altitude of the cone frustum, for the nozzle
HA cutout, within the insulation wedge of the

aft case closure section;

in Fige. 11, 13 Eq. 111

LIWHAI L, Distance from the "inside/outside wedgeS-WHAI surface osculation plane" to the inside base
of the cone frustum hole cutout of the
insulation wedge for the nozzle;

in Figs. 11, 13 Eq. 125
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LIWHF LIW Length of the cylindrical hole, for the
BIWF ignitor, within the insulation wedge of the

forward case closure section;

in Figs. 7, 9 Eq. 64 j
Distance from the inside /outside wedge

WHFI surface osculation plane to the inside base
of the cylindrical hole cutout for the ignitor;

in Figs. 7, 9 Eq. 70

NISCUT N Number of slot cutouts in grain to be
CUT insulated. Integer valued real number

(floating point integer);

N.D. Eq. 157

PGIJ(i) P015(i) Logical value array which identifies the
particular polygon cross section of the
port/grain insulation component associated
with joint cutouts. The i-th element of
P•IJ will have the value . TRUE. (all other
elements will be . FALSE. ), thereby
indicating the particular polygon shape
(e. g., line, triangle, trapezoid, pentagon)
for the PG component. See Fig. 19 for
the key identifying the i-th element;

N.D. Fig. 19 Eqs. 196-205

PGIJLAP PGIJLAP Logical valued variable which indicates
overlapping of the polygon cross sections
associated with the port/grain insulation
component for joint cutouts;

=. TRUE.; PG components overlap.

=. FALSE.; PG components do not overl ap;

N.D. Fig. 19 Eq. 183-a
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

PGIS(i) PGIS(i) Logical valued array which identifies the
particular polygon cross section of the
port/grain insulation component associated
with slot cutouts. If a slot burning surface is
inhibited, the i-th element of PGIS will have
the value . TRUE. (all other elements will
be . FALSE. ), thereby indicating the
particular polygon shape (e. g., line,
triangle, trapezoid) for the PG component.
See Fig. 18 for the key identifying the i-th
element;

N.D. Fig. 18 Eqs. 171-177

QINI-H Approximate radiative heating rate;
N.D. Eq. 1

RDILCAI RDILCAI Head ratio of the ellipsoid formed by the
inside surface of the insulation liner within
the aft case closure section;

N.D. Eq. 39

RDILCAO RDILCAO Head ratio of the ellipsoid formed by the
outside surface of the insulation liner
within the aft case closure sections

N.D. Eq. 32

RDILCFI RDILCFI Head ratio of the ellipsoid formed by the
inside surface of the insulation liner within
the forward case closure section;

N.D. Eq. 14

RDILCFO RDILCFO Head ratio of the ellipsoid formed by the
outside surface of the insulation liner
within the forward case closure section-

N.D. Eq. 7
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Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

RDILHAI R Diameter rAtio, hole diameter to equatorialdiameter, inside surface of the insulation

liner within the aft case closure section;

N.D. Eq. 41

RDILHAO RDILHAO Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial
diameter, outside surface of the insulation
liner within the aft case closure section;

N.D. Eq. 35
RDILHFI RDTLHFI Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial

diameter, inside surface of the insulation

liner within the forward case closure section;

N.D. Eq. 16

RDILHFO RDIL:-FO Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial

diameter, outside surface of the insulation
liner within the forward case closure
section;

N.D. Eq. 10
RDIWCAI RDIWCAI Head ratio of the ellipsoid associated with

the inside surface of the insulation wedge

in the aft closure section;

N.D. Eq, 131 -a

RDIWCAO RDIWCAO Head ratio of the ellipsoid associated with
the outside surface of the insulation wedge
within the aft case closure section;
N. D. Eq. 112

RDIWCFI RDIWCIFI Head ratio of the ellipsoid associated with the
inside surface of the insulation wedge in the
forward closure section;
N.D. Eq. 81-a
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Mnemonic Synbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

RDIWCFO RDIWCFO Head ratio of the ellipsoid associated with
R WF the outside surface of the insulation wedge

within the forward case closure section;

N.D. Eq. 65

RDIWHAO RDIWAO Diameter ratio, aft base of cone frustum
hole to equatorial diameter, outside surface
of the insulation wedge in the aft case
closure section;

N.D. Eq. 114

RDIWHFI RDIWHFI Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial
diameter, inside surface of insulation wedge
in the forward case closure;

N.D. Eq. 80

RDIWHFO RDIWHFO Diameter ratio, hole diameter to equatorial
diameter, outside surface of the insulation
wedge in the forward case closure section;

N.D. Eq. 67

RIILCAI RYTLCA Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum to
herni-ellipsoid, inside surface, insulation
liner, forward case closure;

N.D. Eq. 52
RULCAO RLCA O Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum to

hemi-ellipsoid, outside surface, insulation

liner, aft case closure;

N.D. Eq. 46
RLILCFI R Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum to

homi-ellipsoid, inside surface, insulation

liner, forward case closure;

N.D. Eq. 27
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3

RLILCFO RLLFO Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum to
hemi-ellipsoid, outside surface, insulation
liner, forward case closure;

N.D. Eq. 21

RLIWCAI RLIWCAl Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum to
hemi-ellipsoid, outside surface, insulation
wedge, aft case closure section;

N.D. Eq. 136

R.IW•A2 RLIWCAZ Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum (with
equatorial and "inside/outside wedge surface
osculation plane" bases) to hemi-ellipsoid,
outside surface, insulation wedge, aft case
closure section;

N.D. Eq. 139

RLIWCA3 RLIWCA3 Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum (with
equatorial base and inside nozzie cutout
base) to hemi-ellipsoid, inside surface,
insulation vwedge, aft case closure section;

N.D. Eq. 145

RLIWCA4 RLIWCA4 Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum (with
equatorial and "inside/outside wedge surface
osculation plvxe" babes) to hemi-ellipsoid
inside surface, insulation wedge, aft case
closure section;

N.D. Eq. 149

RLIWCF1 R LIWGFI Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum to
hemi-ellipsoid, outside surface, insulation
wedge, forward case closure section;

N.D. Eq. 86
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Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

RLIWCF2 R.WCF2 Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum (with
equatorial and "inside/outside wedge surface
osculation plane" bases) to hemi-ellipsoid
outside surface, insulation wedge, forward
base closure section;

N.D. Eq. 91

RLIWCF3 RLIWCF3 Length ratio, hernii-ellipsoid frustum (with
equatorial and inside cylindrical hole cutout
for the ignitor bases) to hemi-ellipsoid,
inside surface, indulation wedge, forward
case closure section;

N.D. Eq. 99

RLIWCF4 RLIWCF4 Length ratio, hemi-ellipsoid frustum (with
equatorial and "inside/outside wedge surface
osculation plane" bases) to hemi-.ellipsoid,
inside surface, insulation wedge, forward
case closure section;

N.D. Eq. 103

SINTCF s in (0,CF) Sin of THETACF;

N.D.

TANTCF tan (OCF) Tangent of THETACF;

N.D.

TIJ'MAX T Maximum insulation thickness for a joint
MAX cutout;

in Fig. 17 Eq. Z-c

TIJPGI TJI Component altitude ' 'he polygon cross
lGl section associated with the port/grain

insulation component for joint cutouts;

in Fig. 17 Eq. 187
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TIJPG3 T 1 3  Component altitude of the polygon cross
PG3 section associated with the port/grain

insulation component for joint cutouts;

in Fig. 17 Eq. 186

TILCLA TILcL Thickness of insulation liner at center of aft
CLA case closure section. Diatance between

the inside and outside hemi-ellipsoid surfaces
of the insulation liner, measured on the
axis of revolution;

in Fig. 5 Eq. 37

TILCLF TIL L Thickness of insulation liner at center of
CLF forward case closure section. Distance

between inside and outside herni-ellipsoid
surfaces of the insulation liner, measured
on the axis of revolution;

in Fig. 3 Eq. 12

TIWMAX TIis Maximum insulation thickness for a slot
'MAX cutout;

in Fig. 16 Eq. 2-b

TISPGI T is Altitude of the polygon cross section

IPG associated with the port/grain insulation

component for slot cutouts;

in Fig. 16 Eq. !66

TIWMAX TWA Maximum insulation thickjss for closure
MAX wedges (excluding liner);

in Eq. 2-a

TIWAMAX TIW Maximum thickness of the insulation ,wedge
AMAX associated with the aft closure. lMleasured

parallel to the slant height of the cone
frustum grain cutout;

in Eq. 108
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Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

TIWFMAX TW Maximum thickness of the insulation wedge
"FMAX associated with the forward closure.

Measured parallel to the motor centerline
See LIWHF;

in Eq. 61

VIJ V1 3  Total volume of insulation required for
joints;*

3
in Eq. 210

3VIJI142 VII Volume of insulation required for a joint;
.3in Fig. 20 Eq. 209

ViJPG V1 G Volume of a port/grain insulation component
PG for slot cutouts;

.3
in Fi:. Z0 nqz, 179,1%5

VIJPL V1 p Volume of port/liner insulation component

PL for joint cutouts;

in 3  Figs. 17, 20 Eqs. 178,182

ILIVIL VILTotal volume of insulation material required

for the insulation liner. Includes adjustment
for ignitor hole in forward closure, nozzle
hole in aft closure, length penalty for
submerged nozzle, slots and joints in grain;

.3
in Eq. 228

VILCHAI VIL Volume of hemi-ellipsoid frustum with hole
C1AI cutout associated with the inside surface of

the insulation liner within the aft case
closure section;
in3 Fig. 6 Eq. 55

VILC14AO VIL Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid frustum with
CH-AO hole cutout associated with the outside

surface of the insulation liner within the
aft case closure section;

in3 Fig. 6 Eq. 49
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VILCHFI V Volume of heri -ellipsoid frustum with hole
CHFI cutout associated w'dth the inside surface of

the insulation liner within the forward case
closure section;

.3
in Fig. 4 Eq. 30

VILICHFO V Volume of hemi-ellipsoid frustum with hole
IL CHFO cutout associated with the outside surface of

the insulation liner within the forward case
closure section;

in 3  Fig. 4 Eq. 24

VILCLA V IL Volume of insulation liner within the forwardLCLA case closure section;

in3 Fig. 6 Eq. 5-5

VILCLAI V IL Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by
LCLMI the inside surface of the insulation liner

within the aft case closure section;

in 3  Fig. 6 Eq. 50

VILCLAO VIL Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by
CLAO the outside surface of the insulation liner

within the aft case closure section;

in 3  Fig. 6 Eq. 44

VILCLF VIL Volume af insulation lintr within the forward
CLF case closure section;

in 3  Fiy. 4 Eq. 31

VILCLFI VIL Volume of the herni -ellipsoid formed by
COLFI the inside surface of the insulation liner

within the forward case closure section;

in 3  Fig. 4 Eq. 25

VILCLFO VIL Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the
CLFO outside surface of the insulation liner within

the forward case closure section;

in 3  Fig. 4 Eq. 19
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VILCY V Volume of cylindrical insulation liner sectionILCY within the cylindrical case section;

3in Eq. 227

VILHAI VIL Volume of cylinder with ellipsoidal cap,
HAI associated with the nozzle cutout, within

the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside
surface of the insulation liner within the
aft case section;

in Fig. 6 Eq. 54

VILHAIC V Volume of the cylindrical section, associated
"AIC with the nozzle cutout, within the herni-

ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of
the insulation liner within the aft case
closure section;

id Fig. 6 Eq. 51

VILHAIE VIL Volume of ellipsoidal cap at aft base of the
4ATE cylindrical section, assocciated with the

nozzle cutout, w.thin the hemi-ellipsoid
formed by the inside surface of the insulation
liner within the aft case closure section;

in 3  Fig. 6 Eq. 53

VILHAO VIL Volume of cylinder with ellipsoidal cap,
I-TAO associated with the nozzle cuto-ut, within

the herni-ellipsoid formed by the outside
surface of the insulation liner within the aft
closure section;
.3in Fig. 6 Eq. 48

VILHAOC VIL Volume of the cylindrical section associated
LHAOC with the nozzle cutout, within the hend-

ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of
the insulation liner within the aft case
closure section;

in 3  Fig. 6 Eq. 45
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OUTPUT DAT-k (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

VILHAOE V IL Volume of ellipsoidal- cap at aft base of the
14AOE cylindrical section, associated with the

nozzle cutout, within the hemi-ellipsoid
formed by the outside surface of the
insulation liner within the aft case closure
section;

in Fig. 6 Eq. 47

VILHFI VI Volume of cylinder with ellipsoidal cap,
IL .!-71 associated with the ignitor cutout, within

the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the inside
surface of the insulation liner -. thin the
forward case closure secti-..,3
in Fig. 4 Eq. 29

VILHFIC VIL Volume of the cylindrical section, associated
HFIIZ with the ignitor hole, within the hemi-

ellipsoid formed by the inside surface of the
insulation liner within the forward case
cloiure section;

in 3  Fig. 4 Eq. Z6

VILHFIE V IL Volume of ellipsoidal cap at forward baseIIFIJ: of the cylindrical section, associated with

the ignitor cutout, within the hemi-ellipsoid
formed by the inside surface of the
insulation liner within the forward case
closure section;

in 3  Fig, 4 Eq. 28
VILHFO V IL Volume of cylinder with ellipsoidal cap,

IiFO associated with the ignitor cutout, within

the hemi-ellipsoid formed by the outside
surface of the insulation liner within the
forward case closure section;

in Fig. 4 Eq. 23
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

VILHFOC VIL Volume of the cylindrical section, associated
HFOC vwith the ignitor hole, within the hemi-

ellipsoid formed by the outside surface of
the insulation liner within the forward case
closure section;

in3 Fig. 4 Eq. 20

VILHFOE VIL o. L.,lume of ellipsoidal cap at forward base
1IFOE of the cylindrical section, associated with

the ignitor cutout, within the hemi-ellipsoid
formed by the outside surface of the
insulation liner within the forward case
closure section; 3Iin 3  Fig. 4 Eq. ZZ

VIN VIN Total internal insulation volume. Includes
liner, wedges in forward and aft closures,
inhibited slots and joints;
.3
in Eq. 230

VINPD V Total volume of propellent displaced by the
INPD closure insulation wedges and the slot

grain/liner insulation components;
13

in Eq. 225

VINR V IN Volume of residual insulation;
R in3 Eq. ZZq

VIS Vis Total volume of insulation required for slots;
.3

in Eq. 208

VISGL ViS Voiune of frain/liner insulation component
GL for slot cutout;

in 3  Figs. 15,16, 20 Eqs. 159,164

VISIH0 V is Volume of insulation for a slot with no
IHO sides inhibited;

in 3  Fig. ?0 Eq. 206
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£ •OUTPUr DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symo1 Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

VISIHI Vis Volume of insulation for a slot with one
IHmI side inhibited;

in3 Fig. 20 Eq. 207

VISPD V Volume of propellent displaced by the slot
PD grain/liner intulation components;

Sin 3  Eq. 224

VISPG V Volume of the port/grain insulation
IG component for slot cutouts;

in3  Figs. 15, 16, 20 Eqs. 160,165,
170

VISPL V Volume c-f port/liner insulation componentPL for a slot cutout;
• " 3

in Figs. 15, 16,20 Eqs. 158,163
VIWAOY VIW Volume of the cylindrical section associated

IAQY with the outside surface of the insulation

wedge in the aft case closure section;

m3 Fig. 13 Eq. 142

VIWCAOE V co Volume of the ellipsoidal cap formed by the
GAOE intersection of the "in3ide/outside wedge

surface osculation plane" and the hemi-
ellipsoid associated with the outside surface
of the insulation wedge in the aft closure
section;

3
in Fig. 12 Eq. 140

VIWCAPD VIWA Volume of propellent displaced by the
CAPD insulation wedge associated with the af..

closure;
.3

in Eqs. 212, 221,
222

4?
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (It.) Units

VII, CFOE V IW Volume of the ellipsoidal cap formed by theIWGFOE intersection of the "inside/outside wedge

surface osculation plane" and the hemi-
ellipsoid associated with the outside surface
of the insulation wedge in the forward case
closure section;

in3  Figs. 8, 9 Eq. 92

VIWCFPD V1W D Volume of propellent displaced by the
CFPD insulation wedge associated with the forward

closure;

in 3  Eq. 211

VIWCHAI V W Volume of the ellipsoidal cap, withWCHAI cylindrical hole cutout associated with the

cone frustum hole cutout for the nozzle, which
forms the inside surface of the insulation
wedge in the aft case closure section;

.3
in Figs. 12, 14 Eq. 151

VIWCHAO V W Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid frustum, withWCHAO cylindrical hole cutout, associated with the

outside surface of the insulation wedge in
the aft closure section;

in 3  Figs. 12, 14 Eqs. 141,143

"€'qWCHFI V IW Volume of the ellipsoidal cap, with holeIWGIF1 cutout for the ignitor, which forms the

inside surface of the insulation wedge in the
forward case closure section;

.3
in Figs. 8, 10 Eq. 105

VIWCHFO V Volume associated with the outside surfaceIW CHFO of the insulation wedge in the forward case
closure section, adjusted for ignitor hole;
*3

in Figs. 8, 10 Eqs. 93, 97

VIWCLA V1W Volume of insulation material required for
CLA the insulation wedge associated with the aft

case closure section;

in3  Figs. 12, 14 Eq. 155
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¶. ( OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic S Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

VIWCLAO V1W Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with
CLAO, the outside surface of the insulation wedge

in the aft case closure section;

in3  Fig. 14 Eq. 135

VIWCLF V c Volume of insulation material required for
CLF the insulation wedge associated with the

forward case closure section;
3

in Figs. 8, 10 Eq. 106

VIWCLFO V cF Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with
CLFO the outside surface of the insulation wedge

within the forward case closure;

in3  Figs. 8, 10 Eq. 85

VI WEAl V Volume of the hemi-ellipsoid associated with
EAI the inside surface of the insulation wedge

within the aft case closure;

in3  Eq. 144

VIWEAIE VIWEAIE Volume of the ellipsoidal cap associated
with the inside surface of the insulation
wedge in the aft case closure. If the
insulation wedge extends beyond the closure,
VIWEAIE is the hemi-ellipsoid volume;

in Figs. 12, 14 Eq. 150

VIWEFI VIW Volume of the hemi-eilipsoid associated
with the inside surface of the insulation
wedge within the forward case closure sectiorn

3
in Figs. 7, 9 Eq. 98

"VIWEFIE VIWE Volume of the ellipsoidal cap associated with
EFIE the inside surface of the insulation wedge in

the forward case closure section. If the
insulation wedge extends beyond the closure,
V'WEFIE is the hemi-ellipsoid volume;
. 3
in Figs. 8, 10 Eq. 104
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OUTPUT DATA (Coi.t.): .

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

VIWFOY VIWo Volume of the cylindrical section associated
FOY with the outside surface of the insulation

wedge in the forward case closure section;

in 3  Fig. 10 -iq. 96

VIWWHAI V IW Volume of the cylinder, with ellipsoidalHAI cap, associated with the nozzle cutout cone

frustum, in the hemi-fIlipsoid associated
with the inside surfact: of the insulation
wedge in the aft case closure section;

3 Figs. 12, 14 Eq. 148

VIWHAIC VIWA Volume of the cylindrical section, associated
i-IAIC with the nozzle cutout, within the hlemi-

ellipsoid associated with the inside surface
of the insulation wedge in the aft case
closure section;

in 3  Figs. 12, 14 Eq. 147

VIWHAIE VIW Volume of the ellipsoidal cap, at the aft
IHAIE base of the cone frustum associated with

the nozzle cutout, within the hemi-ellipsoid
associated with the inside surface of the
insulation wedge in the aft case closure
section;

in3 Figs. 12, 14 Eq. 146

VIWHAOC V W Volume of the cylindrical section, associatedHAOC with the nozzle cutout, within the hemi-

ellipsoid frustum associated with the outside
surface of the insulation wedge in the aft
case closure section;
.3

in Figs. 12, 14 Eq. 138

VIWHAOE VIW O Volume of the ellipsoidal cap, at aft base
HAQE of the cone frustum section associated with

the nozzle cutout, within the hemi-ellipsoid
associated with the outside surface of the
insulation wedge in the aft case closure
section;

.3
in Figs. 12, 14 Eq. 137
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

VIWHAT V W Volume of triangular section, in insulation
1-AT wedge, associated with the cone frustum

cutout for the nozzle within the aft case
closure section;

3
in Figs. 12, 14 Eq. 154

VIWIHFI V Volume of the cylinder with ellipsoidal cap,WHFI -associated with the ignitor hole, in the hemi-

ellipsoid associated with the inside surface
of the insulation wedge in the forward case
closure section;

.3
in Figs. 8, 10 Eq. 102

VIW14FIC VIWFC Volume of the cylindrica section, associated
HFIC with the igritor hc•e, within the hemi-

ellipsoid associated with the inside surface of
the insulation wedge in the forward case
closure section;

in 3  Figs. 8, 10 Eq. 101

VIWHFIE V 1WF Volume of ellipboidal cap, at forward base
HFIE of the cylindrical section associated with

the ignitor cutout, within the hemi-ellipsoid
associated with the inside surface of the
insulation wedge in the forward case
closure section;

in 3  Figs. 8, 10 Eq. 100

VIWHFO VIWF Volume of the cylinder, with ellipsoidal cap,
HFO associated with the ignitor hole, in the hemi-

ellipsoid and cylinder associated with the
outside surface of the insulation wedge in
the forward case closure section;

in3 Figs. 8, 10 Eqs. 90, 95

VIWHFOC VIW O Volumae of the cyliidrical section, associated
HFOC with the ignitor hole, within the hemi-ellipsoid

associated with the outside surface of the
insulation wedge in the forward case closure
section;

in 3  Figs. 8, 10 Eq. 88
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

VIWHFOE V1W O Volume of ellipsoidal cap, at forward base
1IFOE of the cylindrical section associated with the

ignitor cutout, within the hemi-ellipsoid
associated with the outside surface of the
insulation wedge in the forward case closure
section;

in 3  Figs. 8, 10 Eq. 87

VIW-HFOL V IW Volume of the cylindrical section, associated14HFOL with the ignitor hole, within the hemi-

ellipsoid associated with the outside surface
of the insulation wedge in the forward case
closure section. The bases of the cylindrical
section are the equatorial )lane of the hem;-
ellipsoid and the "inside/outside wedge
surface osculation plane";
.n3
in Figs. 7, 8 Eq. 89

VIWHFOY V W Volume of the cylindrical section, associated
WHFOY with the ignitor hole, within the cylindrical

case section associated with the outside
surface of the insulation wedge in the forward
case closure section. The bases of the
cylinkr ical section are the equatorial plane
of the hemi-ellipsoid and the "inside/outside
wedge surface osculation plane";

3in Fig. 10 Eq. 94

VIWPD V W Volume of propellent displaced by the
WPD insulation wedges associated with the

forward and aft closures;

in 3  Eq. 223

YIJI Y I Intermediate quantity for YIJPG computation;
.3
in Eq. lc3

YIJZ Y 2 Intermediate quantity for YIJPG computation;

in3  Eq. 189
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

YIJ3 Y Intermediate quantity fr YIJPG computation;
3

in Eq. 190

YIJ4 Y4 Intermediate quantity for YIJPG computation; y

in 3  Eq. 191

YIJ5 Y5  Intermediate quantity for YIJPG computation;

in 2  Eq. 192

YIJPG YIT Centroid, measured with respect to the motor
'PG centerline, of the polygon cross section for

joint cutouts;

in Fig. 17 Eq. 194

YISPG Yis Centroid, measured with respect to the motor
PG centerline, of the polygon cross section

associated with the port/grain insulation
component for slot cutouts;

in Fig. 16 Eq. 169

YIWHAT Y1WA Distance from axis of revolution to centro'd
HAT of triangular section in insulation wedge,

associated with the cone 'rusturn cutout for
the nozzle, within the aft case closure section;

in Figs. 11, 13 Eq. 153
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I INSULW INTERNAL INSULATION WEIGHT INWMI

fqo. I

MODEL TYPE: INSULW (internal INSULation Weight)

MODEL NAME: INWMl (Geometry dependent)

DESCRIPTION:

INWMl (internal INst-lation Weight Model nu'mber 1) uses volumes,
determined by an"'sulation ieometFy model, to e%ýaluate the internal
insulation component weights for a solid rocket motor. The computed
insulation weight breakdown may include the following components.

Insulation liner.

Insulation wedges associated with the forward and aft closures.

Joint insulation.

Slot insulation.

Residual insulation.

PROCEDURE:

This is a two entrance model. At the first entrance, the insulation
densities are picked up and made available to define the insulation properties
required for the insulation geometry computations. No equations are evaluated.

The internal insulation geometry is then evaluate• by the model specified for
the INSULG model type and the component volumes are evaluated.

The second entrance of INWM1 uses these volumes to evaluate the component
weights, then uses these component weights to compute the internal insulation
weight breakdown.

EQUATIONS:

Weight of insulation liner within forward case closure section.

WILCLF K WILCLF PIIL Lc LF (1)
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EQUATIONS (Cont.): '"

Weight of insulation liner within aft case closure section.

WILCLA KWILCLAPIL VIL CLA()

Weight of insulation liner within cylindrical case section.

WIL = WILCY IL VIL (3)

Total weight of insulation liner. Includes forward closure, aft closure and
cylindrical section components.

WIL : wIL IL VIL(4

Weight of insulation wedge associated with forward case closure section.

IWcLF WIWCLF 11W CLF (5)

Weight of insulation wedge associated with aft case closure section-

IW KWIWCLA IW IWCLA (6)

Total weight of closure insulation wedges. Includes forward case closure
and aft case closure components.

I W =KWIW (WIWcLF + WIW ) (7)

Weight of insulation for a single slot having no sides inhibited.

WISI 0  WISIHO PlS VIIH (8)

Weight of insulation for a single slot having one side inhibited.

W K P V (9)
is I-I WIS2HI is is14
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EQUATIONS (Cant.):

T'otal weight for slot insulation.

WIVs : ZwIs '1S VIs (10)

Weight of insulation for a single joint having both sides inhibited.

WIJH = KWJ PJ VIJH (11)
Ii 1H2 WuI IHZ vi3 13 HZ

Total weight for joint insulation.

WI ~K p (12)
| W~~Ij =WIJ PIJ VIj()

Density of residual internal insulatic2. material.

PP P 1 aPR = PRL IL + KPRJ Zu + KpRw W + KPRS PIS+ (PR-a)

Total residual Insulation weight.

WIN KWINR PR VIN 13)

RR
Total internal insulation weight. includes liner, closure wedge, slot,
and joint component..

WIN -K WIN (WIT, + W + W + + WIJ) (14)

Total non-expended internal ir iulation weight component.

WINNX KWINNX WINR (15)

Total expended internal insulation weight component.

WINX WINX (WIN - WIN) (16)

Expended (thrust producing) internal insulation weight component.

X INXT KWINX'I WINX

Expended (non-thrust producing) Internal insulation weight component.

WINI J WINIx W xIN (18)
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input directly to this model by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KRHOINR K Bias for RH4OINR computation;
PR .3

lb/in 0

KRHOIRJ KpRJ Coefficient for RHOINR computation;

N.D. 0

KRHOIRL KPRL Coefficient for RHOINR computation;

N.D. 1

KRHOIRS KPRS Coefficient for RHOINR computation;

N.D. 0

KRHOIRW KpRW Coefficient for RHOINR computation;

N.D. 0

KWIJ K Coefficient for WIJ computation;

N. D.I

KWIJI142 K WIJIH Coefficient for WI:THZ computation;

N.D. I

KWIL KWTL Coefficient for WIL computation;

N.D. I

KWJLCLA KWILCLA. Coefficient for WILCLA computation;

N. D.1

KWILCLF KWITCL1F Coefficient for WILCLF computation;

N. D. I

KWILCY KWILCY Coefficient for WILCY computation;

N.D. 1

KWIN KWIN Coefficient for WIN computation;

N.D. 1
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic .Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KWINR KWINR Coefficient for WINR computation;

N.D. I

KWINNX KWINNx Coefficient for WINNX computation;

N.D.1

KWINX KWINX Coefficient for WINX computation;

N.D. 1

KWINXT K Coefficient for WINXT computation;

N.D. 1

KWIS K WIS Coefficient for WIS computation;

N.D.

KWISIHl KWISIHI Coefficient for WISIHO computation;

N.D. I

KWIW K Coefficient for WIW computation;

N.D.

KWIWCLA KWIWCLA Coefficient for WIWCLA computation;

N.D. I

KWIWCLF K WIWCLF Coefficient for WIWCLF computation;

N.D. I

RHOIJ P Density of internal insulation material
for joints;

lb/in3  0

RHOIL IL Density of internal insulation material
for liner;

lb/iij3 0

9
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

RHOIS Pis Density of internal insulation material
for slots;

lb/in3  0

R1rOIW P Density of internal insulation material

for closure wedges;

lb/in3  0

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such asource for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Sy-nbo Description; Ext, (Int.) Units Model Type

S vii V Total volume of internal insulation required
SV3 for joints;

in 3  INSULG

VIJIH2 VI 3  Volume of internal insulation required for
1112 a single joint having both sides inhibited;

.3
in INSULG

VIL VIL Total volume of internal insulation required
for insulation liner. Includes cylitndrical
section and closure components;

in 3 INSU LG

VILCLA VIL Volume of internal insulation liner within
CLA the aft closure;

in 3  INSULG

VILC LF VIL Volume of internal insulation liner within
CLF the forward closure;

in 3  INSULG
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I INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

VILCY VIL Volume of internal insulation liner within
the cylindrical case section;.3
in INSULG

VINR V IN Volume of residual internal insulation;
R in 3  INSU w.£

VIS VS isTotal volume of internal insulation required
for slots;

in 3  INSULG

VISIHO V Volume of internal insulation required for a
single slot having no sides inhibited:

in IN SU LG

VISIHI Vis Volume of internal insulation required for
SIH1 a single slot having one side inhibited;

in3 INSULG

VIWCLA V Volume of internal insulation wedge
CLA associated with the aft closure;

.3
in INSULG

VIWCLF VIW Volume of internal irsulation wedge
CLF associated with the forward closure;

.3
in INSULG

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Sobo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units I

RHOINR PR Density of residual insulation material;

lb Eq. 12-a
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OUTPUT DATA(Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WIJ W13  Total weight for joint insulation;

lb Eq. 12

WI31H2 W Weight of insulation for a single joint having

both sides inhibited;

lb Eq. I I

WIL WIL To.al weight of insulation liner. Includes
forward closure, aft closure, and cylindrical
section components;

*lb Eq. 4

WIL~CLA WIL Weight of insulation liner within aft case
CLA closuie section;

lb Eq. 2

WILCLF WIL Weight of insulation liner within forward
CLF case closure section;

lb Eq. I -

WILCY WIL Weight of insulation liner within cylindrical
CY case section;

lb Eq. 3
WIN W Total internal insulation weight. Includes

liner, closure wedge, slot and joint

components;

lb Eq. 14

WVINNX W Total non •xpended internal insulation
IN NX weight exi.,,nent;

lb Eq. 15

%rIlR WIN Weight of residual internal insulation;-
lb Eq. 13

WINX WIN Total expended internal insulation weight
X component;

lb Eq. 16
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WINXI WINx Expended (non-thrust producing) internal
insulation weight component;

lb Eq. 18

WINXT W IN Expended (thrust producing) internal

NXT insulation weight component;

lb Eq. 17

WIS WS iTotal weight for slot insulation;

lb Eq. 10

WISIHO Wis Weight of insulation for a single slot

having no sides inhibited;

lb Eq. 8

WISiHi W Weight of insulation for a single slot having
ISI one side inhibited;

lb Eq. 9

WIW W IW Total weight of insulation of insulation
wedges. Includes forward case closure and
aft case closure components;

lb Eq. 7

WIWCLA WIW Weight of insulation wedge associated with
CLA aft closure section;

lb Eq. 6

WIWCLF WIW Weight of insulation wedge associated with
CLF forward closure section;

lb Eq. 5
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INTSTGG INTERSTAGE GEOMETRY ITGMI

100.1

i

MODEL TYPE: INTSTGG (INTerSTaGe Geometry)

MODEL NAME: ITGMI (Cone frustum)

DESCRIPTION:

ITGMI (InTerstage Geometry Model number ) evaluates the geometry for
a simplec'ne frustum or cylindrical interstage connecting either two
substages (see figure 1) or the top substage and the payload (see figure 2).

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering ITGMl, all substage and payload models have been executed.

ITGMI is then executed. If this is not the uppermost interstage in the
propulsion system, the geometry requirements of the substage below and
the substage above this interstage are used to determine the pertinent
interstage geometry. If this is the uppermost interstage in the propulsion
system, the substage below and the payload above are utilized to determine
interstage geometry.

After leaving ITGMI, the weight models for this particular interstage are
eyecuted. After all interstages are sized, the stage models will be executed
and, utilizing the interstage and substage data, the stage will be sized.

EQUATIONS:

Requiied interstage length component associated with the substage above
this interstage. Figs. 1, 2

LT LSIT (1)
SITSsF SITA above

Required interstage length component associated with the substage below
this interstage. Figs. 1, 2

SITSSA \SSTF )below (2)
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Interstage length. Figs. 1, Z

LIT = LIT + LITssF + LITs (3)

Forward inttrstage base diameter. Figs. 1, 2

D I D )aF (4)
IT SSITA bove

Aft interstage base diameter. Figs. 1, 2

DITA (D ) (5)SSTT beow

Interstage half angle. Figs. 1, Z

= IT (6)

IT arctan I Z LIT(

interstage slant height. Figs. 1, 2

L - LIT
LIT L Cos 0 IT

IT CB(7)

Interstage surface area.

S IT = (;-ý- L IT L(DIT F+ D ITA) (8)

Interstage aft base cross-sectional area.

A / r D Z (9)AIT A ý- ITA

Interstage forward base cross-sectional area.
AT = ' -7-)\ D 2(0

1. TF ITF (10)
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

LITS L Spacing distance associated with the
T interstage. (Figs. 1, 2);

in ,0

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certair. data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Smýbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

DSSITA D SS Substage aft diameter for interstage attachmentSITA Associated with the substage above, or forward

of, the interstage;

in SUBSTGG

DSSITF D SS Substage forward diameter for interstage

ITF attachment. Associated with the substage

below, or aft of, the interstage;
:n SUBSTGG

LSSITA L SST .,ngth of interstage required for substage
5 1TA abo'e, or forward of, the interstage. Includes

noz2 le protruding beyond aft substage skirt, etc.;

in SUBSTGG

LSSITF LSS L.ngth of interstage required for substage
ITF be'.ow, or aft of, the interstage. Includes

closure protruding beyond forward skirt, etc.
in SUBSTGG
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OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. ) Units

AITA A IT Cross-sectional area, interstage aft base;
A in.2 Eq. 9

AITF AITF Cross-sectional area, interstago fore base;
. 2
in Eq. 10

DITA DITA Interstage aft (below) base diameter;
in Figs. 1, 2 Eq. 5

DITF D IT Interstage forward (above) base diameter;
in Figs. 1, 2 Eq. 4

ITHA 9 1T Interstage half angle. (internal units, radians);

deg Figs. 1, 2 Eq. 6

LIT LIT Interstage length. Measured along centerline.
Altitude of cone frustum or cylinder;

in Figs. 1, 2 Eq. 3

LITL LITL Interstage slant height;

in Figs. 1, 2 Eq. 7

LITSSA L IT Required interstage length component

TSSA associated with the substage above (forward);

in Figs. 1, 2 Eq. 2

LITSSF L IT Required interstage length component
SSF associated with the substage below (aft);

in Figs. 1, 2 Eq. 1

SIT SIT Interstage surface area;

in Figs. 1, Z Eq. 8
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INTINSW INTERSTAGE EXTERNAL INSULATION WEIGHT ITIWMl

110.1

MODEL TYPE: INTINSW (INTerstage External INSulation Weight)

MODEL NAME: ITIWMI (Geometry Dependent)

DESCRIPTION:

C- ITIWMI (InTerstage external Insulation Weight Model number 1) uses a
geometry dependent equation to evaluate the interstage external insulation
weight as a function of the interstage surface area and the external
insulation weight per unit area.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering ITIWMI, the model specified for the INTSTGG model
type has determined the interstage surface area.

The ITIWMl model uses the interstage surface area, together with the
external insulation weight per unit area, to determine the external
insulation weight breakdown.

After leaving ITIWMI, the model specified for the INTSTGW model type
will use the external insulation weights to evaluate the interstage weights.

EQUATIONS:

Total interstage external insulation weight.

WITIE = KWITIE (KwITIEl SIT WITIUA + KWITIEZ) (1)

Total non-expended interstage external insulation weight component.

WITIENX K WITINX WITIE (2)

Totaj expended intL rstage external insulation weight component.

WITIEX - WITIX WITIE (3)
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I
EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Expended (non-thrust producing) interstage external insulation weight
component.

WIT =WIT (4)

Expended (t.rust producing) interstage external insulation weight component.

WITIT = 0 (5)
WITIEXT

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. ) Units Preset

KWITIE KWITIE Coefficient for WITIE computation;

N.D. 1

KWI'rPEI K WITIEI Coefficient for WITIE computation;

N.D. 1

KWITIEZ KWITIEZ Bias for WITtE computation;

lb 0

KWITINX KWITINX Coefficient for WITIENX computation;

N.D. 1

KWITIX K WITIX Coefficient for WITIEX computation;

N.D. 0

WITIUA WIT Weight of interstage external insulation
IUA per unit interstage surface area;

lb/in2  0

110.1l-2
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.: INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which ih usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

i Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

SIT S Interstage surface area;ITin
:in 2 INTSTGG

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic S!'Fbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WITIE W IT1E Total interstage external insulation weight;

IT ~ lb Eq. 1

I WITIENX WIT Total non-expended interstage external
IENX insulation weight component;

lb Eq. 2

WITIEX W Total expended interstage external insulation
IT weight component;

lb Eq. 3

WITIEXI WIT Expended (non-thrust producing) interstage
LEXI external insulation weight component;

lb Eq. 4

WITIEXT W Expended (thrust producing) interstage
JEXT external insulation weight component;

lb Eq. 5
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INTSTRW INTERSTAGE STRUCTURE WEIGHT ITSWMI

>I120.1

MODEL TYPE: INTSTRW (INTe rstage STRucture Weight)

MODEL NAME: ITSWMI (Parametric weight scaling)

DESCRIPTION:

ITSWMI (InTerstage structure Weight NAodel number 1) utilizes a parametric
weight scaling equation to determine the interstage structure weight. The
actual flight loads are not used explicitly as parameters by this model.

However, axial thrust loads are implicitly accounted for since the theoretical
equetion, upon which the correlation analysis is based, uces motor thrust

as a loading parameter. See reference 8 for a description of the equation i

and scaling rationale. I

The itlerstage structure includes all of the interstage except the external
insulation.

The model is applicable for performance parameters within the following
limits (see Input Data - Inter Model).

5 < RAEXT ;H < 75

300 < PCI{AVG < 1000 psla

40 < TBPPMT < 140 sec.

30C0 < WPPMT < 2,000,000 lbs.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering ITSWMI, the geometry, weights, internal ballistics, and
propulsion characteristics for all of the substages have been evaluated.
For the substage immediately above this interstage, the models specified
for the IBGAS, I3P=RF, and NOZZLEG model types have e.aluated the
internal ballistics and uozzle geometry. For the substage immediately
below this interstage, the models specified for the IBPERF and PROPELW
model types have evaluated the internal ballistics and propellent characteristli.

The ITSWMI model is then executed and the interstage structure weight is
evaluated using parametric weight scaling equations. In addition, the inter-
stage structure weight is broken down into expended and non-expended
components.

I.
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PROCEDURE (Cont.):

After leaving ITSWMI, these expended and non-expended components will be
used by the model specified for the INSTGW model type to deternmine the
interstage weights.

EQUATIONS:

Tctal interstage structure weight.

WIT T KWlTSTCI 
I VSPVD 2

ST B be low (e

wP C 3
LN ZP P~v TB

above

Total non-expended interstage structure weight component.

WITsTNX KWITSNX WIT (2)

Total expended interstage structure weight component.

WITsTX = 0 (3)

Expended (non-thrust producing) interstage structure weight component.

WITSTXI = 0 (4)

Expended (thrust producin .) interstage structure weight component.

W= 0 (5)
IrfST X T

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is used.
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INTSTRW INTERSTAGE STRUCTURE WEIGHT ITSWMI

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

CITSTI C 1  Scaling constant for WITST computation;

N.D. 0.00114

CITSTZ C2  Scaling constant for WITST computation;

N.D. 0.665

CITST3 C 3  Scaling constant for WITST computation; ,

N.D. 0.828

KWITST KWITST Proportionality factor for total interstage
structure weight;

N.D. 1

KWITSNX KWITSNX Proportionality factor for non-expended inter-
stage structure weight component;

N.D. 1

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. ) Units Model Type

CVDELV C Delivered characteristic velocity of sub, tage
above this interstage;

ft/sec IBGAS

ISPVD I SP Delivered vacuum specific impulse of substage

SVD below this interstage;

sec IBPERF

PCHAVG PAVG Average chamber pressure of substage abovethis interstage;

ps ia IBGAS
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INPUT DATA, INTERt-MODEL (Cant,):

Mnemonic Sym Descrip'tion; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

RAEXTTH ENZ Expansicoi ratio of substage above this
inte rstag ;

N.D. NOZ ZLEG
RLNZP RLNZP Protruding nozzle ratio of substage above

RLNZP this interst.ige;

N. D. NOZZLEG

TBPPM" TB Propellent l:Lrn time of substage above this
interstage;

sec TBPERF

TBPPMT TB Propellent burn time of substage below th~s

interstage;

sec IBPERF

WPPMT W Propellent weight of substage above this
WpMT interstage;

sec PROPELW

WPPMT W PP Propellent weight of substage below this
MT interstage;

lb PROPEL

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WITST WIT Total interstage structure weight. Includes
ST all interstage weight except external

ins ulation;

lb Eq. 1
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Z.

OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WITSTNX W IT Total non-expended interstage structure weight
STNX component;

lb Zq. 2

WITSTX W IT Total expended interstage structure weigh:
TSTX component;

lb Eq. 3

WITSTXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) interstage
ITSTXI structure weight component

lb Eq. 4

WITSTXT W Expended (thrust producing) interstage
ITsTXT structure weight component;

lb Eq. 5
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INTSTRW INTERSTAGE STRUCTURE WEIGHT ITSWM2

120. 2

MODEL TYPE: INTSTRW (INTerstage STRucture Weight)

MODEL NAME: ITSWM2 (Geometry Dependent Weight)

DESCRIPTION:

ITSWMZ (InTerstage Structure Weight Model number 2) uses a geometry
dependent equation to evaluate the interstage structure weight as a function
of the interstage surface area and the weight per unit surface area. Although
this model may be utilized ;or any inters-age, its pximary usage is for
simulating the top interstage within the propulsion _istem (i. e. , payload
adapter).

The interstage structure includý-s all of the interstage txcept the external

insulation.

PROCEDURE:
Prior to entering ITSWMZ, the model specified for the INTSTGG model

type has determined the interstage surface area.

The ITSWM2 model then uses the interstage surface area, together with
the structure weight per unit surface- area, to determine the interstage
structure weight breakdown.

After leaving ITSWMZ, the model specified for the INTSTGW model type
will use the interstage structure weight to determine the interstage weight.

EQUATIONS:

Total interstage structure weight.

WITST = KWITST(KWJTSTI SIT WIT SUA I KWITST2) (1)

Total non-expended interstage structure weight component.

WITSTNX = ITST (2)

Total expended inrerstage structure weight component.

W IT 0 (3)
I0STX
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Expended (thrust producing) interstage structure weight component.

WIT =0 (4)

Expended (non-thrust producing) interstage structure weight comp'-aent.

W s =0 (5)
ISTXI

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The folloving data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KWITST KWITST Coefficient for WITST computation;

N.D. I

KWITSTI KWITSTI Coefficient for WITST computation; I!
N.D.

KWITSTZ KWITSTZ Bias for WITST computation;

lb 0

WITSUA WIT Interstage structure weight per unrit surface
SUA area;

lb/in2  0

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:#

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Ur4emonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

SIT SIT Interstage structure surface area;

in2 INTSTGG
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OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
*. model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routinefi.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WITST W Total interstage structure weight, includes all I""ST interstage weight except external insulation;

lb Eq. I
WITSTNX W IT Total non-expended interstage structureSTNX weight component;

lb Eq. 2
WITSTX W Total expended interstage structure weight

STX component;

lb Eq.3 I

WITSTXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) interstageITSTXI structure weight component;

lb Eq. 5

WITSTXT W Expended (thrust producing) interstage
ITSTXT structure weight component;

lb Eq. 4

i1
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INTSTGW INTERSTAGE WEIGHT ITWMI

(9 130. 1

MODEL TYPE: INTSTGW (INTerSTaGe Weight)

MODEL NAME: ITWMI (Weight Synthesis)

DESCRIPTION:

ITWM1 (InTerstage Weight Model number 1) is a weight synthesis model
which evaluates the interstage weight breakdown. The interstage weight
is comprised of the following subsystems:

Interstage structure

Interstage external insulation

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering ITWMI, the models specified by the INTSTRW and
INTINSW model types have evaluated the interstage structure and external
insulation weights. In addition to evaluating subcomponent weights peculiar
to their particular requirements, they have defined a set of component
weights in terms of expended or non-expended attributes.

These expended and non-expended weight components are input to ITWMI.
The ITWMI model will combire theie quantities to determine the interstage
weight components.

After all of the interstages are sized, the model specified by the STAGEW
model type will use the substage and interstage quantities to determine the
stage weights and mass fractions.

EQUATION9:

Total interstage weight.

WIT = KWIT (WITST + WITIE) (1)
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Total non-expended interstage weight component.

WITNX = K WITNX (WITsTNX + WIT ) (4 -

Total expended interstage weight component.

WITX KWITX (WIT + WIT ) (3

Expended (thrust producing) interstage weight component.

WIT WITXT (WITs T +WT T (4)
XT \SSTXT ~IEXT)

Expended (non-thrutit producing) interstage weight component. 3
WIT KWITXI (WIT + WIT ) (5)

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value ix used.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KWIT KWIT Proportionality factor for total interstage
weight;

N.D.

KWITNX KWITNX Proportionality factor for total non-expended

interstage weight component;

N.D.

KWITX KWITX Proportionality factor for total expended
interstage weight component;

PL D.

KWITXI KWITXI Proportionality factor for expended (non-
thrust producing) interstage weight component;

N.D. 1
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INPUT DATA, INrRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KWITXT K Proportionality factor for expended (thrust
producing) interstage weight component;

N.D. 1

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL: I

This mcodel requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
sou~rce for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. ; Units Model Type

WITIE W Total interstage external insulation weight;IE lb INTINSW

WITIENX W Total non-expended interstage external
TIENX insulation weight component;

lb INTINSW

WITIEX W Total expended interstage external insulation
WITIEx weight component;

lb INTINSW

WITIEXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) external1 lTIExI insulation weight component;

lb INTINSW

WITIEXT W IT Expended (thrust producing) external
ITEXT insulation weight component;

lb INTINSW

WITST WITsT Total interstage structure weight;

lb INTSTRW

WITSTNX W Total non-expended interstage structure weight
ITSTNX component;

lb INTSTRW
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INPUT OJATA, INTER-MCDEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symb Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

WITSTX WIT Total expended interstage structure weight
component;

lb INTSTR W
WITSTXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) interstage

ITsTXI structure weight component;

lb INTSTRW

WITSTXT WIT Expended (thrust producing) interstage
STXT structure weight component;

lb INTSTRW

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WIT WIT Total interstage weight. Includes structure
and external insulation;

lb Eq. I

WITNX W IT Total non-expended interstage weightIT component. Includes structure and external

insulation;

lb Eq. 2

WITX WIT Total expended interstage weight component.
X Includes structure and external insulation;

lb Eq. 3 i
WITXI WIT Expensed (non-thrust producing) interstage

XI weight component. Includes structure and
external insulation;

lb Eq. 5
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WITXT WIT Expended (thrust producing) interstage
XT weight component. Includes structure and

external insulation;

lb Eq. 4

1 .
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MISCMTW MISCELLANEOUS MOTOR WEIGHT MMWMI

140.1

MODEL TYPE: MISCMTW (MISCellaneous MoTor Weight)

MODEL NAME: MMWMI (Collective Miscellaneous Subsystems,
Parametric Scaling)

DESCRIPTION:

MMWM 1 (Miscellaneous Motor Weight Model number 1) utilizes a
parametric scaling equation to determine collectively the weight of a set
of miscellaneous solid rocket motor subsystems. The subsystems
considered are:

Raceways

Base heat protection

Igniter

Ordnance

See reference 8 for a description of the equation and parametric scaling
rationale.

The model is applicable for performance parameters within the following
limits (see Input Data, Inter-Model and reference 8, figure 15).

1000 lb < WPPMT < 5,000,000 lb

PROCEDURE:

In addition to evaluating the miscellaneous motor weight, the MMWMI
model determines the woight breakdown in terms of expended and non-
expended components.

These expended and non-expended component weights will later be used by
the model specified for the MOTORW model type to determine the motor
weights and mass fractions.
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EQUATIONS:

Total miscellaneous motor weight.

MM KWMM CI (W PP )Cz M))

Total non-expended miscellaneous motor weight component.

WMM KWMMNX WMM (2)

Total expended miscellaneous motor weight component.

WMM 20 (3)
X

Expended (thrust producing) miscellaneous motor weight component.

WMM = 0 (4)
MMX,

Expended (non-thrust producing) miscellaneous motor weight component.

W MMXT 0 (5)

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value i9 not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. ) Units Preset

CMMWI C 1  Scaling constant for WMM computationo;

N.D. 0,05

CMMW2 C2  Scaling constant for WMM computation;

N.D. 0.8
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KWMM KWMM Proportionality factor for total miscellaneous
motor weight;

N.D.

KWMMNX KWMMNX Proportionality factor for non-expended
Smiscellaneous motor weight component;

N.D. 1

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This m",Iel requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a

source for this data, -hen it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description;_ Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

WPPMT W PpMTbPropellent weight;

MT lb PROPELW

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output by this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WMM WMM Total miscellaneous motor weight, includes
weights of raceways, base heat protection,

igniters, and ordnance;

lb Eq. 1
WMMNX W Total non-expended miscellaneous motor

WM£NX weight component, includes weights of

raceways, base heat protection, igniters,
and ordnance;

lb Eq. 2
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I

OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. ) Units

WMMX WMM Total expended miscellaneous motor weightI
X component, includes weights of raceways,

base heat protection, igniters, and ordnance;

lb Eq. 3

WMMXI X Expended (non-thrust producing) miscellaneous
MX1 motor weight component, includes weights of

raceways, base heat protection. igniters,
and ordnance; *1

lb Eq. 4

WMMXT W MM Expended (thrust producing) weight component,
XT includes weights of raceways, base heat

protection, igniters, and o:idnance;

)b A Eq. 5
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MOTORG MOTOR GEOMETRY M GMI

r• 150.1

II

L MODEL TYPE: MOTORG (MOTOR Geometry)

MODEL NAME: MTGMI (Solid Rocket Motor)

DESCRIPTION:

MTGMI (MoTor Geometry --odel numberl1 evaluates the geometry of a
basic solid rocket motor. The motor includes only the cylindrical case
section, forward case closure section and aft case closure section. It may
include diameter corrections for raceways, etc., but does not include the
protruding portion of the nozzle, thrust termination ports, etc. The latter
quantities are evaluated by the substage geometry model. The motor
geometry is illustrated by figure 1.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering MTGMl, the models specified by the PROPELW, CASEG,
and GRAING model types have evaluated the geometry of the major motor
components.

MTGMI then determines the basic motor geometry.

After executing MTGMI, the model specified by the SUBSTGG model type
will utilize the motor geometry and nozzle geometry to determine the su)lstage
geometry.

EQUATIONS:

Length of forward motor closure. (Figure 1)
L M c +KM (I) I

LMTCHF KMTI LCScHFO KMT2

Length of aft motor closure. (Figure 2)

L MM MT IiSCHAO lMQr (Z)

150. 1-1
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MOTORG MOTOR GEOMETRY MTGM1

EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Length of motor cylindrical section. (Figure 1)

LMT yC KMT5 LCS + KMT6 (3)

Total motor length. (Figure 1)

SMT ý LMTcy + LMTCHF + LMTCHA (4)

Total motor diameter. (Figure 1)

DMT KMT DCS + KMT (5)

Motor cross sectional area.

AMT (+) DMT (6)

Ratio; motor length to caee diameter.

LMT
RLDMTCS DCS 0  (7)

Ratio; motor length to motor diameter.

R = LMT (8)LDMT D MT

Motor volume.

VMT V VGN (9)

Motor volumetric loading efficiency.

VPPMT
7 VMT (10)
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Motor forward skirt length. (Figure 1)

LMT = K MTSKFI DCS + KMTSKF2 (II)
SKI' 0

Motor aft skirt length. (Figure 1)

LM =K D + K (12)LMTsKA MTSKAI CSO MTSKAZ

I1 .
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Fig. 150. 1-1 Basic Motor Geometry
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input directly to this model by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KMTSKAI KMTSKA Proportionality factor relating the motor aft
! skirt length to the outside case diameter;

N.D. 0.1

KMTSKAZ KMTSKAZ Bias for motor aft skirt length computation;

in 0

KMTSKFI KMTSKFI Proportionality, factor relating the motor
forward skirt length to the outside case
diameter;

N.D. 0.1

KMTSKFZ KMTSKFZ Bias for motor forward skirt length
computation;

in 0

The following coefficient and bias quantities are made available for input.
However, in normal applications, the preset values are used for most, if
not all, of these quantities. Note that these coefficient quantities are preset
(1) and the bias quantities are preset (0).

KMTI KMT1 Coefficient for LMTCHF computation;

N.D. 1

KMTZ KMTZ Bias for LMTCHF conmputation;
in 0

KMT3 KMT3 Coefficient for LMTCHA computatio-nw:

N.D. I1

KMT, KMT4 Bias for LMTCIIA compu -on;

in 0
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KMT5 KMT5 Coefficient for LMTCY computation;

N.D. 1

KMT6 KMT6 Bias for LMTCY computation;

in 0

* KMT7 KMT7 Coefficient for DMT computation;

N.D. 1

KMT8 KMT8 Bias for DMT computation;

in 0

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

SMnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

DCSO D Outside case diameter;

t in Fig. I CASEG

LCS L CS Case length;

in CASEG

I LCSCY LCS Cylindrical case section length;rCY in AE

LCSCHAO LCSCHAO Aft case closure length;
in CASEG

ICSCHFO L Forward case closure length;
in CASEG
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

VGN VGN Volume of grain envelope;

in3 GRAING

VPPMT V PP Propellent volume;
MT in 3  PROPELW

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

AMT AMT Motor cross sectional area. May include
raceways and other protrusions;

in Eq. 6

DMT D Motor diameter. May include allowance for
TMT raceways and other protrusions;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 5
LMT LMT Motor length. Does not include protruding

nozzle, outside igniter attachment, thrust

termination parts, etc..

in Fig. 1 Eq. 4

LMTCHA LMT Aft motor closure length;
in Fig. I Eq. 2

LMTCHF L MT Forward motor closure length. Does not
MGHF include outside igniter attachments, thrust

termination ports, etc.;

in Fig. 1 Eq. 1

LMTCY LMT Motor cylinder length;
CY in Fig. I Eq. 3
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MOTORG MOTOR GEOMETRY MTGMI

OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Synbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LMTSKA L MT Motor aft skirt length. Measured alongTSKA outside of skirt from intersection of

cylindrical motor section and aft closure
section;

in Fig. I Eq. 12

LMTSKF LMT Motor forward ski-t length. Measured along
SKF outside of skirt frt m int,.-rsection of cylindrical

motor section anu forward motor sevtion;

in Fig. 1 Fq. I11

RLDMT RLDMT Ratio, motor length to motor diameter;

N.D. Eq.8

RLDMvTCS RLDMTCS Ratio, motor length to case outside diameter;

N.D. Eq. 7
RVPPMT 1 P1T Motor volumetric loading efficiency. Ratio

PMT of propellent volume to motor volume;

N.D. Eq. 10

(MT V MT Motor volume. Volume of grain envelope.
Excludes case liner;

in 3  Eq. 9
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MOTORW MOTOR WEIGHT MTWMI

p

160.1

MODEL TYPE: MOTORW (MOTOR Weig'it)

MODEL NAME: MTWM1 (Wei: hr Synthesis)

DESCRIPTION:

MTWMI (NioTor "Weight Model number 1) is a weight synthesis model
which evaluates the motor weight breakdown. The motor weight is
comprised of the following subsystems.

Propellent

Case (includes joint weight penalty if applicable)

Thrust term'nation mechanism

Internal insulation

Thrust vector control system

Miscellaneous motor weight (includem raceways, base heat
protection, igniters, and ordnance)

Note that the above subsystems do NOT include the nozzle See the
SUBSTOW model type for substage (motor plus nozzle) weight quantities.

PROCEDURE!

Prior to entering MTWMI, all of the models which evaluate motor subsystem
weights have been executed. In addition to evaluating bub-component weights
peculiar to its particular requirement, each model has Jefined a set of com-
ponent weights in terms of expended or non-expended attributes.

These expended or non-expended subsystem weights are input to the MTWMI
model which, in turn, combines these quantities to determine the i notor
weight breakdown. The motor mass fractions are also evaluited.

After MTWMI is executed, the model specified by the SUBSTGV model type
will utilize these motor quantities, with the nozzle quantities, to deterrmine
the total substage weights and mass fractions.
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EQUATIONS:

Total motor weight.

WMT KWMT (WPPMT + WCS + WTT + WMM + WIN + WTV) (1)

Total non-expended motor weight component.

WMTNx = KWMTNX (WCSNx + WTTNX + WMM + WIN 4+ WTVNx)

Total expended motor weight component (excluding propellent).

WMTX = K WMTX(WCSx + WTTX + WMMX + WINX + WTVX) (3)

Expended (thrust producing) motor weight component.
(4)

WMT X KWMTXT(WCSXT + WTTXT WMMXT + WINX T +WVXT)

Expended (non-thrust r~roducing) motor weight componetit.

WMTx1 = KWMTXI (WCSxI + WTT .+ WMMx1 + WINXI TVXI) (5)W

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value in not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Sjymbol Description; Ext. (Int. ) Units Preset

KWMT KWMT Proportionality factor for total motor weight,

N.D. I

KWMTNX KWMTNX Proportionality factor for non-expended
motor weight componer.t

N.D I
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MOTORW MOTOR WEIGHT MTWMI

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Sym Description; Ext. (Lat.) Units Preset

KWMTX K Proportionality factor for total expended
W'TX motor weight component;

N.D.

KWMTXI KWMTXI Proportionality factor for expended (non-thrust
producing) motor weight component;

N.D. 1

KWMTXT KWMTXT Proportionality factor for expended (thrust
T producing) motor weight component;

N.D. 1

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

WCS WCS Case weight, total;

lb CASEW

WCSNX WCS Case weight component, total non-expended;

lb CASEW

WCSX WCSX Case weight component, total expended;

lb CASEW

WCSXI W Case weight component, expended, (non-
X1 Wthrust producing);

lb CASEW
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic S~mbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

WCSXT W Case weight component, expendel, (thrust
CSxT producing);

lb CASEW

WIN WIN Internal insulation weight, total;

lb INSULW

WINNX WINx Internal insulation weight component, total
NX non-expended;

lb INSULW

WINX W Internal insulation weight component, total
X expended;

lb INSULW

WINXI W IN Internal insulation weight component,
~X1 expended, (non-thrust producing),

lb INSUL W

WINXT W Internal insulation weight component,
NXT expended, (thrust producing);

lb INSULW

WMM WMM Miscellaneous motor weight, total;

lb MISCMTW

WMMNX WM Miscellaneous motor weight component, total
MMNX non-expended;

lb MISCMTW

WMMX W Miscellaneous motor weight component,

X total expended;

lb MISCMTW

WMMXI W MM Miscellaneous motor weight component,
XI expended, (non-thrust producing);

lb MISCMTW
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

"WMMXT W Miscellaneous motor weight component,
MM XT expended, (thrust producing);

lb MISCMTW

WPPMT W Propellent weight;
MT lb PROPELW

WTT WTT Thrust termination weight, total;

lb TTERMW

WTTNX W Thrust termination weight component, total
TTNX non-expended;

lb TTERMW

WTTX W TT Thrust termination weight component, total
X expended;

lb TTERMW

WTTXI W Thrust termination weight component,
TTxI expended, (non-thrust producing);

lb TTERMW

WTTXT W Thrust termination weight component,
TTxT expended, (thrust producing);

lb TTERMW

WTV W TV Thrust vector control weight, total;

lb TVCW

WTVNX W Thrust vector control weight component, total

TVNX non-experided;

lb TVCW

WTVX WTV Thrust vector control weight component, total
X expended;

lb TVCW
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Dencrietion; Ext. (Int. Units Model Type

WTVXX WTV Thrust v3ctor coftrol weight component,
XI expended, (non-thrust producing);

lb TVCW

WTVXT WTV Thrust vector control weight component,
XT expended, (thrust producing);

lb TVCW

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models mnd to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (itzt.) tJnit&

WMT WMT Total motor weight. Includes propelle~it,
case, thrust termination, miuctllaneous,
internal innulation, and thrust vector control
subsystems. Does not include nozzle;

lb Eq. 1

WMTNX WMT Total non-expended motor weight component.
TNX Includes case, thrust termination,

miscellaneous, internal insulation, and thrust
vector control subsystems. Does not include
nozzle;

lb Eq. 2

WM'TX W MT Total expended motor weight component.
M~xIncludes case, thrust termination,

.-niscellaneous, internal insulation and thrust
vector control suosystems. Does not include
propellet or nozzle;

lb Eq. 3
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont. ):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. %Int.) Units

WMTXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) motor weightMX component. Includes case, thrust termination,

miscellaneous motor, internal insulation, and
thrust vector control subsystems. Does not
include nozzle;

lb Eq. 5
WMTXT W Expended (thrust producing) motor weight

XT component. Includes case, thrust termination,

miscellaneous, internal insulation, and
thrust vector control subsystems. Does not
include propellent or nozzle;

lb Eq. 4
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NOZZLEG NOZZLE GEOMETRY NZGMI

j lo170. 1

MODEL TYPE: NOZZLEG (NOZZLE Geometry)

MODEL NAME: NZGM1 (Conical nozzle)

DESCRIPTION:

NZGMI (_NoZzle Geometry Model number I) evaluates the geometrical
expressions required for a simple conical nozzle design having circular
convergent and transition section contours. Due to the requirement that the
nozzle contour be smooth (continuous function and continuous first derivative)
where the major sections join at the throat and transition planes, the conical
section half angle is equal to the transition section arc angle.

The model assimes:

1. The length of the convergent section is directly proportional to the
throat diameter.

2. The radius of curvature of the convergent section contour is directly
proportional to the throat diameter.

3. The radius of curvature of the transition section contour is directly
proportional to the throat diameter.

4. The conical section half angle is equal to the transition section

arc angle.

S. The nozzle has zero thickness.

It should be noted that the placement of the buried nozzle plane with respect
to the motor is not determined by this model. Although always associated
with the outside surface of the aft case closure, the actual placement of the
buried nozzle plane is normally specified by the model associated with the
GRAING model type.

For an appreciation of the basic nozzle terminclogy used within this model,
see figure 1. Figures 2 through 5 illustrate the nozzle geometry and are
useful when referring to the symbol definitions and equations.
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PROCEDURE: '

Prior to entering NZGMI, the models specified by the IBGAS and IBPERF
model types have evaluated the gas characteristics, chamber pressures and
propellent weight flow for the solid rocket motor.

The NZGMI is then executed and the conical nozzle geometry is evaluated.

After executing NZGMI, the model specified by the IBPERF model type is
reentered (if required) to evaluate the performance quantities which are
dependent upon the nozzle geometry.

EQUATIONS:

Nozzle throat area.

W 1C)PPM

NZ go AVG

Nozzle throat diameter. (Figures 2, 3. 4, 5)

D NZ TH 147NZTH
NZTH ir

Proportionality factor relating nozzle entrance diameter to nozzle
throat diameter.

KDENT I + 1 "C (3)

Porportionality factor relating nozzle transition diameter to nozzle
throat diameter.

K I + C coso (4)

Ratio, nozzle transition diameter to nozzle throat diameter.

R DTRTH = KDTR (5)

Expansion ratio at nozzle transition plane.

STR= (RDTRTH)z (6)
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Ratio, nozzle exit diameter to nozzle throat diameter.

R DEXTTH \NZ (7)

Radius of curvature, convergent nozzle section. (FiGure 3ý

Rc Cz DNZ 1 (8)
CCV TINZ-I

Radius of curvature, transition nozzle section. (Figure 4)

RC TR C3 CNZTH (9)

Nozzle entrance diameter. (Figure 3)

DNZENT = KDENT DNZTH (10)

Nozzle transition diameter. (Figure 4)

DNZ RDTRTH DNZ (II)

Nozzle exit diameter. (Figure 5)

DNZExT RDEXTTH DNZ (12)

Nozzle entrance area. (Figure 3)

A4~ D 2 (13)
ENT ENT

Nozzle transition area. (Figure 4)

ANZTR D 14)
10 TR
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EQUATIONS (Cont.): )

Nozzle exit .rea. (Figure 5)

ANZ (1 5)

Convergent nozzle section length. (Figure 3)

LNCv =CDNTH 16

Transition nozzle section length. (Figure 4)

sin (17)
TR CTR

Conic nozzle section length. (Figure 5)

ID ~ DN
L (DNZExT DNZTR)
LNZCN Z tan(NZ) (18)

Body nozzle sectimn length. (Figure 2)

L NZ + T RL (19)
BDY LNCV TR

Divergent nozzle section length. (Figure 2)

LNZDV = LNZTR + LNZCN (20)

Total nozzle length. (Figure 2)

LNZ = LNZ + LNZDV (Z 1)

Buried nozzle section length. (Figure 2)

LNZ K LNZB LNZ (ZZ)
•7B
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A
EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Protruding nozzle section length. (Figure 2)

~~'N 1 ~zr~z(23)
[ LN~~P LNZ . LNZ (3

PN B

Buried nozzle length ratio.
L LNZB

R LB (23-a)
LNZB NZ

Protruding nozzle length ratio.
LNZ p

RLNZP = Lz (23-b)

Length buried in convergent nozzle section, (Positive sense towards
entrance.) (Figure 4)

HNZBCV = N - LNZ (B4)

Length buried in transition nozzle section. (Positive sense towards exit, )
(Figure 4)

LLL (25)NZBTR NZ - LNZ

Length buried in conic nozzle section. (Positive sense towards exit. )
(Figure 5)

LNZ BCN LNZ B - T'NZBDY .(26)

Buried nozzle diameter evaluation:

If the buxried nozzle plane is within the convergent nozzle section, (Figure 3)

DNZ DNZ z(R - R -+zNB (Z7)
B3 TH- Cccv NZBýCv,

1
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EZUATIONS (Cont.):

If the buried nozzle plane .s within the transition nozzle section, (Figure 4)

DN = DZ + 2 R - CRZC - LZ -- ) (28)
DNZ B DNZTH RC TR C TR L2R-- NZ BTR 18

If the buried noLzle plane in within the conic nozzle section, (Figure 5)

DNZB DNZ + Z LNZ tan (GNZ) (29)

Associative Quantities. The following quantities are intended solely for
optional utilization by the program user, (Their primary usage within this
model is for forming constraint quantities.)

QDB = KQDB DNZ (30)

ODENT = KQDEN DNZENT (31)

QDEXT = KQDEX DNZEXT (32)

QLNZ 1 KOL LNZ (33)

QLB = KQLB LNZB (34)

QDTH = KQDTH DN7 TI (35)
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ENTRANCE PLANE-

THROAT PLANE
TRANSITION PLANE-

w a:

BURIED PLANE- - ' _

EXIT PLANE- _

Fig. 170. 1-1 Conical Nozzle Sections and Planes
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-NZENT

DNZTH LNZTR

DNZT 
LNZC

ENTRANCE PLANE- 
- N D

THROAT PLANE____

TRANSITION PLANE- 1"

L LN

F 1il GLNZD

NZ

B3URIED PLANE- -DNZ - -

LNZp

EXIT PLANE - DNZ 
-X

Fig. 170. 1 -2 Conical Nozzle, Total Geometry
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G -THROAT PLANE
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I

Fig. 170. 1-3 Conical Nozzle, Convergent Section
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ENTRANCE PLANE- 1

THROAT PLANE
BURIED PLANE LI

TRANSITION PLANE NZ 8L Z 40 LINZ
JuI•NZ TR '"a. - NZCv--

L NZ Bv
"NZBTR

,-NZT DNZB NZT DNZENT --- r---.t
-- ~ ~ T ______ THw Dm.

\ -i

R C

- "CTR

NOTE; Y TR t9NZ "TR

CONIC CONVERGENT
SECTION SECTION

TRANSITION
SECTION

Fig. 170. 1-4 Conical Nozzle, Transition Section
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Fig. 170. 1-5 Conical Njozzle, Conical Sectimn
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NOZZLEG NOZZLE GEOMETRY NZGMI

INPUT DATA. INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input directly to this model by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used,

Mnemonic Symbol Descrietion; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

CNZI CI Proportionality factor relating convergent
nozzle section length to nozzle throat

diameter;

N.D. .4
CNZZ C2 Proportionality factor relating the radius

of curvature of the convergent nozzle

section contour to the nozzle throat diamneter;

N.D. I

CNZ3 C 3  Proportionality factor relating the radius of
curvature of the transition nozzle section
contour to the nozzle throat diameter;

N.D. .2
KQDNZB KQDB Associative quantity coefficient for

QFJNZB computation;

N,D. 0

KQDNZEN K DEN Associative quantity coefficient forQDNZENT computation;

N.D. 0

KQDNZEX KQDEX Associative quantity coefficient for
QDNZEXT computation.;
N.D. 0

KQDNZTH KQDTH Associative quantity coefficient for
QDNZTH comput- tion;

N. D. 0
KQLNZB KQLB Associative quantity coefficient for

QLNZB computation-,

N. D. 0

KQ 1,N Z KQL Ass ociative ouantity coefficient for
'QLNZ computation;

N.D. 0

170. 1-12
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NOZZLEG NOZZLE GEOMETRY NZGMl

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

KLNZB KLNZB Proportionality factor relating buried nozzle
length to total nozzle length;

N.D. 0

NZHA N Nozzle half angle;NZ
deg Figs. Z, 4, 5 0

RAEXTTH £NZ Nozzle expansior ratio at nozzle exdt plane.
Ratio of nozzle exdt area to nozzle throat area;

N.D. 0

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

CVDELV C* Delivered characteristic velocity;

ft/sec IBOAS

DWPPMT PP Propellent weight flow;

It /sec IBPERF

PCIHAVG PAVG Average chamber pressure;

PSIA IBGAS

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output fro.m this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models aad to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

ANZENT A~ NZNozzle entrance area;
ENT .2in Eq. 13

ANZEXT AN Nozzle ecit area;
EXT in Eq. 15
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Synbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

ANZTH A~ NZNozzle throat area;
TH .2Ein Eq. 1

ANZTR AZTR Nozzle transition area;
in 2  

Eq. 14

DNZB D NZ Buried nozzle diameter. Nozzle diameter
B measured at buried nozzle plane;

in Figs. 3, 4, 5 Eqs.27,
28, 29

DNZENT D Nozzle entrance diameter. Diameter of
ENT nozzle measured at nozzle entrance plane;

in Fig. 3 Eq. 10

DNZEXT D Nozzle exit diameter. Diameter of nozzle

ZExT measured at nozzle exit plane;

in Fig. 5 Eq. 12

DNZTH DNZ Nozz4" thrcat diameter. Diameter of nozzlc
TH nmeasured at nozzle throat plane;

in Fig. 2 Eq. Z

DNZTR DNZ Nozzle transition diameter. Diameter of
TR nozzle measured at transition plane separating

transition and conic sections;

in Fig. 4 Eq. 11

KDNZENT KDENT Proportionality factor relating nozzle
entrance diameter to nozzle throat diameter;

N.D. Eq. 3

KDNZTR KDTR Proportionality factor relating nozzle
transition diameter to nozzle throat diameter;

N.D. Eq. 4
LNZ LNZ Total nozzle length. Distance from nozzle

entrance plane to nozzle exit plant;

in Fig. 2 Eq. 21
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units
LNZB LNZ Buried nozzle section length. Distance from

ZB nozzle entrance plane to nozzle buried plane;

in Fig. 2 Eq. 22

LNZBCN Length buried in conic nozzle section.SNZZBCN Distance from nozzle transition plane to
nozzle buried plane. (Positive sense
towards exit);

in Fig. 5 Eq. 26

LNZBCV '-N Length buried in convergent nozzle section.
B CoZBV Distance from nozzle throat plane to nozzle

buried plane. JPositive sense towards
entrance);

in Fig. 3 Eq. 24

LNZBDY LNZ Body nozzle section length. Distance from
BDY nozzle entrance plane to nozzle transition

plane;

in Fig. Eq. 19

LNZBTR LNZ Length buried in transition nozzle section.
BTR Distance from nozzle throat plane to nozzle

buried plane. (Positive sense towards exit);

in Eq. 25

LNZCN LNZ Conic nozzle section length. Distance from
CN nozzle transition plane to nozzle exit plane;

in Fig. 5 Eq. 18

LNZCV L NZ Convergent nozzle section length. Distance
CV from nozzle entrance plane to nozzle throat

plane;

in Fig. 3 Eq. 16

LNZDV LNZ Divergent nozzle section length. Distance
DV from nozzle throat plane to nozzle exit plane;

in Fig. 2 Eq. 20
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont. :: LI

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LNZP Protruding nozzle secUon length. Distance

P ,from nozzle buried plane to nozzle exit plane;

in Fig. 2 Eq. 23

LNZTR Transition nozzle section length. DistanceZTR from nozzle throat plane to nozzle transition

plane;

in Fig. 4 Eq. 17

QDNZB Q Associative quantity, buried nozzle diameter.~DB (See DNZB);

in Eq. 30

QDNZENT Q Assoriative quantity, nozzle entrancediameter. (See DNZENT);

in Eq. 31

QDNZEXT Q Associative quantity, nozzle exit diameter.
~DEXT (Sce DNZEXT);

in Eq. 32

QDNZTH Q Associative quantity, nozzle throat diameter.~DTH (See DNZTH);

in Eq. 35

QLNZ QL Associative quantity, total nozzle length.
(See LNZ);

in Eq. 33

QLNZB QLB Associative quantity, buried nozzle length.

(See LNZ B);

in Eq. 34

RATRTH e TR Expansion ratio at transition plane. Ratio
of nozzle transition area to nozzle throat
area;

N.D. Eq. 6
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Fxt. (Int.) Units

RCNZCV R Radius of curvature, convergent nozzle
section contour;

in Eq. 8

RCNZTR R Radius of curvature, transition nozzle
TR section contour;

in Eq. 9

RDEXTTH RDEXTTH Ratio, nozzle e~dt diameter to nozzle
throat diameter;

N.D. Eq. 7

RDTRTH R DTRTH Ratio, nozzle transition diameter to nozzle
throat diameter;

N.D. Eq. 5

RLNZB R LNZB Buried nozzle length ratio. Ratio of buried
nozzle section length to total nozzle length;

N.D. Eq. 23-a

RLNZP RLNZP Protruding nozzle length ratio. Ratio of
protruding nozzle section length to total
nozzle length;

N. D, Eq. 23-b
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NOZZLEW NOZZLE WEIGHT NZWMI

180.1

MOD-L TYPE: NOZZLEW (NOZZLE Weight)

MODEL NAME: NZWM1 (Single, Ablative, Parametric Scaling)

DESCRIPTION:

NZWMI (NoZzle Weight Model number 1) utilizes paramnetric weight scaling
equations-to-deter~mine the weight of a s1lid rocket motor fixed or gimballed
nozzle. A detailed description of both the equations and parametric scaling
rationale may be found in reference 8.

The model is applicable for performance parameters within the following
limits

15 < NZHA < 30 deg

300 < PCHAVG < 1000 psia

5 < RAEXTTH < 75

30 < TBPPMT < 140 sec

500 < WPPMT < 2, 000, 000 lb

where NZHA is associated with the NOZZLEG model type and the remaining
quantities are defined in the Input Data, Inter-Model section below.

PROCE DU RE:

Prior to entering NZWMI, the models specified by the IBGAS and IBPERF
model types have evaluated the gas and performance properties of the
propellent, and the model spccified by the NOZZLEG model type evaluated
the nozzlc geometry. The nozzle weight penalty due to gimballed or other
thrust vector control systems has been determintd by the model spe'-ified
for the TVCW model type.

The NZWMI niodel is then exectted and the nozzle weight is evaluated using
a parametric weight scaling equation. The expended weights, due to ablation
during thrusting, are also computed.

After leaving NZWMI, the remaining component weights of the motor are
evaluated. The NZWMI output data will then be used by the models opecified
by the SUBSTGW and PROPUL model types to evaluate the substage weights
and propulsion characteristics.
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EQUATIONS:
,~1

Total nozzle weight. (r_ C Cc 7
WNZ KWNZ KTVNZ 1 L 4 C5 _& (1)

4 PAVG TB (tan0)

Total expended nozzle weight component.

WNZ - KWNZX 8 (PAWxG T) ()

Expended (non-thrusting producing) nozzle weight component.

WN Kv~x W~ (3)
NZXNXIN

Expended (thrust producing) nozzle weight component.

WNZ= 0 (4)

Total non-expended nozzle weight component.

WNZ KWNZNX (WNZ- WNZ) (5)

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input directly to this model by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Sbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

CNZW1 C1  Scaling constant for WNZ computation;

N.D. 0. 0000772
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t]
INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

CNZWZ C 2  Scaling constant for WNZ computation;

N.D). 1.2

CNZW3 C3  Scaling constant for WNZ computation;

N.D. 0.7

CNZW4 C 4  Scaling constant for WNZ computation;

N. D. 0.8

CNZW5 C Scaling constant for WNZ computation;5
N.D. 0.6

CNZW6 C 6  Scaling constant for WNZ computation;

N.D. 0.4

CNZW7 C 7  Scaling constant for WNZ computation;

N.D. 0.916

CNZW8 C 8  Scaling constant for WNZX computation;

N.D. 0. 00032

CNZW9 C9 Scaling constant for WNZX computation;

N.D. 0.5

KWNZ KWNZ Proportionality factor for total nozzle weight;

N.D. 1

KWNZNX KWNZNX Proportionality factor for nozzle non-expended
weight component;

N.D. 1

KWNZX K WNZX Proportionality factor for total expended nozzle
weight component;

N.D.

KWNZXI K WNZXI Proportionality factor for non-thrust producing
component of expended nozzle weight;

N.D. 1
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified -nodel type. If the user has not specified such a I
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

CVDELV C Delivered characteristic velocity;

ft/sec IBGAS

KTVNZ KTVNZ Thrust vector control factor;

N.D. TVCW

PCHAVG PAVG Average chamber pressure;

psisa IBGAS

RAEXTTH ENZ Nozzle expansion ratio;

N.D. NOZZLEG

TANNZHA tan (0) Tangent of nozzle half angle;

N.D. NOZZLEG

TBPPMT TB Propellent burn time;

sec IBFERF

WPPMT Wpp Propellent weight;

lb PROPELW

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this m.)del. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and opt" .,ation routines.

Mnemonic Symb Description; Ext. (mnt.) Units

WNZ W NZ Total nozzle weight;

lb Eq. 1
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NOZZLEW NOZZLE WEIGHT NZWMI

S~OUTPUT DATA (Cont.),:

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WNZNX W Total non-expended nozzle weight component;Nlb Eq. 5

WNZX WNZ Total expended nozzle weight component;
lb Eq. 2

WNZXI w Expended (ncn-thrust producing) nozzle

SWNZXT WN T Expended (thrust,-producing) nozzlc weight
XT component;

lb Eq. 4

p
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P p'A. YLODO PAYLOAD GEOMETRY PAGMI

190.1

MODEL TYPE: PAYLODG (PAYLOAD Geometry)

SMODEL NAME: PAGMI (Single, Simple Payload)

DESCRIPTION:

1: PAGMI (,6yload geometry M~odel number 1) evaluates the geometry for a
simple single payload which may be defined in terms of its length and base
diameter. See figure I and the figure associated with the model used as the
top interstage (INTSTGG model type) for an appreciation of the pertinent
geometry.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering PAGMI, all of the solid rocket motor substages have
been sized.

PAGMI then determines both the basic payload geometry and the payload
requirements for interstage design.

After PAGMI is executed, the interstages will be sized. The top interstage
for the propulsion system will use PAGMI output, together with the geometry
of the top substage in the propulsion system, to determine its design requilre-ments. After all of the interstages, stages, and the propulsion system have

been sized, the payload geometry is used for sizing the payload section and
shroud.

EQUATIONS:

Total payload length.

LPA a LPA + LPAB + LPA (I I

Payload cross-sectional area.

APAp(fA.)(Z)

PA DPAA

10 1
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Payload aft diameter for interstage attachment.

DsSITA= DPA (3)

Length !f interstage required for the payload.

LssITA LPASA (4)4)
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NOTE: The conical payload Is for Illustration only.
The payload geometry is defined by the
center line lengths and DPA

L
PAS

SLP LPA

PAYLOAD PAYLOAD
// SECTION

L
ISA

PROPULSION
S YSTEM

wI

TOP SUBSTAGE

Fig. 190. 1-1 Payload Geometry
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model dir,.ctly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

DPAA DPA Payload base (i. e., aft) diameter. retquired
INA for defining the aft interstage attachment;

in 0

LPAB L PA Basic pvload length component;

in 0

LPASA LPA SAnPayload aft spacing distance;

SAin 0
LPASF L Payload forward spacing diatance;

PA SF in

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

None

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. ) Units

APA APA Payload cross -sectional area;
in 2  Eq. 2
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

DSSITA DSS Payload aft diameter for interstage attachment;
in 

Eq. 3

LPA LPA Total payload lengtl;

in Eq. 1

LSSITA LSSITA Length of interstage required for the payload;

in Eq. 4
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PAYLODW PAYLOAD WEIGHT PAWM1

200. 1

MODEL TYPE: PAYLODW (PAYLOaD Weight)

MODEL NAME: PAWMI (Direct Input)

DESCPIPTION:

PAWMl (PAFyload Weight Model number l) is a simple payload weight
model for which the payload weight is input directly by the program user.

Note that the payload weight does NOT normally include the weight of
the shroud, payload adapter, etc.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering PAWM1, the substages have been sized and the model
specified for the PAYLODG model type has evaluated the payload geometry.

PAWMI then defines the payload weight.

After leaving PAWMI, the interotages, stages, and propulsion system are
sized. The model specified for the PAYSECW model types then uses the
payload weight, together with the shroud weight, etc. , to determine the
payload section weight.

EQUATIONS:

Total payload weight.

WPA = KWPA W PAYLOD (I)

Total non-expended payload weight component.

WPANx WPA (2)

Total expended payload weight component.

W PA X 0 (3)
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Expended (thrust producing) payload weight component.

Wp T 0 (4)

PAXT

Expended (non-thrust producing) payload weight component.

W 0 (5)

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (I nt. ) Units Preset

KWPA KWPA Coefficien' for WPA computation;

N.D.

WPAYLOD WPAYLOD Payload weight input by user;

lb 0

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

None

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.
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"OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WPA W PA Total payload weight;

lb Eq. I

WPANX W Total non-expended payload weight component;
lb Eq. 2

WPAX WPAX Total expended payload weight component;
lb Eq. 3

WPAXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) payload

Xi weight component;

lb Eq. 5

WPAXT W Expended (thrust producing) payload
XT weight component;

lb Eq. 4
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PROPUL PROPULSION CHARACTERISTICS PCMI

r ' r 210.1

MODEL TYPE: PROPUL (PROPULsion Characteristics)

MODEL NAME: PCMI (Constant Thrust. Single Engine)

DESCRIPTION:

PCMI (Propulsion Characteristics Model number 1) evaluates the thrust
and weight flow breakdown for a single constant thrust solid rocket engine.
The engine is comprised of the following subsystems:

Moto r

Nozzle

In addition to the thrust derived from the propellent, thrust components
associated with the following subsystem expended weight components are
evaluated.

Internal insulation

ThruEt vector control

Nozzle

PROCEDURE:

Prior to executing PCMI, the model specified for the IBPE '.F model type
has determined the propellent weight flow, burn time and specific impulse.
The model specified for the NOZZLEG model type has determined the
nozzle exit area and the models specified for the NOZZLEW and MOTORW
model types have broken down the principle subsystem weight into expended
components.

PCMI is then executed and the expetnded tubnystern weights are used to
determine the inert and thrujt producing weight flow components. These
weight ilow comaponents are then ,ised, together with the roquired specific
impulses, to determine the vacuu nrutut components. Finally, the vacuum
thrust components ara eurnmed anA the total engine vacuum thrust and
sea-level thrust degr;adation zýre evaluated.
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PROCEDURE (Cont.):

After PCMI is executed, the remaining substages are sized and the
propulsion characteristics for each engine within the vehicle are evaluated.
After the entire vehicle is sized, the PCMI output data is input to the
applicable weight and propulsion model for the mission simulation. See
REMARKS.

EQUATIONS:

Expended motor weight flow, excludes propellent.

WwM - Tx (1)WMMT

NTX TB

Expended (thrust producing) motor weight flow component, excludes
propellent.

MTXT (2)

MXT B

Expended (non-thrust producing) motor weight flow component.

WMTxi-T---- 
(3)

Expended nozzle weight flow.

wWNZ,
0X

W NZx - TB (4)

Expended (thrust producing) nozzle weight flow component.

WNZxTT (5)
Wz

Expended (non-thrust producing) no:,zle weight flow component.

WNZx- TWB (6)
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Weight flow associated with expended (thrust producing) internal
insulation.

w
INxT

INXT
WINxT

XT B

Weight flow associated with expended (thrust producing) thrust vector control
system material.

W TVxT

w = (8)
TVXT TB

Thrust producing engine weight flow component. (Includes propellent);

W N K tW + W + WN ) (9)
ENT DWENT MTXTT NZ~

Inert (non-thrust producing) engine weight flow componernt.0 •
WEN - KDWENI (WMT X1 + W NZXI) (10)

Total engine weight ilow.

WEN : KDWEN (WENT + WEN1) (11)

Vacuum thrust component associated with the propellent.

FVpP = KFVPP ISPD VD (12)

Vacuum thrust component associated with expended (thrust producing)
inte rnal insulation.

FVIN KFVIN ISPIN WINXT (13)
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Vacuum thrust component associated with expended (thrust producing)
thrust vector control material.

FV KFVTV ISP W TV (14)
TV TV VXT

Vacuum thrust component associated with expended (thrust producL•-g)
nozzle materitul.

FV KFVNZ IS W (15)
N Z N Z NXT

Engine vacuum thrust.

FVK KVFN (F +p FVN FV v FV~ (16)
ViN F NVPP IN VTV NZ

Engine thrust degradation due to atmospheric pressure.

AFEN = KDELFEN C1 ANZExT (17)

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The fo.lowing date. is input to this model directly by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Unite Preset

CPCI C' Ionstant for DELFEN computation.
Corresponds to atmospheric sea-level

pressure;

lb/(inZ) 14. 695972

KDELFEN KDELFEN Coefficient for DELFEN computation;

N.D. I i
KDWEN KDWEN Coefficient for DWEN computation;

N.D.
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INPUT DATA, INT RA-MODEX, (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KDWENI KDWENI Coefficient for DWENI computation;

N.D. I

KDWENT KDWENT Coefficient for DWENT computation;

N.D. I

KFVEN KV Coefficient for FVEN computation;
K dN.D

KFVIN KFVIN Coefficient for FVIN computation;

N. D.1

L KFVNZ KFVNZ Coeffici.nt for FVNZ computation;
SN. D.

KFVPP K Coefficient for FVPP computation;

N. D.1

KFVTV KFVTV Coefficient for FVTV computation;

M•1 D, I

ISPIN ISpN Specific impulse of expended (thrust producing)
IN internal insulation matoriali

soc 0

ISPNZ ISP Specific impulse of expended (thrust producing)
NZ nozz•le material;

sec 0

ISPTV ISP SpeAfic impulse of expmndrd (thrust producing)
TV thrust vector control material;

sec 0
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

ANZEXT ANZ Nozzle exit area;

in NOZZLEG

DWPPMT WPPMT Propellent weight flow;
lb/sec IBPERF

ISPVD I'SPVD Vacuum delivered specific im.. ilse;

sec IBPERF

TBPPMT TB Propellent burn time;

sec IBPERF

WINXT WIN Expended (thrust producing) inte-nal
XT insulation weight component;

I b INTINSW

WMTX WM1x Total expended motor weight component;

M~xlb MOTORW

WMTXI WMT Expenced (non-thrust producing) motor
X1 weight component;

lb MOTORW
WMTXT WMT Expended (thrust producing) motor weight

XT component;

lb MOTORW

WNZX WNZX Total expended nozzle weight component;

lb NOZZLEW

WNZXI WNZ7 Expended (non-thrust producing) nozzle
XI weight component;

lb NOZZLEW
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"INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

WNZXT WN Expended (thrust producing) nozzle weight
SXT component;

lb NOZZLEW

W W Expended (thrust producing) thrust vector
TVx XT control weight component;

"lb TVCW

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inte r-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (bIt. ) Units

DELFEN dFEN Engine sea-level thrust degradation.
DELFEN corresponds to DELF in the
trajectory simulation nr'dels;

lb Eq. 17

DWEN WEN Total engine weight flow. Includes
propellent, motor, and nozzle weight flow;

lb/sec Eq. 11

DWENI W Inert (non-thrust producing) engine weightEN I flow component (includes motor and nozzle);

lb/sec Eq. 10

DWENT WEN Thrust producing cngine weight flow component,
T (Includes propellert, motor, and nozzle.)

DWENT corresponds to DWVAC in the
trajectory simulation models;

lb/ sec Eq. 9

DWINXT WIN Motor weight flow aisociated with expended
XT (thrust producing) internal insulation material;

lb/sec Eq. 7
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic $ynjbo1 Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

DWMTX W MT Expended motor weight flow. Excludes
TX propellent and nozzle;

lb/sec Eq. I

DWMTXI WMT Expended (non-thrust producing) motor weight
XI flow component, excludes nozzle;

lb/sec Eq. 3

DWMTXT W T Expended (thrust producing) motor weight

XT flow component. Excludes propellent and

nozzle;

lb/sec Eq. 2

DWNZX WNZX Expended nozzle weight flI w;
lb/sec Eq. 4

DWNZXI WNZ Expended (non-thrust producing) nozzle weight
flow component;

lb/sec Eq. 6

DWNZXT WNZ Expended (thrust producing) nozzle weight
XT flow component;

lb/sec Eq. 5

DWTVXT WTV Motor weight flow assot.ated with expended
XT (thrust producing) thrust vector control system

material;

lb/sec Eq. 8

FVEN F Total engine vacuum thrust. FVEN

VEN corresponds to FVAC in the trajectory

simulation models;

lb Eq. 16

FVIN FV Vacuum thrust componont associated with the
IN expended (thrust producing) Internal

insulation material;

lb Eq. 13
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OUTPUT DATA (ont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

FVNZ F Vacuum thrust component associated with the

NZ expended (thrust producing) nozzle mat,-rial.
Note that this is not associated with the nozzle
half angle divergence loss;

lb Eq. 15

FVPP FV Vacuum thrust component associated with che

pp propellent;

lb

FVTV FV Vacuum thrust component associated with the
TV expended (thrust producing) thrust ¢,.ctor

control system material;

lb Eq. 14
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PAYSECG PAYLOAD, SECTION CEOMETRY PL.MI

220.1

MODEL, TYPE: PAYSECG (PAYload SECtion Geometry)

MODEL NAME: PLGMI (Single Payload, No Shroud Geometry)

DESCRIPTION:

PLGM1 (FayLoad section Geometry M~odel number 1) evaluates the geometry
for a simple payload section comprised of a single payload without shroud
geometry. Although provision is made for defining a payload section length
bias, Intra-Model Input is not normally required for this model. See figure I
and the figures associated with the payload model utilized (PAYLODG model
type) for an appreciation of the payload section geometry.

Note that this model is not applicable if a shroud geometry model (see
SHROUDG model type) is utilized. However, this model may be used if a
non-geometry deptendent shroud weight model (see SHROUDW model type)
is used.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entidring PLGMI, all vehicle subsystems within the propulsion system
have been sized and the model specified for the PAYLODG model type has
determined the payload geometry.

PLGMI then uses the payload geometry to determine the payload section
geometry.

After PLOMi is executed, the payload section weight will be determined.
The total vehicle geometry is then evaluated using the payload section geometry
and propulsion system geometry.

EQUATIONS:

Payload section length. Figure 1

LpPL LPA + L (I)
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EQUATIONS (Cont.);

Payload section diameter. Figure I

DPL = D PAA

Payload section cross-sectional area.

I 7r

APL = + ~(3)
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbo Description Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

LPLSF LPL Payload section forward spacing distance;
in Fig. 1 0.,

INPUT DATA. INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Sybo Deacription; .xt. (Int.) Units Model Type

DPAA DPA Payload aft diameter;

in PAY LODG

LPA LPA Total payload length;

in Fig. I PAYLODG

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter.
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int,) Units

APL APL Payload section crois-sectional arc-,;

in Eq. 3
DPL DPL Payload section diameter at interstage

attachment;

in Eq. 2

LPL LPL Payload section 'bingth;

in Eq. I
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PAYSECW PAYLOAD SECTION WEIGHT PLWMI

230.1

T MODEL TYPE: PAYSECW (PAYload SECtion Weight)

MODEL NAME: PLWMI (Single Payload, no Shroud)

DESCRIPTION:

PLWM1 (PayLoad section Weight Model number 1) isat weight syntheeis
model whfch evaluates the weight Freakdown for a simp~le pay!oad section
comprised of a single payload without a shroud.

PROCEDURE!

Prior to enteriog PLWMI, all vehicle subsysterr.e within the propulsion
system have beeji sized and the model specified for the PAYLODW mwodel
type has evaluate6 the payload weight breakdown.

PLWMI uses the payload weight breakdown to evaiuate the payload section
weight breakdown.

After PLWMI is executed, th. payload section weight breakdown, together
wvith the pre'alsion system weight breakdown, will be utilized by the model
mpeci'ied &or the VEHW model type to determine venhile weight quantities.

EQUATIONS:

Total payload section weight.

PL KWPL WPA (1)

Total non-expended payload section weight component.

W PLx X <WPLNX W PAx (Z)

Total expended payload section weight component.

WPL X KWPLX WPAX (3)
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Expended (non-thrast producing) payload section weight component.

WPLXI = KWPLXI WPAXI (4)

Expended (thrust producing) payload section weight component.

W PL KWPLXT WpA
XT 'XT

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int,) Units Preset

KWPL K WPL Coefficient for WPL computation;

N.D. 1

KWPLNX KWPLNX Coefficient for WPLNX computatton;

N. D

KWPLX KWPLX Coefficient for WPLX zomputatio.;
N.D.

KWPLXI KWPLXI Coefficient for WPLXI computation;

N.D.

KWPLXT KWPLXT Coefficient for WPLXT computation;

ND.

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.
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1.:

INPUT DATA. INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

WPA WPA Total payload weight;

lb PAYLODW

WPANX WPA Total non-expended payload weight component;
Xlb PAYLODW

WPAX WPAX Total expended payload weight component;
lb PAY LODW

WPAXI W Expended (non-thrLust producing) payload

Px weight component;

lb PAYLODW

WPAXT WPA Expended (thrust producing) payload weight
XT component;

lb PAYLODW

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnernonic Symbol De--iption; Ext. (Int.) Units

WL WPL Total payload section weight;

lb Eq. I

WPLNX W Total non-expended payload section weight
SLNX component;

lb Eq. Z

WPLX W PLX 'rota. exprnded payload section weight
component;

lb Eq. 3
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-

OUTPUT DATA (Cant.)1: J

Mnemonic Snbo Description; xt. (Int.) Units

WPLXI W`PL Expended (non-thrust producing) payload

Xl section weight component;

lb Eq. 4

WPLXT WPL Expended (thrust producing) payload section
XT weight components

lb Eq. 5
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PAYSECW PAYLOAD SECTION WEIGHT PLWM2

230.2

MODEL TYPE: PAYSECW (PAYload SECtion Weight)

MODEL NAME: PLWMZ (Single payload, shroud)

L DESCRIPTION:

PLWMZ (PayLoad section Weight Model number W) i a weight synthesis
model which evaluate- the payload section weight breakdown. The model
is applicable for a payload section comprised of the following subsystem:

Payload

Shroud

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering PLWMZ, all vehicle subsystems within the propulsion
system have been sized and the models specified for the PAYLODW and
SHROUDW model types have evaluated the payload and shroud weight
breakdown.

PLWM2 uses thesa, payload and shroud weights to evaluate the payload
section weight breakdown.

After PLWM2 is executed, Lbe payload seccion weight breakdown, together
with the propulsion system weight breakdown, will be utilized by the model
specified for the VEHW model type to determine vehicle weight quantities.

EQUATIONS:

Total payload section weight.

WPL = KWPL (wPA + WsH) (1)

Total non-expended payload section weight component.

WPL NX K WPLNX(WPANX + WSH ) (2)
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Total expended payload sect on weight component.

PLKX WPLX (WPA + WHx) (3)

Expended (non-thrust producing) payload section weight component.

IWPL KIWPLXI(WPA 1 WSH)(4

Expended (thrust producing) payload section weight component.

WPLXT KWPLXT(WPAXT + WSHXT) (5)I

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. ) Units Preset

KWPL KWPL Coefficient for WPL computation;

N.D.

KWPLNX KWPLNX Coefficient for WLNX computation;

N.D.

KWPLX KWPLX Coefficient for WPLX computation;

N.D.

KWPLXI KWPLXI Coefficient for WPLXI computation;

N. D.

KWPLXT KWPLXT Coefficient for WPLXT computation;

NA). D
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certafi data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the Intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

WPA WPA Total payload weight;

lb PAYLODW

WPANX W Total non-expended payload weight component;
lb PAYLODW

WPAX W Total expended payload weight component;
PAx

lb PAYLODW

WPAXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) payloadpAXI weight component;

lb PAYLODW

WPAXT W Expended (thrust producing) payload weight
XT component;

lb PAYLODW

WSH WSH Total shroud weight;

lb SHROUDW

WSHNX W SHNx Total non-expended shroud weight component;
lb SHROUDW

WSHX WSHX Total expended shroud weight component;
lb SHROUDW

WSHXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) shroud

X1 weight component;

lb SHROUDW

WSHXT W SH Expended (thrust producing) shroud weight
XT component;

lb SHROUDW
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OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for vae as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimizatii n routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WPL WPL Total payload section weight. Includes
payload and shroud;

lb Eq. I

WPLNX W Total non-expended payload section weight
WPNXt component. Includes payload and shroud;

lb Eq. 2

WPLX W PLx Total expended payload section weight
component. Includes payload and shroud;

lb Eq. 3

WPLXI WPL Expended (non-thrust producing) payload
XI section weight component. Includes payload

and shrour';

lb Eq. 4

WPLXT W Expended (thrust producing) payload sectionPLXT weight component. Includes payload and

shroud;

lb Eq. 5
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240. 1

MODEL TYPE: PROPELW (PROPELlent Weight)

MODEL NAME: PPWMI (Dirc ,t input of propellent weights)

SDESCRIPTION:

PPWPI.l (?roPellent Wciglht Mod(1 n'mr-ber 1) determines the basic propellent
properties (wmight, Volume, -density) of a solid rocket motor for which the
propellent weight is specified directly.

EQUATIONS:

Propellent volume.

PPMT
VPMT 0PPMT1)

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input directly to this model by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Smbo Description; Ext. (int.) Units Preset

RHOPPMT P PPMPropellent density;
MT ~lb/in30

WPPMT WPPMT Propellent weight;
lb 0

INPU'r DATA, INTER-MODEL:

None
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OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

VPPMT VPropellent volume;
V MV MT 3

in

240. 1-2
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PROSYSG PROPULSION SYSTEM GEOMETRY PSGMI

250.1

MODEL TYPE: PROSYSG (PROpulsion SYStem Geometry)

MODEL NAME: PSGMI (Sequential Stages)

DESCRIPTION:

PSGMI (Propulsion System Geometry Model number I) eval,.ates the
geometry for a propulsion system comprised of sequential stages. See
figure 1 for an illustration of the geometry associated with a typical
propulsion system.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering PSGMI, all of the stages have been sized and the models
specified for the STAGEG model types have determined the stage lengths
for all stages comprising this propulsion system.

PSGMI then sums these stage lengths and determines the total propulsion
system length.

After PSGM1 has determined the propulsion system geometry, the propulsion
system weight is evaluated. After all of the propulsion systems have been
sized, the model specified for the VEHG model type will use the propulsion
system geometry, together with the payload section geometry, to determine
the total vehicle geometry. After the total vehicle geometry is evaluated, a
final pass is mr'de through all of the models and any remaining quantities
dependent upon the total propulsion system length are evaluated.

EQUATIONS:

Total propulsion system length.

L P XLSG (1)

Where the summation includes all stages
within the propulsion system.

250.1-1
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PAYLOAD
SECTION

PROPULSION

SYSTEM

IDISII

. LSGII

LSGI

Fig. 250. 1-1 Typical Three Stage Boost Vehicle
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

"None

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from L
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. ) Units 1.'±odel Type

LSG LSG Stage length for each stage comprising thepropulsion system;

in STAGEG

OUTPUT DATA

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. ) Units

LPS L PS Total propulsion systern length;

ft Eq. 1
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f 260. 1

MODEL TYPE: PROSYSW (PROpulsion SYStem Weight)

MODEL NAME: PS WM (Weight Synthesis)

DESCRIPTION:

PSWMI (_Propulsion System Weight Model number 1) is a weight synthesis
model which evaluates the propulsion system weights. The propulsion

Ssystem is comprised of the following subsystems.

Stages

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering PSWMI, the models specified for the STAGEW model type
have evaluated the stage weights and mass fractions which are not dependent
upon the propulsion system or vehicle weights.

PSWMI then uses the pertinent stage weight to determine the propulsion
system weight qliantities.

After leaving PSWMI, the total vehicle geometry and weights are evaluated.
After the vehicle has been sized, the model specified for the STAGEW model
type (and other major subsystem model types if required) is reentered and
mass fractions dependent upon propulsion system quantities are eveluated.

EQUATIONS:

In the equations below, the summation includes all stages within the
propulsion system.

Total propellent weight associated with the propulsion system.

W (1)
~PS SG

Total propulsion system weight.

W =P WSG (2)

PS01-
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Total non-expended propulsion system weight component.

W~ W~

Total expended propulsion system weight component.

W~, =W (4)WPS -•WSGx 4

Expended (non-thrust producing) propulsion system weight component.

W P X WSG (5)

Expended (thrust producing) propulsion system weight component.

W PSXT " W • SG XT (6)

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. I.
a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

None

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

WPPSG W Ps Propellent weight for each stage comprising
SG this propulsion system;

lb STAGEW

Z60. I-Z
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

WSG W Total stage weight for each stage comprising

this propulsion system;

lb STAGEW

WSGNX W SG Total non-expended stage weight component;

lb STAGEW

WSGX W Total expended stage weight component;
l b STAGEW

WSGXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) stage weight
SG xI component;

lb STAGEW

WSGXT W SG Expended (thrust producing) stage weight
XT component;

lb STAGEW

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WPPPS W PP Total propellent weight associated with the
PS propulsion system. Includes propellent weights

of all stages comprising the propulsion system;

lb Eq. 1

WPS Wps Total propulsion system weight. Includes
propellent, non-expended and total expended
weight components for all stages comprising
the propulsion system;

lb Eq. 2
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OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WPSNX W Total non-expendcd propulsion system weightPSNX component. Includes non-expended weight

components for all stages comprising the
propulsion system;

lb Eq. 3
WPSX W Total expended propulsion system weight

S component. Includes expended weight

components for all stages comprising the
propulsion system. Excludes propellent
weight;

lb Eq. 4
WPSXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) propulsion

system weight component. Includes non-

thrust producing weight components for all
stages comprising the propulsion system;

lb Eq. 5

WPSXT W Expended (thrust prc-lucing) propulsion system
P W XT weight component. Includes thrust producing

weight components for all stages comprising
the propulsion system. Excludes propellent
weights;

lb Eq. 6
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270. 1

MODEL TYPE: STAGE (STAGE Geometry)

MODEL NAME: SGGMI (Single Sequential Stage and Interstage)

DESCRIPTION:

SGGMI (StaGe Geometry Model number 1) evaluates the geometry for a
stage comprised of a singre substage an-interstage as illustrated in figure 1.
By inputting coefficients and bias terms, considerable flexibility is provided
for specifying the stage length, diameter, and cross-sectional area.
However, since the Intra-Model Input Data is preset to the nominal stage
configuration, user input data is not normally required for this model.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering SGGM1, the models specified for the SUBSTGG and
INTSTGG model types have determined the final geometry for the substage
and interstage.

SGGMI (first entrance) then uses these primary component diameters anu
lengths to determine the overall stage geometry.

After leaving SGGMl, the weight for this particular stage is evaulated.
After all the stages are sized, the models specified for the PROSYSG and
VEHG model types will be executed and, utilizing the stage geometry together
with their individual requirements, the overall propulsion system and
vehicle ig sized.

SGGMI is then entered for the second time and stage fractions dependent
upon propulsion system and vehicle quantities are evaluated.

EQUATIONS (FIRST ENTRANCE):

Stage length. Fig. I

LSG = KLSGI LSS + KTNGZ LITS + KLSG3 (I)
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EQUATIONS (FIRST ENTRANCE) fCont.):

Stage diameter.

DSG - KDSGI DSS + KDSGZ DITA + KDSG 3 DITF + KDSG4 (2)

Stage cross-sectional area.

ASG = KASGI Ass + KASGZ AITA + KASG3 AITF + KASG4 (3)

Stage length to stage diameter ratio.

LSG
RLDSG = (4)

SG

EQUATIONS (SECOND ENTRANCE)-

Propulsion system length to stage diameter ratio.

R LDPSSG D
SG

Vehicle length to stage diameter ratio.

LVH
RLDVHSG D VH (6)

SG

270. I -Z
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Fig. 270. 1-1 Stage Geometry
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INPUT DATA, INTRAMODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KASGI KASGI Coefficient for stage area computation;

N.D. 1

KASGZ KASG2 Coefficient for stage area computation;

N.D. 0

KASG3 KASG3 Coefficient for stage area computation;

N.D. 0

KASG4 KASG 4  Bias for stage area computation;

in 2  0

KDSG1 ?.DSGI Coefficient for stage diameter computation;
N.D. 1

DS KDSG2 Coefficient for stage diameter computation;N.D. 0

KDSG3 KDSG3 Coefficient for stage diameter computation;

N.D. 0

KDSG4 KDSG4 Bias for stage diameter computation;

in 0

KLSGI KLS0 1  Coefficient for stage length computation;

N.D. 1

KLSGZ KLSGZ Coefficient for stage length computation;

N.D. 1

KLSG3 K 1,3 Bias for stage length computation;

in 0
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then ft must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

AITA AT Cross-sectional area, interstage aft base;ITin INTSTGG

AITF AIr Cross-sectional area, interstage fore base;-
inZ INTSTGG

ASS ASS Cross-sectional area, substage;

Sm ~SUBSTGG

DITA DITA Diameter, interstage aft base;

Ain INTSTGG

IrI

DITF DTDiameter, interstage fore base;

Fin INTSTGG

DSS DSS Outside diameter, substage;

in SUBSTGG

LITS LTSpacing distance associated with theS interstage;

in Fig. 1 INTSTGG

LPS Lps Total propulsion system length;
in PPOSYSG

LSS LDS Total substage length;

in Fig. 1 SUBSTGG

LVH LVP Total vehpcle length;

in VEHG

270.1-5
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OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output f.rom this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

ASG ASG Stage cross-sectional area;
inz Eq. 3

DSG DSG Stage diameter;

in Eq. 2

LSG LSG Stage length;

in Fig. I Eq. 1

RLDPSSG R LDPSSG Propulsion system length to stage diameter
ratio;

N. D. Eq.5

RLDSG RLCSG Stage length to stage diameter ratio;

N.D. Eq.4

RLDVHSG RLDVHSG Vehicle lerigth to stage diameter ratio;

N.D. Eq. 6
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280. 1

MODEL TYPE: STAGEW (STAGE Weight)

MODEL NAME: SGWMI (Singht! substage and interstage)

DESCRIPTION:

SGWMI (StaGe Weight Model number 1) is a weight synthesis model which
evaluates the stage weight breakdown and stage mass fractions for a .3tage
having a single substage and interstage. Th.- stage weigiit is comnpri~e•• of
the following subsystems:

Substage

Interstage

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering SGWMl, the mod,.is specified by the SUBSTGW and
INTSTGW model types have evaluated the substage and interstage weights.
In addition to evaluating subcomponent weights peculiar to their particular
requirements, they have defined a set of component weights in terms of
expended or non-expended attributes.

Upon the first entrance to SGWM1, these expended and non -. xpended, sub-
stage and interst age, weight components are used in determrn ing the stage
weight breakdown. In addition, mass fractions which are not ,'ependent upon
propulsion system or vehicle quantities are evaluated.

The remainder of the stages are then sized and the models specified for the
PROSYSW and VEHW model types will determine the propulsion system and
vehicle weights.

After the entire vehicle has been sized, a second entrance is made to SGWMl
and the stage mass fractions which are dependent upon propulsion system and
vehicle quantities are evaluated.
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EQUATIONS (FIRST ENTRANCE):

Weight of propellent associated with this stage.

W W (1)
SG =W SS

Total stage weight.

WSG= KWSG (Wss + WIT) (2)

Total non-expended stage weight component.

WS K WSGNX (WS x + WIT) (3)

Total expended stage weight component.

W K (4)SGX WSGX (W"SS + WIT)

Expended (thrust producing) stage weight component.

WSG X KWSGXT (WSc +X ITXT) (5)

Expended (non-thrust producing) stage weight component.

WSGxI = K WSGXI (WSSx 1 + WITxI) (6)

Total weight of stage expendables.

WSGXX = KWSGXX (WPPSG + WSG) (7

Total stage expended inert weigl-t flow.
0 0

W K W (8)SG I DWSGI ENI(

Stage propellent n-ass fractioa.

K P S (9)
SGPMF WSG
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EQUATIONS (FIRST ENTRANCE)(Cont.):

Stage expended mass fraction.

SGK SG XMF = WSG (10)

Stage structure mass fraction.

W
K SGNX

SGSMF WSG

EQUATIONS (SECOND ENTRANCE):

Stage weight proportion

WSG

WSG PS W PS

Stage propellent weight proportion.
W PP SG
-- (13)

W PSG PS WVS

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KDWSGI KDWSGI Coefficient for DWSGI computation;

N. D. -1

KWSG KWSG Proportionality !actor for total stage weight;

N. D.

KWSGNX KWSGNX Proportionality factor for non-expended s-age
weight component;

N. D. 1
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description: Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KWSGX KWSGX Proportionality factor for total expended stage
weight component;

N.D. I

KWSGXI K Proportionality factor for expended (non-
KWSGXI thrust producing) stage weight component;

N.D.

KWSGXT KWSGXT Proportionality factor for expended (thrust
producing) stage weight component;

N.D.

KWSGXX KWSGXX Coefficient for WSGXX computation;

N.D.

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:
- a

This model requires as i:iput certain data which is usually output from a
model of the rpecified model type. If the user has not opecified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. ) Units Model Type

DWENI WE 1- Inert engine wci,-nt hlow;
lb PROPUL

WIT WIT Total interstage weight;

Ib INTSTG W

WITNX WIT Total non-expended interstage weight
NX component;

lb INTSTGW

WITX WIT): Total expended interstage weight component;

lb INTSTGW
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Ft' INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

WITXI W IT Expended (non-thrust producing) interstage
"X" weight component;

lb INTSTGW

WITXT WIT Expended (thrust producing) Interstage
XT weight component;

"lb INTSTGW

WPPPS WP Weight of propellent associated with thePS propulsion system;

lb PROSYSW

WPPSS W Weight of propellent associated with the
S3 substage;

lb SUBSTGW

WPS W Total propulsion system weight;

lb PROSYSW

WSS WSS Total substage weight. Includes propellent;

lb SUBSTGW

WSSNX WSx Total non-expended substage weight component;,
NX lb SUBSTGW

WSSX W SS Total expended substage weight component,

SX does not include propellent;

lb SUBSTGW

WSSXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) substageW X1 w.6ight component;

lb SUBSTGW

WSSXT W SS Expended (thrust producing) substage weight
XT component, does not include propellent,

lb SUBSTGW
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OUTPUT DATA: /

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

DWSGI W Total stage expended inert weight flow. A
Sal negative value indicates weight loss from the

stage (see KDWSGI). DWSGI corresponds to
DWINERT in the trajectory simulation models;

kb/sec Eq. 8

KSGPMF KSG Stage propellent mass fraction. Ratio of
PMF' propellent weight to stage weight;

N.D. Eq. 9

KSGSLF K••KS0  Stage structure mass fraction. Ratio of non-
SMF expended stage weight to total stage weight;

N.D. Eq. II
KSGXMF KSC Stage expended mass fraction. Ratio of

experded stage weight (excluding propellent)

to total stage weight;

N.D. Eq. 10

RWSGPS RW S G PS Stage weight proportion. Ratio of stage weight
to propulsion system weight;

N.D. 12

RWPSGPS RWPSGPS Stage propellent weight proportion. Ratio of
propellent weight associated with the stage to
the propellent weight associated with the
propulsion system;

N.D. Eq. 13

WPPSG WPs Weight of propellent associated with this
PS Gstage;

lb Eq. 1

WSG WSG Total stage weight. Includes substage and
interstage;

lb Eq. 2
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"C.• OUTPUT DATA (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WSGNX W Total non-expended stage weight component.
NX Includes substage and interstage. WSGNX

.corresponds to WTSTS in the trajectory
simulation models;

lb Eq. 3
WSGX W Total expended stage weight component.

SG XIncludes substage and interstage. Does not

include propellent;

lb Eq. 4

WSGXI W SG Expended (non-thrust producing) stage weight
S 1  component. Includes substage and interstage;

lb Eq. 6

WSGXT W Expended (thrust producing) stage weight
XT component. Includes substage and interstage.

Does not include propellent;

lb Eq. 5

WSGXX W Total weight of stage expendables. Includes
XX propellent, expended thrust producing, and

expended non-thrust producing stage weight
components. WSGXX corresponds to WTANK
in the trajectory simulation models;

lb Eq. 7
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SHROUDW SHROUD WEIGHT SHWMI

tJ

290.1

MODEL TYPE: SHROUDW (SHROUD Weight)

MODEL NAME: SHWMI (Direct Input)

DESCRIPTION:

SHWMI (S1roud WYeight Ljodel number 1) is a simple non-geometry dependent
shroud weight model for which the shroud weight is input directly by the
program user. It should be noted that shroud simulations will normally
require a shroud weight model but not a shroud geometry model.

See the PAYSEOW model type for payload section weight models which are
applicable if this shroud weight model is used.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to executing SHWMI, all vehicle subsystems within the propulsion
system have been sized and the model specified for the PAYLODW model
type has evaluated the payload weight breakdown.

SHWMI is then executed and the shroud weight is evaluated.

After SHWMI is executed, the model specified for" the PAYSECW model
type will use the payload and shroud weights to evaluate the payload section
weight breakdown.

EQUAT:.'ONS:

Total shroud weight.

WSH : K WSH WSHROUD (1)

Total non-expended shroud weight component.

WS x W (Z)
go NX SH
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Total expended shroud weight component.

WSHX =0 (3)

Expended (non-thrust producing) shroud weight component.

WSHXI 0 (4)

Expended (thrust producing) shroud weight component.

WSHXT = 0 (5)

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KWSH KWSH Coefficient for WSH computation;

N.D.

WSHROUD WSHROUD Shroud weight input by user;

lb 0

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

None

290. 1-2
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OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic S-mbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WSH WSH Total shroud weight;

lb Eq. I

WSHNX WSH Tcta! non-expended shroud weight component;

lb Eq. 2

WSHX WSHX T•,tal expended shroud weight component;
lb Eq. 3

WSHXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) shroud

SxI weight component;

lb Eq. 4

WSHXT WSH Expended (thrust producing) shroud weight
component;

lb Eq. 5
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SUBSTGG SUBSTAGE GEOMETRY SSGMI

300.1

MODEL TYPE: SULSTGG (SUBSTaGe Geometry)

MODEL NAME: SSGMI (Single Solid Rccket Motor)
.I

DESCRIPTION:

SSGMI (SubStage Geometry Model number 1) evaluates the geometry of a
complete-soTid roc-ket motor-substage, incfliding the motor case, protruding
nozzle and spacing required ahead of the forward closure for the igniter
attachment, thrust termination, etc. Since this is the final geometry model
executed in the substage geometry design, substage requirements for inter-
stage design are also evaluated. See figure 1.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering SSGMl, the models specified for the CASEG, NOZZLEG
and MOTORG model types have determined the final geometry for the case,
nozzle and basic motor.

SSGMI then uses these primary component diameters and lengths to determine
the overall substage geometry, including interstage requirements.

After leaving SSGM1, the weight and propulsion models for this particular
substage are sized. After all substages are sized, the interstage models
will be executed and, utilizing the substage geometry data together with
satisfying their individual requirements, the interstages are sized.

EQUATIONS:

Intersubstage spacing distance.

L SSS= KLS I + KS2 DCSO +L (1)

Total substage length.

LSs LSSS + LMT + LNZp (2)

300.1-1
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EQUATIONS (Cont.): '.

Substage outside diameter.

DSS = KDI + KD2 DMT (3)

Substage cross sectional area.

ASS= (4-) Ds (4j

Ratio, total substage length to case diameter.

R LDSSCS S (5)

Substage diameter for forward interstage attachment.

Ds Ds (6)DSSIT :SS()

ITF

Substage diameter for aft inLtCstage attachmei:t.

Ds Ds (7)
ITA =.

Length of interstage required (forward) for this substage.

"L + L - L (8)
SSITF MTc SS MT

Length of interstage required (aft) for this substage.

L MT + - (ZMT
ITA C HA Np SKA
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LMT SKF CHF

LMT LSS

LMTSKA LMT H

LSs T LpLNZ

Fig. 300. 1-1 Substage Geometry
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KLSSSI KLS Bias for inter-substage spacing distance
computation. Does not include thrust
te rmination;

in 0

KLSSS2 K L. 2 Proportionality factor relating a component
of the inter-substage spacing distance to the
outside case diameter. Does not include
thrust termination;

N.D. 0

KDSS1 KD1 Bias for substage diameter computation;

in 0

KDSS2 KD2 Coefficient for substage diameter computation;

in 1 -

INPUT DATA,_INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

DCSO DCS0 Outside inotor case diameter;

in CASEG

DMT DMT Motor diameter;

in MOTORG

LMT LMT Motor length;
in MOTORG

300. 1-4
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

LMTCLA LMT Length of motor aft closuru;

in MOTORG

LMTCLF L Length of motor forward closure;
in MOTORG

" LMTSKA L MT Length of motor aft skirt;
in MOTORG

LMTSKF LMT Length of motor forward skirt;
SKF in MOTORG

LNZP L NZP Protruding no•.zle length;
in NOZZLEG

LTTMT L Length, thrust termination;
in TTERMG

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-

model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

ASS ASS Substage cross sectional area;

in Eq. 4

DSS DSs Substage outside diameter. May include
raceways and other protrusions;

in Eq. 3

DSSITA D SS Substage aft diameter for interstage
SITA attachment;

in Eq. 7
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OUTPUT DATA:(Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo1 Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

DSSITF DSS Substage forward diameter for interstage
SITF attachment;

in Eq. 6

LSS L 5 3  Total substage length. Includes motor,
protruding nozzle, and required spacing
distance forward of the forward closure;

in Eq. 2

LSSITA SS Length of interseage required (aft) for this
ITA substage;

in Eq. 9

LSSITF LSS Length of interstage required (forward)
ITF fcr this substage);

in Eq. 8

LSSS LSSS Inter-substage spacing distance. Substage
distance, measured along vehicle centerline,
forward of fore motor closure. Used primarily
for thrust termination equipment and any
other spacing distance required between this
substage and the nozzle of the substage
forward of this substage;

in Eq. 1

RLDSSCS RLDSSCS Length to diameter ratio. Ratio of total
substage length to outside case diameter;

N.D. Eq. 5

300. 1-6
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SUBSTGW SUBSTAGE WEIGHT SSWMI

SJ

310.1

4

MODEL TYPE: SUBSTGW (SUBSTaGe Weight)

MODEL NAME: SSWMI (Weight Synthesis, Single Motor
and Nozzle)

DESCRIPTION:

SSWM1 (Substage Weight Model number j) is a weight synthesis model
which evaluates the substage we!ight breakdown and substage mass fractions
for a substage having a single solid rocket motor and nozzle. The substage
weight is comprised of the following subsystems.

Motor

Nozzle

Note that the above subsystems do NOT include the interstage. See the
STAGEW model for stage (substage plus interstage) weight quantities.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering SSWMI, the models specified by the NOZZLEW and
MOTORW model types have evaluated the nozzle and motor weights. In
addition to evaluating subcomponent weights peculiar to their particular
requirements, they have defined a set of component weights in terms of
expended or non-expended attributes.

These expended and non-expended motor and nozzle weights are input to
SSWMI. The SSWMl model will combine these quantities to determine the
substage weight components and mass fractions.

After the SSWMI model is executed, the interstage geometry and weights are
determined. The model specified by the STAGEW model type will then use
the substage and interstage quantities to determine the stage weights and
mass fractions.
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' p

EQUATIONS:

Weight of propellent associated with the substage.

WPPss 
W MT 

( 

MT

Total substage weight.

W Kw (WT + W (2)
WSS = WSS (MT + NZ) 2 ,

Total non-expended substage weight component.

W SS WSSNX (WMT + NZ (3)

Total expended substage weight component (excluding propellent).

WSsX z KWSSX (WMTX + WNZ (4)

Expended (thrust producing) substage weight component (excluding propellentL.

WSSXT K WSSXT (WMTXT + W XNZXT (5)

Expended (non-thrust producing) substage weight component.

WSS = KWSSXI (WMTxI + WNZxI (6)

Substage propellent mass fraction.

WPPss
KS- MF S5 (7)

Substage expended mass fraction.

W(8)

SstSSubtg stucur asT fraction

Substage structure mass fraction.

KSSMF SS
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. if a
value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Smbo Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KWSS K Proportionality factor for total substage weight;

N.D. I

KWSSNX K Proportionality factor for total non-expended
substage weight component;

N.D. 1

KWSSX KWSSX Proportionality factor for total expended
substage weight component;

N.D. 1

KWSSXI KWSSXI Proportionality factor for expended (non-thrust
producing) substage weight component;

N.D.

KWSSXT K WSSXT Proportionality factor for expended (thrust
p,-oducing) substage weight component;

N.D.

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is us;.ally output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified sucl a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

WMT WMT Motor weight, total;

lb MOTORW

WMTNX W MTNx Motor weight component, total ,ion-expended;

lb MOTORW
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

WMTX W MTx Motor weight component, total expended;

lb MOTORW

WMTXI WMT Motor weight component, expended, (non-MTX thrust producing);

lb MOTORW

WMTXT W MT Motor weight component, expended, (thrust

XT producing);

lb MOTORW

WNZ WNZ Nozzle weight, total;

lb NOZZLEW

WNZNX WNZ Nozzle weight component, total non-expended;

lb NOZZLEW

WNZX WNZ Nozzle weight component, total expended;
lb 

NOZZLEW

WNZXI W NZ Nozzle weight component, expended, (non-
XI thrust producing);

lb NOZZLEW

WNZXT WNZ Nozzle weight component, expended, (thrust

XT producing);

lb NOZZLEW

WPPMT PPMT Propellent weight;

lb PROPELW
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OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

KSSPMF K SS Substage propelleet mass fraction. Includes
PMF motor and nozzle;

N.D. Eq. 7

KSSSMF K Substage structure mass fraction. Includes
SSMF motor and nozzle;

N. D. Eq. 9

KSSXMF K SS Substage expended mass fraction. Includes
XMF motor and nozzle;

N. D. Eq. 8

WPPSS W PP Weight of propellent associated with the
substage;

lb Eq. I

WSS WSS Total substage weight. Includes motor and
nozzle;

lb Eq. 2

WSSNX W Total non-expended substage weight component.5NX Includes motor and nozzle;

lb Eq. 3

WSSX W SS Total expended substage weight component.
Iticludes motor and nozzle;

lb Eq. 4

WSSXI W SS Expended (non-thrust producing) substage weight
5 X component. Includes motor and nozzle;

lb Eq. 6

WSSXT W Expended (thrust producing) substage weight
SSXT component. Includes motor and nozzle;

lb Eq. 5
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TTERMG THRUST TERMINATION GEOMETRY TTGMI

320. 1

MODEL TYPE: TTERMG (Thrust TERMination Geometry)

MODEL NAME: TTGMI (Motor Centerline spacing Distance)

DESCRIPTION:

TTGMI (Thrust Termination Geometry Model number 1) evaluates the
spacing distance- required, forward of te fore motor c'osure, for the thrust
termination mechanism.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to executing TTGMI, the model specified for the CASEG model type
has determined the case outside diameter.

TTGMI then uses the case diameter to evaluate the spacing distance required
for th.2 thrust termination mechanism.

The thrust termination spacing distance will later be used by the model
specified for the SUBSTGG model type to determine the required intersub-
stage spacing distance.

EQUATIONS:

Thrust termination spacing length.

L KCD
TTMT LTTMT 1 DCS

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input directly to this model by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used.
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

CTTG1 C 1  Constant for LTTMT computation;

N.D. 0.01

KLTTMT KLTTMT Coefficient for LTTMT computation;

N.D. 1

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a source
for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

DCSO DCSO Outside case diameter; A
in CASEG

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output by this model. 1* is available for usage as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LTTMT L Thrust termination spacing length. DistanceMT rreasured along motor centerline forward of

the fore motor closure, required for the
thrust termination mechanism;

in
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330. 1

MODEL TYPE: TTERMW (Thrust TERMination Weight)

MODEL NAME: TTWMI (Parametric Sc.Alrg)

DESCRIPTION:

TTWMI (Thrust Termination Weight Model number •) utilizes a parametric
scaling equation to determine the weight of the thrust termination mechanism
for a solid rocket motor. See reference 8 for a description of the equation
and parametric scaling rationale.

This model is applicable for performance parameters within the following

limits (see Input Data, Inter-Model).

300 < PCHAVG < 1000 psia.

40 < TBPPMT < 140 sec.

3000 < WPPMT < 2,000,000 lb.

PROCEDURE:

In addition to evaluating the thrust termination weight, the rTWMl model
determines the total weight breakdown in terms of expended and non-expended
components.

These expended and non-expended component weights will later be used by the
model specified for the MOTORW model type to determine the motor weights
and mass fractions.

EQUATIONS:

Total thrust termination weight.
(WPPM •C

WTT A KWTTCl A T (1)

330.1.1 I
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EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Total non-expended thrust termination weight component.

WTT = KWTTvX WTT (Z)

Total expended thrust termination woight component.

W TTX 0 (3)

Expnnded (non-thrust producing) thrust termination weight.

WTTXI =0 (4)

Expended (thrust producing) thrust termination weight.

WTTXT =0 (5)

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input directly to this model by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used.

i
Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

CTTWI CI Scaling constant for WTT conputation;

N.D. 170

CTTWZ C2  Scaling constant for WTT computation;

N.D. 1.45

XWTT KWTT Proportionality factor for thrust terminatior
weight;

N.D.
KWTTNX K Proportionality factor for non-expended thrust

KWTTNX termination weight;

N. D. 1

330. j -z
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a source
for this data, then it must be input directly -with the intra..model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

PCHAVG PAVG Average chamber pressure;

ps ia IBGAS

TBPPMT TB Propellent burn time;

sec IBPERF

WPPMT W Propellent weight;

lb PROPE.]Z

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-

model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

WTT WTT Total thrust termination subsystem weight;

lb Eq. 1

WTTNX W TT Total non-expended thrust terminationTNX subsystem weight component;

lb Eq. 2

WTTX WTT Total expended thrust termination subsystem
X weight component;

lb Eq. 3

WTTXI W TT Expended (non-thrust producing) thrust
XI termination subsystem weight component;

lb Eq. 4

WTTXT WTT Expended (thruct producing) thrust
XT termination subsystem weight component;

lb Eq. 5
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TVCG THRUST VECTOR CONTROL GEOMETRY TVGMI

340. 1

MODEL TYPE: TVCG (Thrust Vector Control Geometry)

MODEL NAME: TVGM1 (Gimballed nozzle)

DESCRIPTION:

TVGMI (Thrust Vector G!eometry MLodel number 1) evaluates the geometry
required for the simulation of a gimballed nozzle. The gimbal point is
located on the nozzle centerline and may be forward (see figure 1) or aft
(see figure Z) of the nozzle throat plane.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering TVGMI, the model specified for the NOZZLEG model type
has evaluated the nozzle geometry.

TVGMI then uses this nozzle geometry to determine the gimballed nozzle
envelope geometry.

EQUATIONS:

Gimballed nozzle length ratio, (Positive value if gimbal point is aft of
nozzle throat plane. )

RLGB = KRLGBI + (1)

C NZ

Distance from nozzle throat plan'- to nozzle gimbal point. (Positive sense
from nozzle throat plane towards nozzle exit plane.) (Figs. 1, 2)

LGBT1 = RLGB LNZDV (Z)

340. 1-1
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TVCG THRUST VECTOR CONTROL GEOMETRY TVGMI

EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Distance from nozzle gimbal point to nozzle exit plane. (Figs. 1, 2)

LGB L 4 -L GB (3)L
EXT I4 DV TI-

Nozzle gimrbal envelope half angle for zero gimbal angle. (Figs. 1, 2)

=arct an XT(4)
G~z (~EXT/

Nozzle gimbal envelope half angle. (Figs. 1, 2)

G0B I GB2  ~GB()

Distance from nozzle gimbal point to edge of nozzle exit cone. (Figs. 1, 2)

LB~ (DNZ ET 2+LZ(6)

Diameter of gimnballed nozzle envelope. (Figs. 1, 2)

DOGB EV=27 LiGB EDE5in ( 0 GB1) (7)
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GIMBAL
POINT • _

FORWARD ' s LA./ ,B L 8OTHS/ \GB1

G U
NOZZLE THROAT PLANEi/ _

/ GBEDGE LGBEXT

AFT

GIMBAL - / 4 L
= ENVELOPE / LNZDv

,/ \
I\

/\
/NOZZLE EXIT

EXIT CONE
/ / PLANE EDGE GB

DNZ DNZx

NOTE THAT LBT HAS A NEGATIVE VALUEGS!
TH

Fig. 340. 1-1 Gimbal Point Forward of Nozzle Throat
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TVCG THRUST VECTOR CONTROL GEOMETRY TVGMI

FORWARD

~NOZZLE THROAT PLANE

GIMBAL L~N POINT NsTH

AFT

/"/ , LNZDv

GIMBAL Go/
ENVELOPE / OGBI LBExT

/ / G GBEDGE EXT

EXIT EXIT

CLANE CON
EDGE

NOTE THAT L0 8 TH HAS A POSITIVE VALUE

Fig. 340. i-2 Gimbal Point Aft of Nozzle Throat
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PiPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The followring data is input directly to this model by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

, KRLGBl KRLGB1 Bias for RLGB computation;

N.D. 0

KRLGB2 KRLGB2 Coefficient for RLGB -computation;

N.D. 0

GBANGLE 0 GB Nozzle gimbal angle;

deg Figs. 1, 2 0

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Sm Description; rxt. (Int.) Units Model Type

DNZEXT DNZ Nozz]e ,..ii diameter;NEXT
in Figs. 1, 2 NOZZLEG

LNZDV Divergent nozzle section length;
in Figs. 1, 2 NOZZLEG

RAEXTTH E NZ Nozzle expansion ratio at nozzle exit plane;

N.D. NOZZLEG

I
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OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Syrbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

DGBENV DOBENV Diameter of gimballed nozzle envelope;

in Figs. 1, 2 Eq. 7

GBENHA GB1 Nozzle gimbal envelope half angle;

deg Figs. 1, 2 Eq. 5

GBENHAZ 0 GB Nozzle gimbal envelope half angle for
2 zero gimbal angle;

deg Figs. 1, 2 Eq. 4

LGBEDGE LOGDB Distance from nozzle gimbal point to edge
EDGE of nozzle ecit cone;

in Figs. 1, 2 Eq. 6

LGBEXT LGB Distance from nozzle gimbal point to
EXT nozzle exit plane;

in Figs. 1, 2 Eq. 3

LGBTH L GB Distance from nozzle throat plane to nozzleTH gimbal point. Measured on nozzle centerline,

positive sense from nozzle throat pl are
towards nozzle exit plane;

in Figs. 1, 2 Eq. 2

RLGB RLGB Gimballed nozzle length ratio. Ratio of
LGBTH to LNZDV. Positve sign indicates
gimbal point is aft of nozzle throat plane;

N.D. Figs. 1, 2 Eq. 1
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TVCW THRUST VECTOR CONTROL WEIGHT TVWM1

"350. 1

MODEL TYPE: TVCW (Thrust Vector Control Weight

MODEL NAME: TVWMI (Gimballed nozzle or integral omnivector,
statistical scaling)

DESCRIPTION:

TVWMI (Thrust Vector control Weight Model number 1) utilizes a statistically
derived eiuation fo determine the weighi of a gimballea nozzle thrust vector
control system. In addition, a nozzle weight factor is determined for
assessing the required nozzle weight penalty.

(See REMARKS for the simulation of an integral omnivector TVC system.
The subsystems considered within the TVC system weight are:

Actuators

Hydraulic pressurization system

Plumbing

Valves

Roll control system

It should be noted that since the TVC weight equation is based upon 3 ,'D:.ly
statistical analysis, the model is intended for usage only in totM., sizing and
optimization studies. This model cannot be used for subsystem trade off
studies. See reference 8 for a description of thQ. equations and statistical
scaling rationale.

This model is applicable for performance parameters within the following

limits,

15 < NZ14A < 30 deg

300 < PCHAVG < 1000 PSIA

5 < RAEXTTH < 75

30 1 TBPPMT < 140 sec

500 < WPPMT < Z, 000, GOO ibs

where NZHA and RAEXTTH are a03ociated *ith the NOZ2LEG m•odel type,
PCHAVG is associated with the IBGA'i nodel type, TBPPMT is associated with
the IBPERF model type, and WPPMT is associated with the PROPELW model
type.
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TVCW THRUST VECTOR CONTROL WEIGHT TVWM1

PROCEDURE:

This is a twvo entrance model. Up on the first entrance to TVWMI, the nozzle
weight penalty factor is evaluated. The model specified for the NOA'ZLEW
model type is then executed to determine the nozzle weight.

TVWMI is then entered for the second time, the TVC system weight is
evaluated as a function of the nozzle weight, and the TVC system weight
breakdown is determined.

EQUATIONS (FIRST ENTRANCE):

TVC nozzle weight penalty factor.

CI K TVNZIKCTVz N + KTVNZ2 ()

KTV 2
(NZt i

EQUATIONS (SECOND ZNTRAN CE):

Total thrust vector control weight.

C4

WTV KWTV C 3 (WNz)

Total non-expea.ied thrust vector coitrol weight corrponent.

WTV WTV (3)

Total expended thrust vector control weight component. I

(4)

350.1-2
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TVCW THRUST VECTOR CONTROL WEIGHT TVWMI

EQUATIONS (SECOND ENTRANCE) (Cont.):

Expended (non-thrust producing) thrist vector control weight component.

W =0.
TV 3 (5)

Expended (thrust producing ) thrust vector control weight component.

W 0.
TVxT (6)

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input directly to this model by the program user. If a
value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symb Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

CTVW1 C 1  Constant for KTVNZ computation;

MN.D. 2. 1

CTVWZ C 2  Constant for KTVNZ computation;

N.D. 0.116

CTVW3 C 3  Constant for WNZ computation;

N.D. 2.7

CTVW4 C 4  Constant for WNZ computation;

N.D. 0.604

KTVNZI KTVNZI Coefficient for KTVNZ computation;

N.D. 1

KTVNZ2 KTVNZ2 Coefficient for KTVNZ computati)n;

N.D. 0

KWTV KWTV Coefficient for WTV computation;

N.D. 1

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a

model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a

source for this data, then it must be input dir,.ct]y with the intra-model input.

L 350. 1-3
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TVCW THRUST VECTOR CONTROL WEIGHT TVWM1

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL: *

Mnemonlc Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units ModelType

RAEXTTH CNZ Nozzle expansion ratio at nozzle exit plane;

N.D. NOZZLEG

WNZ WNZ Total nozzle weight. Includes weight penalty
due to TVC requirements;

lb NOZZLEW

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. ) Units

KTVNZ K TV Coefficient used by the nozzle weight modelNZ to assess a nozzle weight penalty to satisfy

TVC system requirements;

N.D. Eq. I

WTV WTV Total thrust vector control weight;

lb Eq. 2
WTVNX W Total non-expended thrust vector control

NX weight component;

lb Eq. 3

WTVX W TV Total expended thrust vector control weight
X component;

lb Eq. 4

WTVXI WTV Expended (non-thrust producing) thrust
XI vector control weight component;

lb Eq. 5

WTVXT W TV Expended (thrust producing) thrust vectorVXT control weight componen.;

lb Eq. 6
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REMARKS:

f This model is applicable for simulating an integral. omnivector TVC system
by inputting the following coefficients for the nozzle weight penalty factor.

KTVNZI = 0

KTVNZZ 1.05

3-0 1
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VEHG VEHICLE GEOMETRY VHGMI

( 360.1

SMODEL TYPE: VEHG (VEHicle Geometry)

MODEL NAME: VHC-M1 (Single Propulsion System and
Payload Section)

DESCRIPTION:

VHGM1 (VeHicle Geometry lyjo-el number 1) evaluates the geometry for a
vehicle comprised of a single propulsion system and a single payload section.
See figure I for an illustration of the geometry for a typical vehicle comprised
of three stages, a payload and a shroud.

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering VHGMl all of the major vehicle subsystems have been
sized and the models specified for the PROSYSG and PAYSECG model types
have determined the pertinent propulsion system and payload section geometry.

VHGMI is then executed and the vehicle geometry evaluated.

After VHGMI is executed, the vehicle weight breakdown is evaluated by the
model specified for the VEHW model type. The vehicle has then been
completely sized. However, another pass will be made through all of the
models to evaluate length and weight fractions dependent upon total vehiclegeometry and weight quantities.

EQUATIONS:

Total vehicle length. Figure 1.

L L + L (L)

VH PS *PL

360. 1-1
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PAYLOAD LiL
SECTION 1 P? PA

PROPULSON /
LSG III

LVH

IND
LSGII

L SG1

Fig. 360. 1-1 Vehicle Geometry
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VEHO VEHICLE GEOMETRY VHGM1

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly by the program user. If

a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

None

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
source for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model input.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

LPL Lp 1  Total payload section length;
in Fig. 1 PAYSECG

LPS L Total propulsion system length;

in Fig. I PROSYSG

OUTPUT DATA:

The following data is output from this model. It is available for use as inter-
model input to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units

LVH LVH Total vehicle length;

in Fig. 1 Eq. I

6I
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VEHW VEHICLE WEIGHT VHWMI

370. 1

MODEL TYPE: VEHW (VEHicle Weight)

MODEL NAME: VHWMI (Single Propulsion system and

payload section.)

DESCRIPTION:

VHWMI (yeHicle Weight Model number 1) is a weight synthesis model which
evaluates the vehicle weight breakdown and mass fractions for a vehicle
having a s ngle propulsion system and a single payload section. The vehicle
weight is comprised of the following subsystems:

Propulsion System

Payload Section

PROCEDURE:

Prior to entering VHWMI, the models specified for the PROSYSW and
PAYSECW model type have evaluated the propulsion system and payload
section weights. In addition to evaluating subcomponent weights peculiar
to their particular requirements, they have defined a set of component
weights in terms of expended or non-expended attributes.

VHWMI then uses these expended and non-expended, propulsion system and
payload section, weight components to determine the vehicle weight
breakdown. In addition, the vehicle growth factor is evaluated.

After VHWMI is executed, the vehicle has been completely sized. However,
another pass will be made through all of the models to evaluate subsystem
weight fractions dependent upon the vehicle weight breakdown.

EQUATIONS:

Total vehicle w"'-ight.

WVH KWVH (Wps + WPL) (1)

370. 1-1
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I

MA
EQUATIONS (Cont.):

Total non-expended vehicle weight component.

W VH KwvHNX(Wps + WpL
NX VH XNX NX)

Total expended vehicle weight component.

WvH K wv.x(Wps + WPLW (3) =
VX WH PX)

Expended (non-thrust producing) vehicle weight component.

W vHx KWVHXI (WPS + WPL) (4)

Expended (thrust producing) vehicle weight component.

W K (W + W (5)VH ~ WVHXT( PS PLX1XT XT)

Total propellent weight associated with the vehicle.

WPP = WPPp (6)
~VH ~PS

Vehicle growth factor.

KvH _ WVH (7)
VHGF WP PI

INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL:

The following data is input to this model directly oy the program user. If
a value is not input, the preset value is used.

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int. ) Units Preset

KWVH K WVH Coefficient for WVH computation;

N. D.
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INPUT DATA, INTRA-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Preset

KWVHNX K Coefficient for WVHNX computation;
WVHNX

N.D. ;

KWVHX K Coefficient for WVHX computation;WVHX
N.D.

KWVHXI KWVHXI Coefficient for WVHXI computation;

N. 1

KWVHXT KWVIXT Coefficient for WVHXT computation;

N.D. I

INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL:

This model requires as input certain data which is usually output from a
model of the specified model type. If the user has not specified such a
bource for this data, then it must be input directly with the intra-model inpult.

Mnemonic Symbol DescrLption; Ext. (Int. ) Units Model Type

WPA WPA Total payload weight;

lb PAYLODW

WPL W PL Total payload section weight;
"blo PAYSECW

WPLNX W Total non-expende6 payload section wcight
PLNX component;

lb PAYSECW

WPLX WpL Total expended payload section weight
X component;

lb PAYSECW
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INPUT DATA, INTER-MODEL (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbol Description; Ext. (Int.) Units Model Type

WPLXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) payload

section weight component;

lb PAYSECW

WPLXT W PL Expended (thrust producing) payload section

XT weight component;

lb PAYSECW

WPPPS W Weight of propellent associated with the
PS propulsion system;

ib PROSYSW

WPS WPS Total propulsion system weight;

lb PROSYSW

WPSNX W Total non-expended propulsion system
5 NX weight component;

lb PROSYSW

WPSX W Total expended propulsion system
PSx weight component;

lb PROSYSW

WPSXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) propulsionSI system weight component;

lb PROSYSW

WPSXT WPS Expended (thrvst producing) propulsion
XT system weight component;

lb PROSYSW

OUTPUT DATA.

The fo'Lowing data is output from this model. It to availabte for use as inter-
model !nput to other models and to print, plot, and optimization routines.
3 .
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OUTPUT DA T A (Cont.):

Mnemonic Symbo Description; 1:xt. (Int.) Units

KVHGF K VH Vehicle growth factor. Rat'% of total vehicle
HGF weight to payload weight;

N.D. Eq. 7

WPPVH WPPV Total propellent weight associated with the
VH vehicle;

lb Eq. 6

WVH WVH Total vehicle weight;

lb Eq. I

WVHNX W VH Total non-expended vehicle weight component;
NX lb Eq. 2

WVHX WVHX Total expended vehicle weight component;
lb Eq. 3

WVHXI W Expended (non-thrust producing) vehicle

VHxI weight component;

lb Eq. 4

WVFIXT W Expended (thrust producing) vehicle weight
VHxT component;

lb Eq. 5
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